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401

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Miyuki Baptiste

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
INFORMAL  Miyuki

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Miyuki Baptiste
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I would like to retain the name of Washington
Lee. We can't delete the history, good and bad. We should
keep it to remember everything happened in the past and learn
from there. Also, we should seriously consider the cost of
changing the name. We should use the fund instead to educate
our kids what is right and wrong providing the historical
events, it will give them a great opportunity to think about our
history back then. We should use our tax money for something
more important and substantial than that. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

402

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Kevin Cahill

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/16/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
INFORMAL  Kevin

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kevin Cahill
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: WashingtonLee has a great history, as does the
Arlington community. Changing names of schools, streets, etc
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erases the good and the bad. Erasing history robs everyone of
the sense of pride about where they came from, and where
they are heading. Leave the name the same. Put up plaques to
explain the name. Educate the students about the history of
the name. Thank you for allowing me to share my voice. Kevin
Cahill WL 1981 Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
403

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Lyle Patrick Denny

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:
Campaign:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Mr. Denny
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lyle Patrick Denny
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am for Keeping the name the same: But, if the
name must be changed, I would suggest: WashingtonLincoln
High School Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community

404

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Maria Yule

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Ms. Yule

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Maria Yule
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Career
Center Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Proud WL grad, class of 1978, very dissapointed and
heartbroken to hear about the renaming of WL. Just today I
filled out a job app and wrote down WL grad. What does one
do when the name has been arbitrarily changed? Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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405

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  2:49pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: I am for Keeping the
name the same: But, if the name must be changed, I would
suggest: WashingtonLincoln High School Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community

406

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Lawrence Lam

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:
Campaign:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Mr. Lam
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lawrence Lam
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am for Keeping the name the same: But, if the name must be
changed, I would suggest: WashingtonLincoln High School
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

407

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
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Ms. Cheryl Colbert

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Ms. Colbert

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Cheryl Colbert
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I see no need to change the name. It will not
change history. Please leave it as it is. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

408

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:45pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
Gracias por sus comentarios.
Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Comments: Gracias por sus comentarios.
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Gracias por sus comentarios.
( To the owner of email address jr@materell.com  please
note, in case you are unaware, a number of people appear
to be using your email address on this issue)

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: El cambio de nombre de la escuela no es
necesario. La escuela tiene su historia, cambiar el nombre será
borrar o escribir de nuevo una historia. No podemos borrar los
hechos de eso aprendemos a ser mejores seres humanos. Fuera
de esto...se tiene que invertir mucho dinero para hacer los
cambios, se dice que APS no tiene dinero para programas.
Ayudas a los estudiantes, más sin embargo vamos a gastar
millones por cambiar un nombre?? Eso suena irracional. WL
fue una de las primeras escuelas que ayuda a la integración,
con ese nombre. NO ESTOY DE ACUERDO EN EL CAMBIO
SUPERFICIAL DEL NOMBRE. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

409

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  2:47pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Cordelia Medrick

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Medrick

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Cordelia Medrick
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I think
for the naming of the school, it would be most efficient to just
change the Lee that it's referencing so that we wouldn't have
to change as much of the merchandise that the school sells. I'd
suggest either Richard Henry Lee or Henry Lee III (Light Horse
Harry Lee). Richard Henry Lee was around during the revolution
and helped to put forth a resolution for independence in the
Continental Congress. He was also antislavery, he tried to
propose when he was part of the Virginia House of Burgesses
an increase in tariffs on imports of slaves to try and stem the
selling of slaves, and wrote that Africans were equally entitled
to freedom. He later became a Senator in Congress (even
though he had opposed the Constitution  although that was
mainly because he thought it was an overreach for a group
which was meant to just amend the Articles of Confederation to
come up with an entire Constitution to replace it). He wasn't a
general, but he was pretty great considering his resolution was
what helped to lead to us actually becoming independent.
More info on Richard Henry Lee:
https://www.stratfordhall.org/meettheleefamily/richard
henry17331794/ Henry Lee III or &quot;Light Horse Harry
Lee&quot; was a MajorGeneral, who fought during the
revolutionary war (He wasn't a majorgeneral during the war
but became one later on, he was made majorgeneral in 1808
since everyone thought another war with Britain was
inevitable). He supported the Constitution when the Articles of
Confederation was around and was a delegate. He also served
in the House of Representatives once it was adopted. He is
Robert E Lee's dad, but he died before there was a ton of
tension between the North and the South which would lead to
the Civil War. More info on Harry Lee:
https://www.stratfordhall.org/meettheleefamily/henryleeiii/
I'd prefer Richard Henry Lee, even though he wasn't a general,
because of his stance against slavery and all of his work
towards independence, but Harry Lee isn't that bad an option if
we want to stick to generals and Lees. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student

410

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Leah ClarkeWalker

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Incoming

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Ms. ClarkeWalker

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Leah ClarkeWalker
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Over the years I have traveled with my Navy
husband, serving our country and being very proud of the
freedoms we enjoy when coming home to the USA again. In no
other country does the will of the people prevail as it does in
America. But I fear this is being eroded for social fads. I am of
course speaking of the latest political fad: renaming schools.
For many of us just the thought of our school days at WL
brings back many good memories. For me, it brings me home
when I've been far away from home. In October I went to
Saudi Arabia for my work and found out how oppression
works. Its not when the many have a say, no, its when the
&quot;few&quot; with the minority opinion rule. I saw men
and women fighting against this in a land far away and
wondered why we are giving into such things here in this
country. Please, I ask respectfully, don't let our beloved WL
become the next casualty of the few who want to rule the
many. Thank You. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

411

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Matt Bristol

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Mr. Bristol

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Matt Bristol
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am submitting this comment to express my
disapproval of this entire notion of changing the school name.
The name reflects two prominent northern Virginians. It’s
important to remember our past lest we repeat it. Leave the
name alone. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent

412

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  2:48pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Babak Minovi

Status:

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
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Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Babak
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Babak Minovi
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I'm
OK with keeping the name as is (Lincoln would've endorsed),
but if not, WashingtonLincoln is a good alternative. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

413

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. John Cotte

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FORMAL  Mr. Cotte

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name John Cotte
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I am a
1967 graduate of WL. Please do not change the name of this
wonderful high school. The graduates of WL have shown since
its inception that we lead our lives with honor based on what
we learned and shared with each other while attending this
institution. Honor, respect, trust, and pride are simple words
describing what we came away with when we graduated. It was
never about malice, hate, disrespect or racial intolerance.
Respect our legacy by keeping WL’s name. Thank you. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

414

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/9/2018
11/13/2018  12:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Renaming WashingtonLee High School

Mr. . Searsta
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

Closed EMail 11/13/2018
11/13/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming WashingtonLee High
School
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Response:
Salutation:

ENGAGE WL Oppose v.1
FRIEND  Friend

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Renaming WashingtonLee High School

Subject: Re: Renaming WashingtonLee High School
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Renaming WashingtonLee High School
I am opposed to this. As a Northerner, I have never had any
time for Virginia's cult of Robert E. Lee. Yet I find myself
feeling that we should keep the school's name because, like
Lexington, Arlington has Lee whether we want him or not. Lee
is Arlington's most famous citizen and a key figure in our
country's history. Although not exactly from Arlington,
Washington is another local hero and, as far as I know, he is
not a historical persona non grata.Lee of course has a more
complex story, having led Confederate forces against the Union
in Virginia during the Civil War. So the question to me is
whether we airbrush Lee out of Arlington's and Virginia's
history Sovietstyle or whether we have the courage to face the
complexity of America's past and learn from it.
The name WashingtonLee gives us a lot to learn from. It dates
from the end of a period when reconciliation between the
North and South was considered an overarching national
priority. Southerners came to be seen as fighting the war for
their homes and way of life rather than as traitors as they were
in the decades after the Civil War. The Blue and Grey colors
were also a symbol of this national reconciliation, as was
Memorial Day when the graves of both sides' soldiers were
decorated. The dark side to this reconciliation was that it
allowed the South to grab the pen of Civil War history, glossing
over slavery and creating the myth of "Lost Cause." Northern
acquiescence to the South's Jim Crow laws was another tragic
product of this period.
This is powerful stuff. But there is nothing here we cannot say
in front of the children; indeed we must say it in front of them.
Keeping the name WashingtonLee will remind everybody of
what things were like here, how much things have changed
here and how far we still have to go here. Changing the name
gives everybody  especially affluent white students  the
license to forget. And that is what we must not do. Finally, if
we change WashingtonLee's name, let us do the job right
Gunston, Wakefield, and Kenmore are all names of plantations.
Thomas Jefferson had several children by an enslaved African
American woman who was sold after his death. I have not
taken the time to look at the list of elementary schools but I am
sure you would find some whose names have roots in Virginia's
past history of slavery. So don't stop. Change them all. And
one day our children can say proudly, "That never happened
here."

415

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/8/2018  1:07pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Kalkidan Ausink
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Kalkidan

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kalkidan Ausink
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think the name should be WashingtonLincoln
because they are considered the two greatest presidents of the
United States. Lincoln is considered the &quot;great
emancipator&quot;, which is something our nation, much less
our school, is proud of. Since Lincoln, was a president he was
the commander and chief, so we could keep our mascot a
general. See links below
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey
cage/wp/2015/02/16/newrankingofuspresidentsputs
lincoln1obama18kennedyjudgedmostoverrated/?
utm_term=. 55c12e306cd5
https://www.businessinsider.com/thetop20presidentsinus
historyaccordingtohistorians20172 Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student

416

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/8/2018  1:06pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Nicholas Mayberry

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Mayberry

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Nicholas Mayberry
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I believe we should change the name to
WashingtonLafayette Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Student

417

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/8/2018  12:14pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Lincoln

Khulan Otgonjargal

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Khulan

Comments: Lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Khulan Otgonjargal
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: WashingtonLincoln High School Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

418

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/8/2018  12:13pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Lynn McHugh Scanlon

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. McHugh Scanlon

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lynn McHugh Scanlon
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Why is WashingtonLee high school being
renamed? It appears that very few current families,
administrators, students and alumni want the name changed.
Could you please elaborate on this process, and how the board
can make such a huge decision when the majority of the
community is against it? Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

419

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:48pm
ENGAGE: ES BOUND CON  Elementary Boundary Con and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
name change
suggested program for students

Ms. Katy Senkus

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/11/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: name change
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Senkus

Comments: suggested program for students
https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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11/26/2018

Messages | IQ

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: name change

Subject: Re: name change
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. I
apologize if your previous message was not acknowledged
but please know we are passing on all messages to the
renaming committee for their consideration.Your suggestions
about introducing a program for WL students on the issues
surrounding the civil War or doing a program similar to the
one done by Mt. Vernon Ladies Association will also be
forwarded to them as they continue their work.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: name change
Dear Name Change Committee,
I’m a WL parent and long time WL district resident. I do not
support changing the name of the school but would instead
support leaving the name and adopting the practice for all W&L
students to be required learn about the issues surrounding the
civil war, Robert E. Lee’s slave ownership, how Jim Crow laws
impacted Arlington and then Civil Rights movement and
ultimately how things got much much better in Arlington on all
of these issues. Why not use the name of a school as a learning
opportunity to do critical thinking rather than trying to wipe
things away so that there is no discussion of past historical
events?
The historical issues involved in the civil war are controversial
and uncomfortable but if we just change the name as a knee
jerk reaction to something we no longer feel is politically
correct or comfortable and push it away we are doing a
disservice to a generation of kids who need to really learn
about the complexities of slavery. Many many books have been
written about and glorifying General Lee. Perhaps there was a
generation who turned a blind eye to his flaws, but that does
not mean we sweep the civil war under the rug. Lee served as a
United States officer in the U.S. Army after graduating from
Westpoint at the top of his class for 38 years. Lincoln asked
him to lead the Union Army but he ultimately chose to take the
job leading the Confederate Army out of a heavy sense of
loyalty. His father died in debtor’s prison and when Lee and his
wife inherited slaves from her father Lee executed the terms of
his father in law’s will according to his will and testament
which was legally required to do.
We can demonize Lee as being a "bad person” per se or we can
take a deeper dive to study more about the whole man, the
racism endemic in the culture of Virginia at that time in history
and then also celebrate how it has almost entirely been
eradicated. Trying to erase history is not the answer, taking a
new and aggressive approach to addressing the realities and
celebrating the progress our community and in particular these
younger generations is a much smarter approach.
Earlier this fall, I responded to one of the engagement emails
by suggesting that W&L model a new program after the Mt.
Vernon ladies’ association’s Enslaved Persons program but no
one responded back to me. Maybe you all only want to hear
from people who agree with the name change. Please contact
me if you would like to have have respectful debate on this
issue.
Thank you for your consideration of my input.
Katy Senkus

420

EMail
Date In:

11/8/2018

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%22… 11/54

11/26/2018
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
11/9/2018  1:49pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Stephanie Dickerson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/9/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dickerson

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Stephanie Dickerson
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: 1. Don't
change the name. 2. or Keep WL Generals call it Washington
Lafayette. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent

421

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:54pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

. Jaxon

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/9/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  Jaxon Family

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Ema
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Rebranding a
school is an expensive process. It’s too bad that our school
district is misled by a few to waste much needed money to
support our teachers and students in the classroom.
WASTEFULNESS!!!! Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent

422

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:50pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Lizzie Dickerson
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/11/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Messages | IQ
Salutation:

INFORMAL  Lizzie

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lizzie Dickerson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: While Robert Lee is not the best role model or
namesake for WL, the fact of the matter is that it would cost
too much money to change the school's name. APS already has
problems with overspending. In addition, George Washington
was also a slaveowner, but there doesn't seem to be anyone
talking about taking his name out. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student

423

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  2:03pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Sandi McCabe

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. McCabe

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. and your
suggestion that discussions about history and change be
held for students. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sandi McCabe
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Our family strongly believes the WashingtonLee
name should be kept. It is a wonderful school that is rich in
learning. This represents one of the ideals of many great
Virginians of that historical time. Unfortunately slavery was a
part of that time in our history; most of our founding fathers
participated in the practice. Keep the name, and continue
discussions on history and change. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

424

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:51pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL renaming

C. BakerWingfeld
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/9/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  BakerWingfeld Family

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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11/26/2018

Messages | IQ

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL renaming

Subject: Re: WL renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School and your
suggestion about a plaque. Your message will be shared with
the renaming committee appointed by the School Board for
their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL renaming
Our family is opposed to the renaming (we include two
parental taxpayers, one current and one former, WL student).
We are of the belief that it is a mistake to erase and/or rewrite
history. We believe the main entrance to the school should
include a plaque which explains the history of the name and
the link to slavery, along with a disavowal of those values and
a statement of our 21st century values embracing diversity and
equality. Thanks for reading. C BakerWingfield
Sent from my iPhone

425

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:52pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Denise Kappler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/9/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Kappler

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Denise Kappler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I agree it's important to rename WashingtonLee
to remove Lee's name from the school. Thank you for working
to figure out a better name for the school. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

426

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  1:53pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. David Presson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Presson
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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11/26/2018

Messages | IQ

Subject: Engage with APS
Name David Presson
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: As
the parent of a current WashingtonLee student and a 17year
Arlington resident, I **STRONGLY** encourage the committee
to recommend to the School Board and the School Board to
adopt a decision to leave the name as it is and not rename
WashingtonLee. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent

Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

427

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/8/2018
11/9/2018  2:01pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
grandfather name for kids there now

Ms. Karen Hildebrand

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/9/2018
11/9/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Hildebrand

Comments: grandfather name for kids there now
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School and your
suggestion that any name change allow current students to
graduate with the current name. Your message will be shared
with the renaming committee appointed by the School Board
for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Karen Hildebrand
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Please don't change the name :( The kids that
go there now, want to graduate from the same school that they
started in. If anything... grandfather in the kids that are there
now. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? Current Parent

428

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/7/2018
11/8/2018  12:11pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Khanh Nguyen

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Nguyen

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee

Subject: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Messages | IQ

Name Khanh Nguyen
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Our family with two students at WL thinks that the
WL name should be retained. We believe that the community
has mutual respect and is diverse and culturally sensitive
without the name change. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

429

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/7/2018
11/8/2018  11:51am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Emily Dozier

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/8/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dozier

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Emily Dozier
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I do not support a name change. Please keep it
the same. A major concern I have is losing the name
recognition for college applications. My children are in 11th
and 9th grade. There should have been a process where the
community could share whether they think a name change was
desirable. I don't know anyone who supports the name
change! Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent

430

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/6/2018
11/6/2018  3:16pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Jessie Dertke

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dertke
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name adjustment for the current WashingtonLee
High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jessie Dertke
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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11/26/2018

Messages | IQ

suggestions: I and I believe many other people would like to
keep the initials WL because of tradition and to reduce
expenses. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Student
431

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/6/2018
11/6/2018  3:15pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
what is process for deciding

Mr. Ramsay Fairburn

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Fairburn

Comments: what is process for deciding
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ramsay Fairburn
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I just read the meeting minutes from the 10/30
meeting and I think the question about considering all the
emails that indicate that they DO NOT WANT the school to be
renamed are being ignored. It is my understanding that this has
become an issue because the choice to rename the school was
pushed forward without appropriate community support. In my
readings it was noted that the school board pushed this
initiative into action because there were 100votes/ requests to
do so. I do not think the those opposed were ever counted or
recognized in this decision. That is the root of the problem.
Given the school boards actions I do not know how this gets
reconciled, but ignoring the votes/ people/ opinions (assuming
the count is as large as I imagine) that do not want the change
will not produce a successful outcome. Restarting the overall
process would seem to be a waste of time. Perhaps the
&quot;do not change name&quot; could be one of the options
that gets considered with the new name proposals. Please
clarify how a final selection is made? Is this a community vote?
Thank you for considering this opinion. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

432

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/6/2018
11/7/2018  11:14am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
no name change

Ms. Kendra Anderson
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/7/2018
11/7/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Anderson

Comments: no name change
https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Messages | IQ

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kendra Anderson
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: To Whom It May Concern, My child is a
sophomore at WL and neither she nor I consider renaming
WLHS a good value proposition. Aside from the cost (which
ranges in estimation from $.5M to $1.5M), the idea that
changing to name of an institution will somehow make the
institution more welcoming or more inclusive is laughable.
WLHS is already both welcoming and inclusive. Staff and
students make a significant effort to have WLHS a good place
to learn, play and work. A name change is not going to
improve that. A name change is not going to make the school
more welcoming. In fact, there was not significant community
outcry to change the name of WLHS. Many people more
eloquent that I have given testimony to how forward
thinking/acting the school has been throughout the years. How
current students as well as alumni consider themselves Generals
and attribute many of laterinlife successes to the foundations
garnered at WLHS. Changing the name of WashingtonLee High
School is merely a response to current events. The efforts and
money could be far better spent on educating the young
people within its walls. I vote &quot;NO&quot; on a name
change! Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent

433

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  3:14pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Jill Felker

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Felker

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Please say hello to Ann and Tim for me!
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jill Felker
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Please
change the name, but keep it similar like Washington and
Lafayette or Washington and Lincoln. We need to move
beyond the racist hatred of Lee, which is currently being
promoted by Trump. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

434

EMail
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Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
11/5/2018
11/6/2018  3:12pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Neil Curran

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Curran

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Neil Curran
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
was thrilled to see the recommendation of James Armistead
Lafayette. He is a great candidate. In addition to James, I
would highly suggest considering Marquis de Lafayette. His
background during the Revolutionary War is exemplary. In
addition, he achieved the rank of general so would save any
need to rebrand &quot;WL&quot; or &quot;Generals&quot;
across the board.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_du_Motier,_Marquis_de_…
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

435

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/5/2018  1:31pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Cheryl Fung

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Fung

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion about
timing for a possible name change for the current
WashingtonLee High School. Your message will be shared
with the renaming committee appointed by the School Board
for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Cheryl Fung
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: The
students who are currently enrolled in WashingtonLee High
School should have the option to choose whether or not they
want WashingtonLee HS on their diploma or a diploma with
the new school name. This option should be available for all
students who are currently enrolled under the WashingtonLee
name. Should the name change occur in 20192020, the class
of 2020 would have spent the majority of their time in high
school under the WashingtonLee name, not the new school
name. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent
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436

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/5/2018  1:30pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Butch Lazorchak

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Lazorchak

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School
and your clever suggestion about Lin Manuel Miranda. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Butch Lazorchak
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I am very enthusiastic about changing the
name of WashingtonLee high school. I see no reason for our
country to continue to honor traitors. Having said that, there
are ways to continue the traditional names without disruption. I
do like the idea of naming it &quot;Washington
Lafayette&quot; in honor of Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de
Lafayette, thus allowing the school to keep both &quot;W
L&quot; and the &quot;Generals.&quot; He's a hot item, this
Lafayette. It would speak to the spirit of diversity and
internationalism that is imbued in the teachings and spirit of
the school. And it's also possible that LinManuel Miranda will
tweet about us (or even visit!), which will overcome any
impediments to implementation in the minds of the students.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

437

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/5/2018  2:53pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Washington Lee School Name

Ms. Marjorie Phillips

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Washington Lee School Name
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Phillips

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Washington Lee School Name

Subject: Re: Washington Lee School Name
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Washington Lee School Name
My preference would be Barbara Rose Johns, given her personal
commitment and sacrifice to integrating schools, a real show of
courage by a young woman at a vulnerable time. See link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Rose_Johns for more
about her.
Barbara Rose Johns 
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Wikipedia<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Rose_Johns>
en.wikipedia.org Barbara Rose Johns Powell (March 6, 1935 –
September 25, 1991) was a young, American civil rights leader
pioneer and the niece of one of the "fathers of the Civil Rights
Movement," Vernon Johns. On April 23, 1951, at the age of
16, Powell led a student strike for equal education at R.R.
Moton High School in Farmville, Prince Edward County,
Virginia.
Marjorie Phillips
Parent of Junior at Washington Lee

438

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  3:11pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Jacob Simmons

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Simmons

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jacob Simmons
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I don't think that the new name should be a
person because it would cause controversy in some type of
way. I think it should be anything but a person, and try to
keep the generals as our mascot. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student

439

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  1:01pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Rebecca 

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Rebecca

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for
the current WashingtonLee High School renaming process.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Rebecca S Please indicate the current topic you'd like to
engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
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comments, feedback or suggestions: We could keep the name
WashingtonLee and the Lee could refer to one of the many
other members of the famous Lee family; someone who isn't
Robert E. Lee. Henry &quot;Lighthorse Harry&quot; Lee was a
Revolutionary War hero, Richard Henry Lee presented the
proposal for independence to Continental Congress in 1776,
etc. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? Current Student
440

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  3:12pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
will vote no on all school bonds

Mr. James Perry

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Perry
Msg: 0 Open, 2 Recent

Comments: will vote no on all school bonds
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name James Perry
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: The
school name should be RETAINED To rename the school is a
gigantic was of tax payer funds. I have lost an respect and
confidence in the Arlington County School Board. I will
hereafter vote against every school bond issue and urge others
to do the same. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

441

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  3:36pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Christoph Schoer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Schoer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Christoph Schoer
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
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or suggestions: I believe the name should not be changed. The
money required to change the name could be better spent
elsewhere. The issue itself is also complex: Lee was a union
sympathizer, and Washington owned slaves. If the name must
be changed, remember that all names with meaning can be
trifled with. If the name had less meaning, it would be easier to
accept. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Student
442

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/5/2018
11/6/2018  12:57pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Elise Schoer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/6/2018
11/6/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Schoer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Elise Schoer
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the WL name the same. Please do not
spend money on changing the school's name, but instead look
to the future and promote programs in our schools that
encourage acceptance and tolerance. As an Arlington county
tax payer, I believe in funding the capital projects associated
with our schools that provide more seats, more facilities, more
teachers and more educational opportunities. It is paramount
that we understand our history, but let's back programs and
endeavors that move us and our youth forward into the future
as understanding and compassionate global citizens. Thank
you. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/4/2018
11/5/2018  1:26pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Tom Lynch

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Lynch

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee

Subject: Engage with APS
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Name Tom Lynch
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
write to formally OPPOSE the initiative to rename Washington
Lee High School. The school and the county should retain the
name and use the current moment to ensure that students
know the wrong Lee committed by valuing slavery and
southern states rights over that of the Union at the beginning
of the Civil War. At the same time, the school and the county
should better explain and utilize the important role Lee played
in the healing of the nation after the Civil War  something very
important to our American history and to our contemporary
political climate. As prominently mentioned in Lee's major
biographies, Lee resisted postwar efforts to use his name in
defiance of Southern defeat; and, set an example for other
southerners by requesting to be reinstated as a United States
citizen in full standing. Specifically, &quot;In 1865, Lee signed
an amnesty oath, asking once again to become a citizen of the
United States. He did so as an active encouragement for
confederate soldiers to rejoin the United States. Lee's own
desire to become an American citizen fell victim to fate. His
oath of allegiance was misplaced, and he was still considered a
guest in his own country when he died of heart failure on
October 12, 1870. Lee's oath was only discovered 100 years
later in the National Archives. On August 5, 1975, at a
ceremony at Arlington House, President Gerald Ford called Lee
an example to succeeding generations and had his citizenship
restored.&quot; Lee is a complex figure  yet one prominently
tied to Arlington, Virginia. The urge to wipe him from the
nameplate of a school where he's been present for over 100
years should be tempered by the chance to show students that
such a historic figure has negative and positive characteristics 
and that the negatives must be acknowledged even as the
positives are more fully understood. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

444

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/3/2018
11/5/2018  1:20pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Rob Stewart

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Stewart

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Rob Stewart
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: In order to maintain the WL and Generals
names (which will help minimize rebranding costs), I propose
that the new name should be WashingtonLafayette. As a Major
General in the Continental Army, Lafayette was instrumental in
obtaining French support for the revolution and he participated
in notable revolutionary war events, including helping to
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orchestrate the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown. He was
strongly against slavery and after the revolution, petitioned
Congress to free a slave who assisted him in the Yorktown
siege. And, he named his son George Washington Lafayette.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent
445

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/3/2018
11/5/2018  1:15pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Scott Nathanson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Nathanson

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Scott Nathanson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Hello there, I would like to add an ideaone that I
think has been thought about before, but with what might be a
bit of a twist when it comes to the athletic end. I am personally
in favor of keeping the &quot;WL&quot; and changing the
name of the school to WashingtonLincoln High School. Our
founding father and savior of the nationand given Arlington
was a part of Virginia that never left the union, it makes
Lincoln's role particularly resonant for Virginia. Now, for the
school's athletic name, I would propose that given Washington
was the founder of the Union and Lincoln its savior, that we
become the WashingtonLincoln Union. It has historical
resonance, but even more the name is about coming together
different parts merging into one greater purpose. The
multiculturalism of our school and our city, the coming
together of teachers, administrators, parents and students to
make the school into a place that brings people together for a
common goal. While General Washington has his share of
historical foibles, his role in the founding of our nation and his
place in our local history is undeniable. I believe replacing Lee
with Lincoln, and using a team name synonymous since the
founding of the nation with the best of our intentions would
be a direction that honors the school's past while looking to a
more inclusive future. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/5/2018  3:40pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
questions for Linda

Ms. Tania Draghi
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Draghi
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Comments: questions for Linda
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for your continued interest in the renaming
process for Washington Lee High School. The renaming
committee was appointed by the School Board and charged
with coming back with recommendations in December.
More complete information on the process and community
input is available at the APS Engage site,
www.apsva.us/schoolnamingandrenamingprocess.
I hope this information is helpful.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Tania Draghi
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
First, I want to thank this committee for sharing their minutes,
timeline, and the emails from the community. It's good to see
that the committee is being transparent unlike the school
board. I expressed my concerns earlier with the WL name
change but I also would like to know from the committee why
is there such urgency to implement this name change? This
seems rushed and lacks community involvement. I don't see
anywhere that the school board will engage the community
and vote on this issue? Is there any plan to that? If not, why?
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

447

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/5/2018  1:14pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Elizabeth Hayes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Hayes

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Elizabeth Hayes
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
believe that the name of WashingtonLee High School should
remain the same, with no change. These are some of the
reasons I believe that WL HS should retain it's name: Schools
can use their names to teach the history of our area and our
country honestly, rather than brushing it under the rug. In
these difficult times, we need more open discussion and
education about how we got here and where we're going, not
less. The resources it will inevitably take to rename are
resources we sorely need for other APS priorities. Schools are
overcrowded and underresourced  so why in the world would
we need to waste taxpayer dollars on something that's
unnecessary and that the community has not as a whole
supported? Instead, please spend the funds in ways that will
directly positively impact students, teachers, and facilities.
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Finally, the way this decision has been made was hasty and not
in keeping with the Arlington Way of inclusion of the
community's input. In conclusion, my recommendation is to
keep the name of WashingtonLee High School the same.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent
448

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/2/2018  11:45am
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Liam O'Casey

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/2/2018
11/2/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. O'Casey
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Liam O'Casey
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
think we should try to maintain WL's acronyms at the very
least, and if possible change it from Robert E Lee to a different
Lee. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/5/2018  12:52pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Anna Wheeler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Wheeler

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Anna Wheeler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Cherrydale high school Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
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Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:
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11/2/2018
11/5/2018  12:38pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Jose MendozaMarroqui…

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. MendozaMarroquin

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jose MendozaMarroquin
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: Booker T.
Washington High School Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Student

451

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/5/2018  1:06pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
no

Ms. Elizabeth Ludes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/5/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Ludes

Comments: no
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Elizabeth Ludes
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
oppose renaming WashingtonLee High School, especially
using this process. The community has not been given
adequate opportunity to make the community's position known
to the School Board. The School Board should be more
concerned with closing the minority achievement gap, with
finding budget savings, and with controlling construction costs
than with the name WashingtonLee. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/2/2018
11/5/2018  12:43pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
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Ms. Misheel Urtnasan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/5/2018
11/8/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Urtnasan

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Misheel Urtnasan
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Honestly, please don't pick something like
&quot;Justice&quot; High School, very cliche. Someone who
contributed a lot to history, preferably as an AsianAmerican,
someone who identifies with that would be ideal... Thanks!
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:27pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Michael Mockler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Mockler

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Michael Mockler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Name should stay the same. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:10pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Holly Pulsifer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/2/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Pulsifer

Outgoing

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Holly Pulsifer
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Change the name to Arlington Freedom High
School. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Student

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  3:04pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Maureen McMorrow

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. McMorrow
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Maureen McMorrow
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Has the naming committee ever considered
renaming WL to WashingtonLafayette? I believe this name
would please a lot of people for the following reasons: 1. It
allows WL to retain its #Generalspride 2. It will save some
money. 3. Celebrates diplomacy with nations that share
common principals. This is important in a time when the US
has recently sought to alienate allies. It also can be tied to IB
Goals. 4. General Lafayette stayed at Arlington House during his
visit and already has a history in Arlington. Thanks for
considering this name. I believe it would satisfy both sides in a
cost effective manner. Maureen McMorrow Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current Staff
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:26pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Isabelle Cordero

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Cordero

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Isabelle Cordero
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I personally think the name should stay the same.
However, if the name must change, it would be logical to keep
the same &quot;WL&quot; initials. I think WashingtonLincoln
is an acceptable replacement. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student

Thank you for taking the time to offer your views and
suggestion for a possible name for the current Washington
Lee High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  3:02pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Ellie Walsh

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Walsh

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ellie Walsh Please indicate the current topic you'd like to
engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Definitely change the
name. I don't want to go to a school where my peers and
teachers are uncomfortable with the name. I urge whoever is
choosing the name to choose something that is meaningful
and that whatever the name is takes into account the diverse
population of WL and how APS wants to be represented in all
future sporting and academic events. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:09pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Chrisraine Gilpin

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Gilpin

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Chrisraine Gilpin
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Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: While I do believe we should change the name
of Washington and Lee, as both men were slaveowners, I feel
whatever we change it to, the initials W and L should remain
the same to save the school money. We could also change
which Washington and Lee wee are talking about; plenty of
men in history bore these names. If we did that, then we could
keep the Washington and Lee part too. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
459

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:02pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Paige Wheeler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Wheeler

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Paige Wheeler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Cherrydale HIgh school Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:22pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
sent as forwarded message in response to Mr Cruz
Status:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018 Unsent
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Comments: sent as forwarded message in response to Mr Cruz
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Enter your content here.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sebastian Cruz
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think it's a bit ridiculous that they're trying to
change the name of the school because of the two individual
generals in the past. But that raises one question: Should we
https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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examine their positive traits or negative traits? Take for
example, George Washington. First president, forefather of the
new nation known as the United States of America. His
leadership &amp; prowess is nearly unmatched in the 13
colonies of early USA. He led his militia to victory, despite all
odds, against the formally trained red coats of Great Britain,
and established freedom. Yet, people look at him like a racist,
evil leader, with no remorse for actual freedom, either for his
slaves, or the Native Americans. Are we to disregard his entire
legacy for a few flaws in his policies? Now, there's of course a
bigger &amp; more difficult culprit here, General Lee. He
fought for the Southern states' independence from the rest of
the US, and advocated for slavery &amp; perpetual racism. But,
he was a natural leader, dominating the North in both land
&amp; sea battles. He was, dare I say, good. And I can see why
people focus on his own policies &amp; beliefs, but in the end,
it's all trivial. I can't think of a single person who is utterly
repulsed by our high school being named after two
controversial figureheads in American history. Yes, times have
changed, but having a school named after both of them isn't
going to do much harm, and I seriously doubt any &quot;Neo
confederates&quot; attend the school. Even if that's the case,
I'd doubt that they'd be very vocal about it. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student
461

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:02pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Sofia GerenskyGreene

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. GerenskyGreene
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sofia GerenskyGreene
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: I think it would be
cool if we had a name that represented the diversity at our
school, whether in gender diversity or race diversity or
something else. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:11pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Denzel and Bruce

Ms. Charles Ciccoretti

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Ciccoretti
Engage with APS

Comments: Denzel and Bruce
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Charles Ciccoretti
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Washington and Lee High School should be
renamed to Denzel Washington and Bruce Lee High School to
honor two significant contributors to our shared American
culture. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:03pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Angela McLane

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. McLane

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Angela McLane
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: John McCain Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:59pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Audrey Reeves

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Reeves
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name audrey reeves
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think the washington lee shoukd be changed to
John McCain High School in honor of the death of John
McCain earlier this year. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Student

Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:58pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change, an…
Engage with APS

Mr. Alex Bogachev

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bogachev

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alex Bogachev
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Washington Lincoln high school Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  2:01pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr Donald Covington Jr.

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr Covington

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Donald Covington Jr
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I would like to suggest that the new name
reflect an English country location consistent with the long
time neighborhood naming practices by the early county
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founders. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
467

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:55pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Matthew Delli Priscoli

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Delli Priscoli

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Matthew Delli Priscoli
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Arlington Central High school Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:57pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Caroline Emanuel

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Emanuel

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming of WashingtonLee High School currently
underway. Your message will be shared with the renaming
committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Caroline Emanuel
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Renaming WashingtonLee is ludicrous and a
waste of time and money. For one, there is no data to support
the idea that changing the name will dramatically improve
students' test scores who are &quot;hurt&quot; and
&quot;offended&quot; by the name. Furthermore, while the
School Board keeps on complaining about how little money
they have for new schools, so why waste money on changing a
name? By spending energy on changing the name, citizens are
giving the School Board a free pass not to address pressing
issues like overcrowding. Lastly, I think that changing the name
starts a dangerous precedent. Where does it end? Will we
whitewash every street, building, and site in all of Arlington just
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to please a few who choose to be offended? Also, let's think
back in history to other people that changed names and
rewrote history because they didn't like certain parts: hmmm,
Stalin, Hitler... Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Student
469

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:53pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Na…
Engage with APS

Ms. Alexis Acosta

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Acosta

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alexis Acosta
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: As a student, I think that it would be better and
save more money if we just changed the people we talked
about and not the name. there are plenty of Washington's and
lee's that did good things FIND THEM. Washingtonlee is more
then just a name to its student's don't take it away from us
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:51pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Belen Tesfaye

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Tesfaye

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Belen Tesfaye
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name because if it changes it would cost
the county money and racism is not a problem within the
county. Student achievement gap, however, is an issue that the
county should be addressing. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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471

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:52pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Chris Winter

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Winter
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Chris Winter
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: We should keep it as WL, so the name should be
WashingtonLincoln, or something similard. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student

472

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  11:38am
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Recorded as needing no response.

Ms. Alyssa Wheeler

Status:
Assigned:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed 11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
None
FORMAL  Ms. Wheeler
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Comments: Recorded as needing no response.
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

None

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alyssa Wheeler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Cherrydale Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent
473

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/1/2018  1:50pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change, and…
Engage with APS

Mr. Faris Webber

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
Not viewed
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Webber
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Faris Webber
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Um, keep the name the same, or if you change it change it
please don't make it have to do with some liberty or freedom
mumbojumbo, but if you have to rename it rename it after
Coach dobson. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Student

474

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/2/2018  11:44am
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Anika Bahl

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/2/2018
11/2/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Bahl

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Anika Bahl
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
WashingtonLafayette High School Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

11/1/2018
11/2/2018  11:43am
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Alyssa Wheeler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 11/2/2018
11/2/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Wheeler
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alyssa Wheeler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Cherrydale Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent

Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

476

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
10/31/2018  10:35pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Lizabeth M. Moyer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/31/2018
10/31/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Moyer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Elizabeth Moyer
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Both of my stepsons graduated from
WashingtonLee High School. I object to removing Robert E.
Lee’s name from the school. Robert E. Lee grew up in nearby
Alexandria. He attended school and church in that town. Most
importantly, he helped his mother who was basically raising
five children on her own after her husband suffered health
problems and lived far away from the family. Robert E. Lee was
an excellent son and brother, and he was a worthy young
citizen of his community. Moreover, by disrespecting Robert E.
Lee, you are disrespecting many Americans of Southern
descent. If the current residents of northern Virginia now
choose to disrespect Robert E. Lee, then who knows which of
our current young people will be disrespected by people in the
future? Elizabeth M. Moyer
Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:48pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Bess Golkin

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Golkin

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Bess Golkin
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am a junior at WashingtonLee, part of the Class
of 2020. I live a few blocks from WashingtonLee and was
proud to finally become a WL student in 2016. In 2017, I was
on one of the focus groups about a name change and
expressed my opinion against the idea, as did most of the other
students in my group. But I guess that didn't matter because
the School Board decided otherwise and now there's this
Committee. From what I understand, if you were to decide to
change the name of my school, my graduating class would be
the first to be affected. And why? No one asked for this. It
makes no sense. And it will take money away from WL and all
schools. Aren't there enough real problems to worry about? I
want to graduate from WashingtonLee  not a renamed school
 in 2020. Please keep the name the same. Go Generals. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Student

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

478

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:45pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Linda Blauhut

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Blauhut

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Linda Blauhut
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: This is not easy, but please do not change the
name at this time. The students I have encountered as a parent
of two in Arlington schools either do not want the change or
think it is not worth the cost. As you proceed, please bear in
mind that the cost to APS is one thing, but each family of a
student involved in a sport or band or other activity must buy
many additional items  required uniforms, jackets, etc.  and
you would be imposing a very immediate and direct cost on
families, to what end? Will spending this money improve the
opportunities of any WL student? That's a tenuous
connection. We live in difficult and frustrating times, but a
high school name change can't change that Virginia was the
seat of the confederacy, can't bring back Heather Heyer, and
won't affect the occupant of the White House. Moreover, there
are no saints  Washington owned slaves, so it is moral parsing
to maintain his name and remove Lee's. (I have heard many
students make this argument.) Additionally, there is no urgency
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 if it was wrong to name it after Lee, it's been wrong for years.
What is the rush now, when it is a nationally recognized school
whose reputation has not been damaged by its name. You risk
disadvantaging students in the college application process, and
I know you have already heard from alumni. The WL
community is an outstanding one, and you risk creating
divisions that do not now exist by forcing a change that did
not arise from the community but is imposed from outside that
community. The community is diverse and tolerant  we are
very proud of our school  and a name change won't improve
on that. Don't risk fixing something that isn't broken. The
better course may be to follow the lead of the similarly named
university and act cautiously. Use the name as a springboard to
better teach the nuances of history in a world that increasingly
focuses only on blurbs and headlines. Keep the name, but
make it a source of intelligent discussion. Let's focus APS
resources on actually raising all students' educational
opportunities instead of unnecessarily creating costs on APS
and families that won't produce a single bettereducated
student. Thank you for considering these comments. Good luck
with this difficult task. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent
479

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:47pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Joan Appel

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Appel
Msg: 0 Open, 2 Recent
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Joan Appel
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
There is no need to rename WashingtonLee High School. The
Committee should submit only one recommendation: Keep the
name the same. Just to be clear, that name is WASHINGTON
LEE. Here are just four of the many reasons why the name
should NOT be changed: PRINCIPLE  Rather than bury history,
we need to teach  and learn from  it. What better place than
a school to educate young people about all of our history 
the ugly and the noble, the wrong and the right? If not, we are
destined to repeat the mistakes of the past, which is of
particular concern and seems increasingly likely in these
dangerously polarized and hatefilled times. PRIORITIES  APS
is overcrowded and struggling to find funding to support new
facilities, additional classroom space, increased transportation
resources, and sufficient staffing to keep up with the
exponential growth in student population. APS does not have
MONEY or RESOURCES to support an unnecessary, cosmetic
name change, and Arlington County taxpayers/voters should
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not be forced to fund this political overreach. PRICE POINT 
As evidenced by the $100,000&#43; cost of the recent name
change at neighboring JEB Stuart  now Justice  High
School, the Arlington School Board needs to stop posturing,
get a reality check on spending and recognize that this is
money better invested in teaching and learning, facilities, and
yes, STUDENTS. PROTOCOL  The School Board acted
unnecessarily quickly and without public input on its decision
to change the name of WashingtonLee High School despite
the fact that the majority of Arlingtonians, including WL
students and alums, DO NOT SUPPORT a name change. The
Board is willfully disregarding public opinion and is now trying
to divert attention from its breach in protocol by establishing
yet another committee to discuss options for a new name,
rather than discuss the need for a name change at all. To sum
up, my suggestion for the name of WashingtonLee High
School = WASHINGTONLEE HIGH SCHOOL. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community
480

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:46pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Atti Rattelman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Rattelman

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Atti Rattelman
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Hello! I am a junior at WL, and I would like to
lobby for a solution or name that not only reflects the concerns
of some students over the name of our school, but also the
concerns of students who will be faced with buying new
gear/uniforms for sports and other activities, applying for
colleges, and making other adjustments after the change. I
would lobby for changing the name simply to an ambiguous,
&quot;WL&quot; or &quot;W and L&quot; High School in the
hopes of saving costs for the county and for students, and to
make the name change as seamless and respectful as possible.
Thanks for considering! Atti Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  3:04pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Joan Appel

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Appel
Msg: 0 Open, 2 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lauren Hassel
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am a WL parent and APS staff member. I have
just submitted input on behalf of neighbors and now I would
like to echo their sentiments with my own recommendation.
The best way forward is to keep the name the same; the best
name for Arlington's oldest high school is WashingtonLee.
Thank you. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:41pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Sameen Ahmad

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Ahmad

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sameen Ahmad
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I feel like the school can be renamed as
WashingtonLincoln. So it is still WL. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:49pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Ellen Norling

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Incoming

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Norling
Engage with APS

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ellen Norling
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
There is no need to rename WashingtonLee High School. The
Committee should submit only one recommendation: Keep the
name the same. Just to be clear, that name is WASHINGTON
LEE. Here are just four of the many reasons why the name
should NOT be changed: PRINCIPLE  Rather than bury history,
we need to teach  and learn from  it. What better place than
a school to educate young people about all of our history 
the ugly and the noble, the wrong and the right? If not, we are
destined to repeat the mistakes of the past, which is of
particular concern and seems increasingly likely in these
dangerously polarized and hatefilled times. PRIORITIES  APS
is overcrowded and struggling to find funding to support new
facilities, additional classroom space, increased transportation
resources, and sufficient staffing to keep up with the
exponential growth in student population. APS does not have
MONEY or RESOURCES to support an unnecessary, cosmetic
name change, and Arlington County taxpayers/voters should
not be forced to fund this political overreach. PRICE POINT 
As evidenced by the $100,000&#43; cost of the recent name
change at neighboring JEB Stuart  now Justice  High
School, the Arlington School Board needs to stop posturing,
get a reality check on spending and recognize that this is
money better invested in teaching and learning, facilities, and
yes, STUDENTS. PROTOCOL  The School Board acted
unnecessarily quickly and without public input on its decision
to change the name of WashingtonLee High School despite
the fact that the majority of Arlingtonians, including WL
students and alums, DO NOT SUPPORT a name change. The
Board is willfully disregarding public opinion and is now trying
to divert attention from its breach in protocol by establishing
yet another committee to discuss options for a new name,
rather than discuss the need for a name change at all. To sum
up, the name of WashingtonLee High School should be
WASHINGTONLEE HIGH SCHOOL. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:42pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Caroline Gage

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Gage

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Caroline Gage

Please
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indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Washington Liberty High School Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student
485

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/31/2018
11/1/2018  1:40pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Thomas Thornton

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 11/1/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Thornton
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Thornton Thomas
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I think the name Washington and Lee(billy lee)
is a great name and if the committee should consider it. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Student
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/30/2018
10/31/2018  1:25pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL N…
Engage with APS

Ms. Karen Perrote

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/31/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Perrote

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Karen Perrote
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think the panel should include alumni on making
the decision. People who went to the school and continue to
live in the community and consider Arlington their forever
home. I think the name should be WL for cost issues. Just find
another person that starts with L and Keep Washington. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

Thank you for taking the time to offer your views about the
WL renaming process and suggestions for a possible name
for the current WashingtonLee High School. Your message
will be shared with the renaming committee appointed by
the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  7:46pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Graham Bouchoux

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bouchoux

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Graham Bouchoux
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Personally, I do not have a firm stance on the
possible renaming of the Washington  Lee high school, where
my daughter is a freshman. On the one hand, I believe it is
impossible and unwise to try and erase all names associated
with the Confederate South from our history books and the
names of our streets, towns and schools. Our history is our
history and we should learn from it. I think a viable path here is
the one that Washington &amp; Lee University took in keeping
the school name but having an active dialogue with the public
and students about why they kept the name and how to have a
vibrant conversation about the Civil War (and related topics)
and about how those times relate to our lives today. So in that
vein, I say leave the current school name the same but perhaps
create a required curriculum element that seeks to explain the
reasons Washington and Lee were respected at the time and
reasons they should not be held up as role models today.
And/or create an endowment that allows students to study the
issue, etc. I imagine there are countless ways to build/expand a
dialogue on this issue that could do a lot of good in the
community. Alternatively, an idea that could work, if the
community really demands a new name, is to keep the
&quot;WL&quot; but use the letters and not as an acronym. In
other words, just as IBM and AARP are no longer International
Business Machines, or Association for the Advancement of
Retired Persons, so too could be the new school. Keep it
&quot;WL&quot; but remove the references to the full names
of Washington and Lee. Perhaps add in another word or name
at the end but keep &quot;WL&quot; as that name is part of
the community. A name could just be &quot;WL&quot; or
perhaps &quot;WL Arlington.&quot; I realize this may not
satisfy all constituents but it is an option that might be a
middle ground solution. This is not an easy task. Having
experienced a high school closing and having to graduate from
another high school during my own high school days, I know
personally that it is a very hard on students to experience a
name change, even if the intentions are positive. That's another
reason for my hesitancy to get fully behind a name change.
That said, students and the community are resilient if a name
change is the bestfit solution. But the only way this will work
is if the committee working on this executes a process that
truly follows the &quot;Arlington Way&quot; process in which
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staff and political leaders actually listen to what is being said.
We need to go with the majority on next steps even if you or I
dislike that option personally. Anything less will feel like
someone's political agenda and will not be representative of the
people who live in Arlington. We will not be a better
community in the long run if someone allows the naming
process to take short cuts. Thank you and good luck! Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
488

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  7:38pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Ed Dozier

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Dozier
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion about
a student survey. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ed Dozier
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I prefer the name not be changed and would like
the School Board to conduct a survey of current students,
alumni, and the WL community to see what others think.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

489

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  7:33pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Ed Dozier

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Dozier
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ed Dozier
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I prefer the name not be changed and would like
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the School Board to conduct a survey of current students,
alumni, and the WL community to see what others think.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent
490

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  7:23pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Anne Nichols

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Nichols

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Anne Nichols
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name Washington  Lee High School.
Please be sure to keep the public aware of all the feedback you
received including all information concerning keeping the name
Washington  Lee High School. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  1:59pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. James Gaites

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Gaites

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name James Gaites
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: WashingtonMarshall George Marshall, like George
Washington, was both a soldier and later a statesman and a
proud resident of our commonwealth. He was not only a great
general leading the US forces to victory during WWII, he is also
widely known for the Marshall Plan which provided billions of
dollars to restart the economies of destroyed countries. His
impact on the lives of people, both domestically and abroad,
has done tremendous good for the world. Sadly, most of our
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young people have never heard of this man. Since they are
both Generals, and they both have first names
&quot;George&quot;, I think this may be a good fit for the
rename. Please add this for consideration. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
492

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  2:01pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Charles Oddenino II

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Oddenino

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Charles Oddenino II
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Your process was flawed and the effort is
fiscally wasteful. It is a knee jerk reaction to what happened in
Charlottesville. Using your logic, you should rename half the
streets in the county and the county itself. Arlington was the
name of a slave owning plantation. Just stop. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  2:17pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Kathy Robinson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Robinson

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name kathy robinson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/29/2018  2:20pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Michelle Williams

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Williams

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Michelle Williams
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: My daughter is a junior at WashingtonLee, so she
would be the first class to graduate with a new name after
going to school at WL for 3 years. I understand the sensitivity,
but I think this is an enormous waste of money. If you really
want to do something for the communities of color in
Arlington, use the money you would use here to make
substantive and real changes in their lives. This us just lip
service. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent

495

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  12:49pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Bennett Johnston

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/30/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Johnston

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name of Liberty for the current WashingtonLee
High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Bennett Johnston
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I think we should call the school Liberty High
School. The mascot could be the Colonials. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student

496

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  1:22pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
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Comments:

Messages | IQ
Engage with APS
no email address
Status:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 10/30/2018 Unsent
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Engage Default Format 12 pt. v.3
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Comments: no email address
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Enter your content here.

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I object to any name change because of the
cost associated with doing so. I would think we could put our
money to better use. Also, I believe we would be removing the
good reputation of the school for any college bound student.
Why don’t you survey the kids? This will impact them the most.
I believe you will find the class of 2020 does not want a name
change. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent
497

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  12:48pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Beverly Johnston

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/30/2018
10/30/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Johnston

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Beverly Johnston
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I would suggest remaining the school George
Washington High School. He was a prominent figure in our
area and in the founding of the nation. The school could
maintain it mascot  The Generals  and perhaps, move to a
more colonial approach to branding and school colors. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  6:32pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
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Ms. Christina Fink

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/30/2018
10/30/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Fink

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Christina Fink
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Preferred New Names for WL: WashingtonLiberty Washington
Lincoln Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent

499

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  6:05pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Jane Frith Warner

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/30/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Warner

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jane Frith Warner
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Changing the name of Washington – Leigh school
is inappropriate unwarranted and an insult to the wonderful
history of Washington and Lee. It also does not have
community support. I absolutely condemn the idea. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

500

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/29/2018
10/30/2018  6:09pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Latonya McGowan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/30/2018
10/30/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. McGowan

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Latonya McGowan
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I definitely feel WashingtonLee High School's
name should be changed. The name is not representative of
the current school population. The school should be named
after a positive role model(s) inclusive of all people,
backgrounds and races of today. WL was named back in 1925
during a noninclusive time in history. ALL students should be
proud of their school's name and not just SOME students.
CHANGE THE NAME NOW. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your suggestions
about the renaming for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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501

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/28/2018  11:03pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Sarah Niemczura

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Niemczura

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this process for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sarah Niemczura
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Please reconsider renaming the school. As a
school board you have many more impertinent issues to focus
on than renaming a school  of which it seems the students
don't want you to do. Another area you should be focusing
your attention on is proper student estimates of the high rise
units in the county  and maybe taking some of our input when
it comes to redrawing boundaries. After all we don't have a
neighborhood school so to speak. I'd like my daughter to be
able to walk to school when she starts in a year and half.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

502

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/28/2018  10:45pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette

Mr. Rob Byrnes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:
Related:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Re: Potential Name: Marquis de
Lafayette
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Byrnes
Message 5005854

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette

Subject: Re: Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Hello Meg,
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Thank you for the consideration.
Is it too late to submit a correction to my write up? The end of
the 3rd paragraph  "Just as Washington has the Whiskey
Rebellion, so does Lafayette have Champ de Mars," needs to be
removed, it is not an appropriate comparison. Washington's
leadership in the Whiskey Rebellion resulted in no deaths and
was viewed as a success for his presidency, meanwhile
Lafayette's leadership resulted in deaths and was viewed
negatively by the rising Jacobin party. This event will need to
be weighed, his legacy in France does not shine as bright as his
legacy in America.
Thanks, Rob Byrnes
On Sat, Oct 27, 2018 at 7:32 PM <engage@apsva.us> wrote:
> A Message From Engage APS > > <https://www.apsva.us/>
> > > Dear Mr. Byrnes: > > Thank you for taking the time to
offer your suggestions for a possible > name for the current
WashingtonLee High School. Your message will be > shared
with the renaming committee appointed by the School Board
for their > consideration. > > Again, thank you for your input
on this issue. > > > Sincerely, > > Meg Tuccillo > > > >
*Please be aware that correspondence through email is subject
to the > Virginia Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). This
means that your > correspondence may be made public if (1)
it deals with APS business, and > (2) someone requests it –
even if you have asked that your message be kept >
confidential. Only a few topics are exempt from the disclosure
requirement > such as information about identifiable students
and personnel information > about individual employees.
Finally, if you have received this email in > error, please notify
the sender immediately and delete the email from your >
inbox, sent items and deleted items. The receipt by any
unauthorized > person does not constitute a waiver of any
applicable protections. Thank > you.* > > > > > 
 Original Email  > From:
robert.byrnes2@apsva.us > Sent: 10/26/2018 > Subject:
Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette > > Hello Naming
Committee, > > WL can still be The WL Generals if we name
our school after "The Hero of > Two Worlds"  a moniker given
to Marquis de Lafayette. Lafayette was a key > figure in both
the American Revolution and French Revolution. He >
participated in many battles throughout the American
Revolution  including > being the lure that ultimately trapped
Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia. > Without his assistance  and
his political influence to get the French to > help the fledgling
United States  we very well may still be a British > colony. In
addition, Lafayette was the FIRST foreigner to be made a
citizen > of the United States. Lafayette held high officer ranks
in the American > Military, and ultimately held a general level
position upon his return to > France. > > Lafayette had more
than just a military career. He was also an influential >
politician in France. With the assistance of Thomas Jefferson,
Lafayette > and Abbé Sieyès crafted the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the > Citizen. An important civil rights
document for France that helped > establish the "Natural
Rights" of man to be universal. Like our Declaration > of
Independence, this document is still considered a founding
document for > the current French government. It is even
considered an inspiration for the > United Nationals Universal
Declaration of Human rights. > > Lafayette's name is not
perfect. Lafayette lost political standing in an > event where he
led the national guard to break up a public lynching of two >
men at Champ de Mars. The mob, having already hanged two
https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%22,…
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men at Champ de Mars. The mob, having already hanged two
men, responded > violently to the national guardsmen. This
led to a skirmish. Once order was > restored and a new
constitution signed, Lafayette resigned from the > National
Guard in accordance with constitutional law. Later, Lafayette
was > commissioned as a General for the French, who needed
his leadership to > defend the revolution from the surrounding
hostile monarchies. Just as > Washington has the Whiskey
Rebellion, so does Lafayette have Champ de Mars. > >
Lafayette is an enlightened dreamer like Jefferson, with the
noble > leadership of Washington. He was French nobleman
who came to the United > States as a friend, when we had but
few. He was a General whose skills were > relied on by
Washington during even the most important operations >
(Yorktown). His noble position helped secure the essential
alliance and > military aid from France. Upon his return to
France he advocated for the > expansion of rights  writing a
founding document using enlightened ideals. > His leadership
can be deemed a major catalyst for the French Revolution. >
His statues are proudly displayed throughout the United States
and France > for his involvement in both revolutions. He has a
room named after him in > Washington, as well as a park and
university. Lafayette is a multifaceted > leader, one that the
community of Arlington should be proud to have a > school
named for. > > Thank you for your time and consideration. >
> Robert Byrnes > > Robert Byrnes > Social Studies Teacher >
WashingtonLee HS >
robert.byrnes2@<mailto:robert.byrnes2@gmail.com>apsva.us…
> > Please be aware that email correspondence is subject to
the Virginia > Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and may be
made public if someone > requests it – even if you have asked
that your message be kept > confidential. Also, If you have
received this email in error, please notify > the sender
immediately and delete the email. The receipt by any >
unauthorized person does not constitute a waiver of any
applicable > protections. > >

Robert Byrnes Social Studies Teacher WashingtonLee HS

*Please be aware that email correspondence is subject to the
Virginia Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and may be made
public if someone requests it – even if you have asked that
your message be kept confidential. Also, If you have received
this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email. The receipt by any unauthorized person does
not constitute a waiver of any applicable protections. *

503

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/28/2018  10:35pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
WL renaming

Ms. Jennifer Endo
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Endo
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL renaming

Subject: Re: WL renaming
Thank you, Jennifer, for taking the time to offer your
suggestions for a possible name for the current Washington
Lee High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL renaming
Two suggestions:
WashingtonLincoln or WashingtonLafayette
Sent from my iPhone

504

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/29/2018  2:53pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Lawrence Lam

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Lam

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lawrence Lam
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the name the same: WashingtonLee High School Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

(

505

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/29/2018  2:55pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Stephen Lam

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Lam

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Stephen Lam
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name the same: WashingtonLee High

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%22,… 4/59
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School Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate
506

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/29/2018  2:54pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Lyle Patrick Denny

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Denny

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lyle Patrick Denny
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name the same: WashingtonLee High
School Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate

507

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/28/2018
10/29/2018  3:15pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Max Golkin

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Golkin

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Max Golkin
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name the same. The only name that
should be considered is WashingtonLee. I graduated in 2017.
My sister will graduate in 2020. We went to the same school.
We should graduate from the same school. APS can use the
money that's saved to pay for students to LEARN about history
(and other subjects) rather than erase and repeat it. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

508

EMail
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Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
10/28/2018
10/29/2018  2:51pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Karen Lam

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/29/2018
11/1/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Lam

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Karen Lam
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the name the same: WashingtonLee High School Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

509

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/27/2018  7:58pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Ted Black

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Black

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ted Black
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: An email
asked for WL parent input on renaming WL. The minutes from
the first meeting include the possibility of not keeping
Washington in the name, and there were no minutes posted
from the second meeting to indicate if that option were still a
possibility. I believe and recommend that Washington stay in
the name. President George Washington was born into a
culture very different from today's; he led this country to
independence and new ideals of freedom and liberty. In the
process he grew and was transformed. These qualities fit the
APS core values. The minutes indicate the community has
already suggested names such as (President) Abraham Lincoln
or James Lafayette to keep the WL framework. I lean toward
adding Lincoln, but I also would support Lafayette. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
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510

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/27/2018  7:57pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Linda Roberts

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Roberts

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Linda Roberts
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name WashingtonLee. If you don’t,
shouldn’t you change the name of the county from Arlington
to something else? You can’t change Arlington’s history and
association with Robert E. Lee. George Washington Parke
Custis, grandson of First Lady Martha Washington, acquired this
land in 1802. The estate was eventually passed down to Mary
Anna Custis Lee, wife of General Robert E. Lee.[5] The property
later became Arlington National Cemetery during the American
Civil War, and eventually lent its name to presentday Arlington
County. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate

511

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/27/2018  7:54pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
W&L name change

Mr. Bill Schell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: W&L name change
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Schell

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: W&L name change

Subject: Re: W&L name change
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: W&L name change
I’m a graduate of W&L class of 1973.
I understand the rationale for the name change, but keeping
memories of our history is the smartest thing we can provide
our children. Otherwise, at what point do we stop erasing
history?
The name Martin Luther King is also a stark reminder of racism
in this country. At some point, we will have erased everything
he fought against which will diminish him as well. Will we be
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erasing his name too?
Stop the nonsense. Leave the name as it is.
Bill
Bill Schell

512

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/27/2018  7:50pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Renaming WL

Mr. T. Webb

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming WL
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Webb

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Renaming WL

Subject: Re: Renaming WL
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Renaming WL
Please, please keep the name ! Do not care about any other
school names being changed because they are confederate
officers or names of men who later were exposed to be racial
they are not a problem to me . It’s the elimination of the name
“Lee” that I object to because of the way he served this nation
before the Civil War and the action he took to end it instead of
doing what many other southern solders and officers wanted to
which was continue on in the mountains waging a Gorilla war
costing many more lives, more property damage, more
cripples& invalids and not to mention much more money and
years of terror. No Gen. Lee’s thoughts were first to stop the
killing (realizing the futility in continuing a war lost to a
superior opponent),to influence his faithful following to pledge
allegiance back to the Union and then turn down many
lucrative bus. positions to rekindle a college for the purpose of
educating what was left of the young men of Va. and the south
so they could once again make the ravaged south a
contributing region of the Union that his father fought for and
he hated to resign from only because of his antiquated belief in
states rights . He paid dearly for this losing one of Virginia’s
most beautiful homes its surrounding land, his family’s
belongings and also the suffering his wife and daughter
endured during the war! Washington was his hero from the
time he was a small boy (listening to his father speak of serving
under him) and its no wonder he chose “Washington College”
to start his project of educating young men as he did as
Superintendent of West Point! I’m sure he never imagined his
name beside his hero’s on so many buildings and would be the
first one to rebuke it but i sincerely hope the committee can
see this is one that needs not to be changed ! His actions
before and after the war along with his character throughout
his life and his personal losses and suffering he & his family
endured during the war (which he hesitated to join) should not
erase him from our history of great generals ! Sent from my
iPhone
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513

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:27pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
[SPAM] WashingtonLee High School renaming

Mr. Alan Goldberg

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee High School
renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Goldberg
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee High School renaming

Subject: Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee High School renaming
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee High School renaming
I'd like to mention Robert Carter III, a Virginia plantation owner
who inherited many slaves and began what became the largest
release of slaves in North America prior to the Civil War. Despite
enormous obstacles, including Virginia occasionally making
manumission illegal, the payment of a fee for it, and the
sometimes violent opposition of fellow plantation owners,
Carter set in process the freeing of over 500 slaves. He also
joined an integrated church which on two occasions was
attacked by white mobs. He worked for the Revolution and
worked for getting antislavery laws passed by the Virginia
legislature. He believed slavery to be immoral.
[https://ipmcdn.avast.com/images/icons/iconenvelopetick
roundorangeanimatednorepeatv1.gif]
<https://www.avast.com/sigemail?utm_medium=email&u
tm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig
email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=icon> Virusfree.
www.avast.com<https://www.avast.com/sigemail?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&u tm_campaign=sig
email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=link>
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:21pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Joan Knisely

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Knisely

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee

Subject: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%22,… 9/59

Name Joan Knisely
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am against renaming Arlington's Washington Lee High
School! Our School board needs to focus on real issues!
Washington Lee High school has carved out a wonderful
reputation of its own. . Please do not make changes that are
not asked for. This undermines the Arlington we all love. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

currently working on this process for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

515

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:32pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Am Nichols

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Nichols
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this process for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sam Nichols
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name Washington  Lee High School.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Student

516

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:22pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Murray

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this process for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Murray
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name as it is Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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517

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:16pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Richard Fischer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Fischer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Fischer
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Keep the name
the same, WashingtonLee does not stand for what happened
before and during the Civil war, but rather, to the reunification
after the war, which General Lee was a major participant in.
Please stop stirring up racial tensions that have not been part
of our heritage. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

518

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/27/2018
10/28/2018  10:33pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Joseph Nichols

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/28/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Nichols
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this process for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Joseph Nichols
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name Washington  Lee High School.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

519

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:41pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change, and…
[SPAM] W^L Renaming
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Comments:

Mr. Gary Smallwood

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] W^L Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Smallwood

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] W^L Renaming

Subject: Re: [SPAM] W^L Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] W^L Renaming
I want to suggest the name remain the same and have the L
represent the Patriot and General Light Horse Harry Lee who
served along side George Washington during the Revolutionary
war !
Thoughts ?
Gary Smallwood

520

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/26/2018  12:30pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Bill Roos

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Roos

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Bill Roos
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: We
should not change the name of WashingtonLee HS. At a time
when our school population is expanding beyond the capacity
of our school system, when we are facing huge budget deficits,
and when it will probably be necessary to raise taxes that will
further burden middle and lower income Arlington residents,
making Arlington less affordable, we cannot afford to spend a
half million dollars to change the name of a school. This waste
of taxpayer dollars will undermine public confidence in APS as
a responsible steward of public resources. I, personally, do not
see why I should vote for a bond issue that would give more
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resources to a school board that feels it can waste money like
this. If there were some evidence that the name of the school
has ever had a negative impact on any student or staff
member, then maybe we would have a different situation. But
APS could not provide any such evidence in response to a FOIA
request a few months ago. If the majority of WashingtonLee
HS students and alumni were demanding a name change,
maybe we would have a different situation. But that's not the
case. Further, I have not heard any rationale for changing the
name of one school that would not require changing multiple
other names within the school system and the County at large,
including the name of the County itself (named after Lee's slave
plantation). Is APS going to change the names of Jefferson,
Wakefield, Jamestown, etc., etc.? Is APS going to
communicate with the proper authorities to demand that Lee
Highway, Arlington House, and Arlington Cemetery change
their names? If not, why not? Please tell us. Is there any
intellectual consistency here, or have we entered a fairy tale
world of (very expensive) virtue signaling where all that matters
is how School Board members feel at a particular time? It's
ironic that APS points to Yale university's renaming policy 
another example of hypocritical virtue signaling. Notice that
Yale demonstrates its moral righteousness by eliminating certain
names that are currently offensive to Yale's
&quot;values,&quot; but refrains from eliminating one of the
most obnoxious names of all: that of Elihu Yale, who was a
slave trader. This shows but only intellectual inconsistency, but
a lack of integrity. The failure to clearly explain the distinction
between what must be destroyed and what can be retained is
also disrespectful to the public that is watching and trying to
understand this performance. Shame on you. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community
521

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/26/2018  12:29pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Gustavo Perez

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Perez

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gustavo Perez
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I would like the name of my old WashingtonLee
High School to remain the same. You cannot change history
and please don’t try to do it. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Other
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Issue:
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Messages | IQ
10/26/2018
10/26/2018  12:12pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Bradford

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Bradford

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Bradford
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Dear Committee Members: The history of
WashingtonLee High School dates back to its opening day on
October 6, 1925. Over the past 93 years this public school has
been distinguished and notably recognized for outstanding
academic achievement, competitive athletic teams, exceptional
musical and dramatical presentations, acts of service to the
community, promotion of responsible studentcitizens, and
educational innovation. The exceptional quality of
administrative and faculty leadership throughout WL’s history
has enabled innovation and continuity. The strong foundation
laid by previous graduating classes offers a heritage that
inspires each successive graduating class to excel. Washington
Lee High School is named after two distinguished Virginians,
George Washington and Robert E. Lee, whose lives contributed
to the heritage of our nation. The original school seal was
designed by a Union veteran and renowned artist, Francis David
Millet. The National Park Service operates and maintains the
Arlington House, restored in 1925 as the nation’s memorial to
Robert E. Lee, in “honor of his dedication to peace and
reconciliation after the Civil War.” In 2012, President Barack
Obama addressed WL’s student body in recognition of the
school’s diverse, highachieving student population. Consider
the history of WashingtonLee High School! The name and the
seal of the school reflect the blended character of the school.
WL’s reputation for excellence continues with each graduating
class, unfettered by the name. In fact, the name is the
distinguishing link that connects past students to present and
future students. There should be no fear that WashingtonLee
High School’s name is shameful, unacceptable, or intolerable.
That fear is unfounded, and 93 years of countless institutional
and individual successes prove the name is not a hindrance. I
submit that “WashingtonLee” should remain the school’s name
because each student who has attended or graduated from WL
is part of the history and the legacy. President Barak Obama
recognized the greatness of this school while named
WashingtonLee High School; what greater acknowledgment
than this to legitimize the name?! In closing, from the chorus
of the Alma Mater, “WashingtonLee, WashingtonLee, humbly
for thee do we pray . . .”. I trust you will seriously consider my
submittal to continue using the name of “WashingtonLee”.
Sincerely, Susan Bradford Robertson President, WashingtonLee
HS Class of 1978 Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/26/2018  11:11am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
Recorded as needing no response. no email address
Status:
Assigned:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed 10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
None
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Comments: Recorded as needing no response. no email address
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

None

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I think the name should remain Washington
Lee. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? APS Graduate
524

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:31pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. J. Strother

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Strother

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jessica Strother
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: My input for the renaming of WashingtonLee
High School....is to keep the name AS IS. Keep the name the
same. The rational is as follows; the name is historic and
changing it eliminates the opportunity for youth and the public
to learn from the Civil War and the lessons it carries, keeping
the name respects all the alumni and community who are
connected to the school and name, it avoids divisiveness in the
community over a name change. Not changing the name does
not waste taxpayer dollars (possibly $500,000&#43;) and
keeping the name respects all those who died to end slavery
and keep our country together. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:52pm
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Subject:
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Messages | IQ
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Mary Lib Tomb

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Tomb

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mary Lib Tomb
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am a proud WL grad, and Arlington resident,
and I prefer to keep the name WashingtonLee. As you have no
doubt heard time and time again, changing a name does NOT
change history, whether that history is bad or good. However,
since Robert E. Lee's name seems to be so contentious, I
suggest you choose General Lighthorse Harry Lee to replace
Robert E. Lee. That way all sides in this issue should be
satisfied: the school name would remain the same but the Lee
would refer to Lighthorse Harry Lee, not Robert E. Lee. After all
the other General Lee served as Governor of VA. The school
mascot could still be &quot;Generals.&quot; It will save
Arlington taxpayers a lot of money, which could then be used
for teacher salaries and students. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:38pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Against the Renaming of WashingtonLee

Ms. J Sheridan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Against the Renaming of
WashingtonLee
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Sheridan

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Against the Renaming of WashingtonLee

Subject: Re: Against the Renaming of WashingtonLee
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Against the Renaming of WashingtonLee
"I am VERY much in favor of KEEPING the name for
WashingtonLee!
Your online form asks for APS (Arlington Public School)
connection/association: I taught Social Studies
(history/geography) at Stratford for 7 years, 196370; my
students left to attend WL. One of my African American 9th
graders, Reggie Harrison, played football for WL, later starred
in the NFL and recently spoke at the last Arlington Historical
Society meeting where he and others gave emotional remarks
in favor of their high school experience.... In addition, my
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brotherinlaw, Jim Hatch taught Reading and coached
basketball at WL giving some 30 years to APS. (His widow and
family are strongly in favor of retaining WL's name.)
George Washington's record speaks for itself: One of the
Founding Fathers, he served two terms as the nation's
first president (178997). As General in the American
Revolutionary War, he led the Patriots to victory over the
British and their allies, thus securing freedom and
independence for this country.

That Lee led the Confederacy is true; however, he reluctantly
did so after faithfully serving the US Army for 32 years. He was
devoted to his home state: It is said that he told a friend, " If
Virginia stands by the Old Union,
so will I. But if she secedes (though I do not believe in
secession as a constitutional right, nor that there is sufficient
cause for revolution), then I will follow my native State with
my sword, and, if need be, with my life."... Perhaps an insight
into the character of the man: When some African Americans
visited his predominantly white church, he saw their hesitation
and personally accompanied them to the altar to receive
communion.
For these reasons and particularly for the history of the school
and its thousands of graduates, I would hope and pray that
WashingtonLee is allowed to retain its name."  Jeanette M.
Sheridan
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:29pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Name change

Mr. Kevin Reynolds

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Name change
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Reynolds

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Name change

Subject: Re: Name change
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Name change
Please do change the name of Washington  Lee High School
________________________________ When responding to
this email, do not include personal information, such as social
security number or account number. If your response requires
you to include personal information, email us through the
secure Contact Us email link on our website.
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which
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they are addressed. If you have received this email in error
please notify the sender. Please note that any views or opinions
presented in this email are solely those of the author and do
not necessarily represent those of the company.
________________________________
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:45pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. William Moser

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  William
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Moser
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Washington &amp; Lee High School should not be renamed.
The school name should be kept unchanged. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:46pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Donald Morey

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Morey

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Donald Morey
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: From the WL Class of 1957, I consider – 1. The
decision process 2. The manipulated distortions of relative
culpability for history 3. Conciliation as an underdog to
polarization
https://sites.google.com/site/nflresultsranked/home/wl
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washingtonminuslee Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
530

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:48pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Debbie Morris

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Morris

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Debbie Morris
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
think the name should remain WashingtonLee High School.
History is what it is and renaming the school doesn't erase
anything. The alumni who graduated for WL will still have
graduated from WL. I think the school board and people
responsible for the name change should listen to the public.
Put it to a public vote of Arlington and I think you will find no
one wants the name changed. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:27pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
[SPAM] WashingtonLee name change

Mr. Bill Callahan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee name change
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Bill

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee name change

Subject: Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee name change
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee name change
As an individual that grew up in Arlington my whole life and
one of five in my family that graduated from WL, I am
completely against the idea of changing the name of our high
school.
The history of this school goes back to the 1920's and has
many great memories for thousands of students. Changing the
name breaks that history and does nothing to promote
anything but bad intentions going forward.
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I still live in northern Virginia and would never consider
supporting renaming schools of any kind to please the small
minority that feel they can bully the majority for the future.
Bill Callahan Class of '73
Go Generals!
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:28pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Mary Strehle

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  Ms. Strehle and Family
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mary Strehle
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: As
a life long resident of Arlington County, a WL Alumni and a
family of three generations of WashingtonLee High School
graduates, I am not in favor of WashingtonLee High School
being renamed. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:17pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Jean Truman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Truman

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jean Truman
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I graduated from an Arlington high school in
1961 and lived most of my life in Arlington County. I can't
believe the decision to rename WashingtonLee High School
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was decided by the current School Board without community
involvement. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
534

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  10:33pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Maria Chavez

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Chavez

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Maria Chavez
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I am a WL graduate (Class of 1991) and
although I no longer live in Arlington, I want to voice my
support for removing any reference to Lee and renaming the
high school. The excuse of memorializing Lee so we won't
forget and repeat the past should no longer be tolerated. We
still have racist rallying around public symbols of white
supremacy. And Lee has become the biggest symbol of white
supremacy. He voluntarily chose to betray his country and fight
to protect and expand the immoral institution of chattel
slavery. His shameful choice to lead the Confederates against
the US has earned him a place in our history books, but not
any right to be memorialized in any way. Our country's history
is full of worthy figures who deserve memorization. And yes, I
can think of one Confederate who TRULY embodied
redemption and reconciliation. Which is why he is remembered
with much disparagement by white supremacists and
supporters of the Lost Cause mythology. It is my suggestion
that WashingtonLee be renamed WashingtonLongstreet, after
James Longstreet Given that Longstreet was also a military
general, there would be no need to change mascots and
colors. We can acknowledge that Longstreet fought for the
Confederate side and we can also acknowledge that after the
war, he became a Republican and ungrudgingly worked
alongside Grant to heal the wounds of the Civil War (the same
cannot be said of Lee). He also led an AfricanAmerican militia
against the an antiReconstruction organization at the Battle of
Liberty Place in 1874. In closing, I would also like it to be
noted that the tragedy that occurred in Charlottesville (the
town that I now call home) on August 1112 2017 provided
the impetus to rename WL. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:11pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
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Comments:

Messages | IQ
WashingtonLee Renaming

J. Crull

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WashingtonLee Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  Crull Family

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WashingtonLee Renaming

Subject: Re: WashingtonLee Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WashingtonLee Renaming
To the WashingtonLee Renaming Committee: I an a resident
of Arlington County and have been all of my life. My family has
lived in Arlington since the 1930's. I am writing this to let you
know that I am completely opposed to changing the name of
WashingtonLee High School. All of the people I have spoken
to in our neighborhood feel the same way. It is a 93 year old
school and an historical landmark in this county. We cannot re
write history. Regardless of what the School Board thinks, we
are the taxpayers in this county and do not want our money
used for something this ridiculous when APS is already in
extreme debt and needs to be using the money in so many
other areas. The money used to make this change could make
a huge difference in our schools. How can 5 people on the
School Board make a decision like this without even consulting
the community it is elected to represent? I am very
disappointed in our School Board members making a decision
for their own political gain. Please listen to our voices in the
community. It would be an insult to the community of
Arlington to change the name of WashingtonLee. Therefore
my suggestion for the new name is the same as it has always
been....WashingtonLee. Thank you for your time.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:30pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Lafay....

Mr. Robert Byrnes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Byrnes

Comments: Lafay....
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette

Subject: Re: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Potential Name: Marquis de Lafayette
Hello Naming Committee,
WL can still be The WL Generals if we name our school after
"The Hero of Two Worlds"  a moniker given to Marquis de
Lafayette. Lafayette was a key figure in both the American
Revolution and French Revolution. He participated in many
battles throughout the American Revolution  including being
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the lure that ultimately trapped Cornwallis at Yorktown,
Virginia. Without his assistance  and his political influence to
get the French to help the fledgling United States  we very
well may still be a British colony. In addition, Lafayette was the
FIRST foreigner to be made a citizen of the United States.
Lafayette held high officer ranks in the American Military, and
ultimately held a general level position upon his return to
France.
Lafayette had more than just a military career. He was also an
influential politician in France. With the assistance of Thomas
Jefferson, Lafayette and Abbé Sieyès crafted the Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. An important civil rights
document for France that helped establish the "Natural Rights"
of man to be universal. Like our Declaration of Independence,
this document is still considered a founding document for the
current French government. It is even considered an inspiration
for the United Nationals Universal Declaration of Human rights.
Lafayette's name is not perfect. Lafayette lost political standing
in an event where he led the national guard to break up a
public lynching of two men at Champ de Mars. The mob,
having already hanged two men, responded violently to the
national guardsmen. This led to a skirmish. Once order was
restored and a new constitution signed, Lafayette resigned from
the National Guard in accordance with constitutional law. Later,
Lafayette was commissioned as a General for the French, who
needed his leadership to defend the revolution from the
surrounding hostile monarchies. Just as Washington has the
Whiskey Rebellion, so does Lafayette have Champ de Mars.
Lafayette is an enlightened dreamer like Jefferson, with the
noble leadership of Washington. He was French nobleman who
came to the United States as a friend, when we had but few.
He was a General whose skills were relied on by Washington
during even the most important operations (Yorktown). His
noble position helped secure the essential alliance and military
aid from France. Upon his return to France he advocated for
the expansion of rights  writing a founding document using
enlightened ideals. His leadership can be deemed a major
catalyst for the French Revolution. His statues are proudly
displayed throughout the United States and France for his
involvement in both revolutions. He has a room named after
him in Washington, as well as a park and university. Lafayette
is a multifaceted leader, one that the community of Arlington
should be proud to have a school named for.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Robert Byrnes
Robert Byrnes Social Studies Teacher WashingtonLee HS

Please be aware that email correspondence is subject to the
Virginia Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and may be made
public if someone requests it – even if you have asked that
your message be kept confidential. Also, If you have received
this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email. The receipt by any unauthorized person does
not constitute a waiver of any applicable protections.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/26/2018
10/27/2018  7:02pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Gary Smallwood

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/27/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Smallwood

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gary Smallwood
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I want to suggest the name remain the same and
have the L represent the Patriot and General Light Horse Harry
Lee who served along side George Washington during the
Revolutionary war ! Alumni Class of 73 Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Other
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  12:11pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
[SPAM] Fwd: The Time is NOW to Fund Virginia Public Schools!

Ms. Sherrie James

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] Fwd: The Time is NOW to
Fund Virginia Public Schools!
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. James
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] Fwd: The Time is NOW to Fund Virginia
Public Schools!

Subject: Re: [SPAM] Fwd: The Time is NOW to Fund
Virginia Public Schools!
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School along
with the article from the Virginia PTA. Your message will be
shared with the renaming committee appointed by the
School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] Fwd: The Time is NOW to Fund Virginia Public
Schools!
A plea from Virginia PTA  more evidence we should not be
wasting $500,000 to change a school name. I'll leave it here
I've already sent a previous email.
Thank you.
Sherrie James
 Original Message  From: Sarah Gross
ate: October 25, 2018 at 10:06
AM Subject: The Time is NOW to Fund Virginia Public Schools!
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Call to ActionHere's what we know  Public education is the
great equalizer. Our public schools represent the greatest means
to help Virginia's children live rich and fulfilling lives. We
should fun
Call to Action
Here's what we know 
Public education is the great equalizer. Our public schools
represent the greatest means to help Virginia's children live rich
and fulfilling lives. We should fund schools with the priority
they deserve. We know this.
Here's what else we know 
Our schools continue to be underfunded. Our buildings in
many areas are crumbling. We had more than 1,000 teaching
positions open at the start of this year.
Virginia is the 8th wealthiest state and yet it is the 9th worst in
cuts to public education.
Now is the time to urge Governor Northam to fully fund our
schools. Our schools, our students, our teachers deserve all the
support we can give them.
Thank you for speaking up for public schools!

Click the link below to log in and send your message:
https://www.votervoice.net/BroadcastLinks/rKZCrKwNyf
vfQQqmg2N6g
https://www.votervoice.net/BroadcastLinks/rKZCrKwNyf
vfQQqmg2N6g
 Click here
https://www.votervoice.net/BroadcastLinks/oP
kR8r7rj9OAOpR9akdcg to unsubscribe from this mailing list.
[Powered by VoterVoice] https://www.votervoice.net
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  4:39pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Jeanette Taylor

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Taylor

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jeanette Taylor
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I want to express my vote to keep W&amp;L High
School in Arlington, VA, with the name it already has. I vote
against a name change. I grew up in Arlington, and continue
to live here and pay taxes. W&amp;L High School has a long,
wellestablished heritage. Its students are proud to call it their
high school. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  4:33pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Re: Engage with APS

Ms. Jeanette Sheridan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:
Related:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Sheridan
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent
Message 5005638

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Re: Engage with APS
Thanks for your message, Jeanette. I have been with APS
since 1988 have have had a long, happy career! Yes, you
may certainly send us an updated message at engage about
your views regarding Washington Lee.

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Hi Meg,
I taught in Arlington 19631971.....I quit very suddenly as
there was a German measles reported at the
school and I was pregnant with our first child. I have very fond
memories at Stratford, where I was very
actively involved: saw that the monthly newspaper and
yearbook were printed; cosponsored the
Student Council and International Club; founded and directed a
yearly Talent Show.
Your last name is very familiar..... Was your mother involved in
the Arlington public schools also?
Congratulations on your long service to the schools and many
groups in the community. Certainly
your ACF award was most assuredly deserved.
I did a brief edit of the email I sent in favor of keeping the WL
name the same. May I send it to
to you to replace the first note?
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Thank you for your time and attention. Best wishes, Jeanette
> On October 24, 2018 at 3:31 PM
wrote: >
> A Message From Engage APS > >
> > > Dear Ms. Sheridan: > > Thank you for taking the time
to share your views about the renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Your message will be shared with
the renaming committee appointed by the School Board for
their information. > > Again, thank you for your input on this
issue > > Sincerely, > > Meg Tuccillo > > > Please be aware
that correspondence through email is subject to the Virginia
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). This means that your
correspondence may be made public if (1) it deals with APS
business, and (2) someone requests it – even if you have asked
that your message be kept confidential. Only a few topics are
exempt from the disclosure requirement such as information
about identifiable students and personnel information about
individual employees. Finally, if you have received this email in
error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email
from your inbox, sent items and deleted items. The receipt by
any unauthorized person does not constitute a waiver of any
applicable protections. Thank you. > > > > > > > > > > > >
> >  Original Email  >
From:
> Sent: 10/24/2018
> Subject: Engage with APS > > > > > > > Name > > > > >
> JEANETTE SHERIDAN > > > > > Email > > > > > >
> > > > > Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: > > > > > > Naming
Process  WL > > > > > Please share your comments,
feedback or suggestions: > > > > > > I am VERY much in
favor of KEEPING the name for > WashingtonLee! > > I
taught Social Studies (history/geography) at Stratford for > 7
years; my students left to attend WL. In fact I taught an
African American 9th grader, Reggie Harrison, who played
football for WL, later starred in the NFL and spoke at the last
Arlington Historical Society meeting mentioned. In addition, my
brotherinlaw, Jim Hatch taught Reading there for some 30
years. > > That Lee led the Confederacy is true; however, he
reluctantly did so after faithfully serving the US Army for 32
years; he was devoted to his home state. He told a friend,
&quot; If Virginia > stands by the Old Union, so will I. But if
she secedes (though I do not believe in secession as a
constitutional right, nor that there is sufficient cause for
revolution), then I will follow my native State with my sword,
and, if need be, with my life.&quot; Perhaps an insight into the
character of the man: > When some African Americans
attended his predominantly white church, he saw their
hesitation and personally accompanied them to the altar to
receive communion. > > For these reasons and particularly for
the history of the school and its thousands of graduates, I
would hope and pray that WashingtonLee is allowed to retain
its name. > > > > > Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? > > > > > > Other > > > > > > >
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  4:35pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
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Mr. Brad Pilot

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Pilot

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Brad Pilot
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Leave the high school name as is! This is a horrible trend that
you're starting. What next...remove the Jefferson memorial?
What about high schools named after Malcom X, who had
strong opinions about white people? I say who cares, and we
need to stop catering to the loud minority. Keep the name WL!
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  4:35pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Dawn DuBerry

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. DuBerry

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Dawn DuBerry
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: No new name for this school. KEEP WASHINGTON
LEE HIGH SCHOOL the same name. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  4:36pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Michelle Schultze

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Schultze

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Michelle Schultze
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please, please, please, vote to retain the WL
name. This name holds a wealth of history and rich memories
for thousands of alumni! Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  5:23pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Judy Pintar

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Pintar

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Judy Pintar
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am a proud graduate of the 1955 class from WL. It was my
shame in those days to go to a segregated school, however, it
was with pride to know that WL was one of the first schools in
the South to integrate. To change the name just because
Washington and Lee owned slaves is a silly move. Sure, they
owned slaves as did most Southern plantation owners of the
time. Even black Americans owned slaves. It is a blight on our
history. However, WL is also named for Generals (the
nickname of the school). History is not always proud, but it is
history. We mustn't forget our history. Changing the name
(and the possible names in your list are just plain awful.)
Renaming schools does not erase our history. The thousands of
WL graduates are proud of their WL history, I don't think for
one minutes the name of the school brought shame. Are we
going to change all the memorials, cities, counties, states that
are named after George Washington. Let's get serious.
Changing the name is not a good idea. It does not really make
sense. Leave it alone. Please. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Other
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  5:24pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Kevin Roberts

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Roberts

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name J. Kevin Roberts
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am the son of a graduate of WL (class of
1950). I am also a graduate of WL (class of 1980) and am
married to a graduate of WL (class of 1981). We are the proud
parents of a graduate of WL (class of 2014). As such, I urge
the committee to reconsider renaming the school that played
an integral part in shaping the lives of my entire family. If the
five School Board members had attended the recent Arlington
Historical Society speaker series program about the Integration
of Sports in Arlington, listened to the fabulous WashingtonLee
stories, and heard the pleas to keep the current name from
some of WL's greatest AfricanAmerican athletes, the SB
members' hearts couldn't possibly allow them to change the
school's name and let all those people be forgotten. This is the
fear of WL's earliest black athletes and it will happen with the
change. As many of you know, WL, along with a school in
Norfolk, were the first public high schools in Virginia to
integrate. Also, WL's 1966 basketball team was the first to win
a state championship with an integrated team. I myself was
inspired to become a WL General's football player after being
led down to the football field as a youngster by my older sister
(also a former WL student) to meet future NFL star Reggie
Harrison after one of his incredible rushing performances. My
memories and those of my family were of sharing many
wonderful experiences at WL with our friends and classmates
and teammates who all shared pride in our school and its
history. Therefore, I strongly suggest the current name,
WashingtonLee be retained. If the committee is unwilling to
accept the school name referencing Robert E. Lee then simply
change the reference to his father MajorGeneral Henry
&quot;LightHorse Harry&quot; Lee III who served as a cavalry
officer in the Continental Army during the American Revolution,
as the ninth Governor of Virginia and as the Virginia
Representative to the United States Congress. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  5:22pm
ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Dawn DuBerry

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. DuBerry

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Dawn DuBerry
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: No new name for this school. KEEP WASHINGTON
LEE HIGH SCHOOL the same name. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:31pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Mara Feiner

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Feiner

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mara Feiner
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the current name of WashingtonLee High School Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:32pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Melinda AllenGrimes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. AllenGrimes

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Melinda AllenGrimes
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Dear Committee Members, I would like to
request that the name of WashingtonLee High School remain
the same. I feel the name of the school has been around for so
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many years it would be an injustice to rename it. This has been
considered a response to the schools named during racial
indignities and I feel that the WL was named before those laws
were in place. Sincerely, Melinda AllenGrimes Class of '73 Go
Generals! Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:32pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Diane Leigh

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Leigh

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Diane Leigh
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: WL class of 73, I am offended that you are
changing the name of my High School. Enough is enough.
Maybe the name Martin Luther King offends me so all schools
with that name should be changed. Learn from history and
teach about the south and the Generals. Keep the name as it
has been since the school opened back in the 1920s. Leave it
alone! Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:34pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Lennie Cuje

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Lennie

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lennie Cuje
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
After coming to America from Germany in 1950, I attended WL
in February where I learned to become an American and was
the then first &quot;Alien&quot; foreign student to graduate.
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The famous class of 1952 ! I was drafted and served in the U.S
A.F. during the Korean war. Since then, I've become an
international renowned Musician with many, award winning
Documentaries, here and abroad, all of them mentioning
WashingtonLee as my Mentor ! As has been documented in
Arlington History, my 2 friends and class mates, Pat Conte,
Dave Alexander and I, went to our graduation Prom at the
Shoreham Hotel with 3 black dates to be promptly turned
away, and we did boycott the followup party at Beverly Beach
because our Jewish classmate could not attend since it was for
gentiles only. So, I have a history with WL leading the way for
integration and to make our Country a healthier Nation! I
wonder what the members of the Schoolboard did to
contribute? Lennie Cuje Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
551

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:33pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Genie Herwig

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Herwig

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Genie Herwig
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name at WL  is it our history and I am
very proud to be alumni. My family has had 4 generations
graduate from the school. It is only a name and the we do not
understand why it has to be changed to begin with. It is our
countries history and we are to learn from history but it seems
that everyone wants to blame the past and not understand and
not make the same mistakes. A name change will not change
history  but it may make people talk about it and understand
where our GREAT COUNTRY was and is at the same time. NO
NOT CHANGE THE NAME. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:34pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Dave Morgan
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Morgan
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Dave Morgan
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the name: WashingtonLee Slavery was and is today
terribly awful, unjust and a very dark part of the history of the
world. It should not be forgotten just as we should never
forget the Holocaust. The soldiers of the South in 1861 were
not far removed from feeling how the colonists felt confronting
mother England. Support for your home state was much
stronger than feelings about the federal government. Robert E.
Lee was not about continuing slavery as he was about
protecting his home from what many considered a federal
invasion. This is not an issue of what was right or wrong but
you have to understand the climate of the time to understand
an individual's beliefs. Robert E. Lee embodied many admirable
traits and was a leading voice in reconciliation after the Civil
War. He was not a Benedict Arnold &quot;traitor&quot; nor any
more responsible for the issue of slavery than Washington,
Jefferson, Madison and many other founders of the United
States. I am proud to have been a student, teacher, coach and
now a member of the WL Hall of Fame. I am not a supporter
of changing the name of one of the oldest schools in Virginia
because of current trends in political correctness. Respectfully,
David J. Morgan Class of 1970 Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:38pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Betty Bobsin (harris)

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Betty

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Betty Bobsin (Harris)
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Keep the existing name WashingtonLee Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

554

EMail
Date In:
Modified:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:41pm
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Messages | IQ
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Brenda Orndorff Raj

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  Ms. Raj and Family

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Brenda Orndorff Raj
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please keep the name WL High School. Changing
the name does not change history. We need to preserve history
to know not to repeat some things that were wrong. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:42pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Martha Taylor

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Taylor

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Martha Taylor
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I would like to offer a suggestion for a new name
for WashingtonLee High School. Because WashingtonLee will
turn 100 years old in 2025, I would suggest that at that point
the school be renamed Centennial or Century High School to
honor this achievement. Thus the school would be named not
for any one individual, but in honor of all the students,
teachers and staff who have passed through its doors and
made it the great school it is today. Yes, this change would not
take place right away, but it would allow for time to get ready
for the transition to a new name. Also, it would allow the team
names to stay the sameCentennial Generals has an internal
rhyme after all. The name change could be part of an overall
centennial celebration, thus allowing the community to
participate in this passage to a new era for the school. Thank
you for considering my idea. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

556
10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:43pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. William Wilber

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Wilber

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Wilber
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Career
Center Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Please reverse your position to change the name of
WashingtonLee High School. I have seen no evidence that the
current name is harming students ability to learn and the
significant resources required to execute this decision would be
better used for other educational priorities. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

557

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:43pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. John Ford

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Ford

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name John Ford
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Leave the name as WashingtonLee Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Other
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:44pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. James Barbe
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FAMILY  Mr. Barbe and Family

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name James Barbe
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Changing the name of WL is the most ridiculous thing I've
heard of. The tradition and the history of this school is
legendary and to even think of a name change is outlandish.
Please don't tarnish the accomplishments of so many people
that attended this great school with a name change that only a
few people are in favor of. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  1:45pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Gary McInturff

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. McInturff
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gary McInturff
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: What do you really accomplish by changing the
name of WL. Its named after 2 historic figures in American
history. History should not be changed. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

560

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  2:37pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
oppose and suggested names

Mr. Jim Thomas
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Thomas

Comments: oppose and suggested names
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jim Thomas
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: While I am opposed to the name change for a
number of reasons (WL Alum, 8th Generation Arlingtonian,
History Teacher etc.) I believe a couple of names that would be
suitable would be the following: 1. Medal of Honor High
School  There are several hundred Medal of Honor recipients
buried in Arlington Cemetery. This group is incredibly diverse
and their attributes exemplify the values we hope to convey to
our students. (And the &quot;Generals&quot; mascot name
could be maintained) 2. Colin Powell High School  Again the
man exemplifies many of the attributes we wish to convey to
our students. (And again the name Generals could be
maintained). Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Staff
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  2:39pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Gary McInturff

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. McInturff
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gary McInturff
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: What do you really accomplish by changing the
name of WL. Its named after 2 historic figures in American
history. History should not be changed. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

562

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/25/2018  2:39pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Tucker
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: As a
W&amp;L alumna (1973), I would be happy to have “Lee”
removed from the school’s name. I agree with the rationale for
the change. (Please do NOT share my email except if legally
required for the reasons outline below. Thank you.) Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  12:08pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Kathleen Mirro

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Mirro

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kathleen Mirro
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Keep the name Washington Lee High School. I
am a proud graduate, mother &amp; grandmother of graduates
of WashingtonLee High School. WashingtonLee is an
excellent school in all areas of academics, athletics and
nuturing of great adults. It is a proud legacy to the students,
teachers, staff and parents who have attended this great high
school since 1925. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

564

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:37am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Nancy Anthony

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Anthony

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Nancy Anthony
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Generations of my family have graduated from
WashingtonLee HS. I would like to see the name Washington
Lee retained. This would allow the actual physical building, W
L, to be associated with all the history that goes along with this
great high school. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:31am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Bryan Price

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Price

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Bryan Price
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
would like to see the new remain the same. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

566

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:06am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Status:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

No postal address available

Closed EMail 10/26/2018 Unsent
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Engage Default Format 12 pt. v.3
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Enter your content here.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Brad Carlson Please indicate the current topic you'd like
to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Being a WL graduate,
https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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class of '73, I suggest that you rename WashingtonLee High
School to &quot;George Washington High School.&quot; There
is absolutely no denying that his efforts and leadership were
crucial in the creation of the United States. To my knowledge,
maintenance of the institution of slavery is not widely regarded
as one of his higher personal priorities for this country. As for
students participating in athletics at George Washington High
School, &quot;The Generals&quot; remains appropriate, since
the participants are plural, rather than singular. George
Washington is a name worthy of Northern Virginian and
American pride and heritage. It also represents a reasonable
compromise between those who prefer to keep the name of
WashingtonLee High School and those who want to scrap the
name entirely. I think that compromise is something that has
been sorely missing over the past 18 years. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:47am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Verna ClarkeWalker

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. ClarkeWalker

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Verna ClarkeWalker
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: As a graduate of WASHINGTONLEE HIGH
SCHOOL, I submit for consideration GENERALLY HIGH SCHOOL.
That way LEE is still in there. But it's all general. Seriously, the
only name I would like to see is WASHINGTONLEE. But if you
MUST rename it, William T. Anderson. Quite a famous fellow he
was. And a confederate leader. Owned no slaves. And his sisters
were persecuted and imprisoned by the Union army, which
should sit well with feminist historians. Just a thought. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  12:09pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Marija Morris
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Morris
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Marija Morris
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
do not agree with the renaming of WashingtonLee High
School. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:35am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Terry Elliott

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Elliott

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Terry Elliott
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Please rename it WashingtonLee High School you imbeciles.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
APS Graduate

570

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  11:42am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Donald Morey

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Morey

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Donald Morey
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
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suggestions: From the Class of 1957, I consider – 1. The
decision process 2. The manipulated distortions of relative
culpability for history 3. Conciliation as an underdog to
polarization
https://sites.google.com/site/nflresultsranked/home/wl
washingtonminuslee RANKED CHOICE BALLOT FOR NEW
NAME OF 1300 N. STAFFORD STREET (format trashed in the
copy/paste process) Rank choices 15 below George
WASHINGTON  Richard Henry LEE and/or Lighthorse LEE
WASHINGTON &amp; LEE University (the &amp; is new) Booker
T. WASHINGTON  Richard Henry LEE and/or Lighthorse LEE
George WASHINGTON  Harper LEE Booker T. WASHINGTON 
Harper LEE
NO ANY OPTION THAT UNNECESSARILY
LEAVES THOUSANDS OF DIPLOMAS AND TROPHIES NOT
VISIBLY CONNECTED TO A CURRENTLY CONTEMPORARY
INSTITUTION. Considering available options, a premeditated
act of spite and revenge directed at thousands who had the
temerity to invest pride in a school named by others. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
571

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/25/2018
10/26/2018  12:05pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Clinton Pate

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/26/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Pate

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Clinton Pate
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
This initiative is utterly ridiculous! And it offends many of us
who graduated from WashingtonLee High School. You're
basically trying to erase any memory of our high school
education. While I understand some people may be offended
that General Lee fought for the South, he also advocated for
reconciliation between the North and South after the war. And
it was his action that brought the war to an end. He also had a
distinguished military career beyond the Civil War. Don't try to
judge his actions in the late 1800s by today's standard. It was
a different time and a different society. What's next, erasing
him from all history books in WashingtonLee High School.
Perhaps you should tear the whole building down since it has
evidently been tainted by the name. Use some common sense;
the Board of Education has much better things to do with their
time! Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
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Issue:
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10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:15pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Richard Miller

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Miller

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Miller
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: A
Proud Name &quot;Washington &amp; Lee&quot; High School
First Opened In 1925. Don't Change The Name ! Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:16pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Richard Hightower

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Hightower
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Hightower
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I write APS today in support of keeping the name
of WashingtonLee High School. I am a fourth generation
Arlingtonian living in the Westover Hills neighborhood and
graduated from WL in 1980. I represent a long lineage of WL
graduates ranging from my father who graduated in 1938, my
brother, sister, aunts and uncles and my wife, representing
most decades of the schools existence of the past 93 years. As
a history major, I know the value of studying history; both the
good and ugly periods of our local and national history, as we
can learn valuable lessons. As a left leaning democrat, I am
appalled by even the notion of the thought that changing
name of the school will somehow correct or make was an ugly
period of history more palatable. My fear is that we will not top
there. Will the next proposal be that we strike any references of
slavery from our text book? There are nations in the world that
want to pretend that the holocaust never happened, it was
&quot;fake&quot; news, an effort by the non Muslim west, to
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give the Jewish peoples their own self governing country. Even
in the USA, the state of Texas is trying to omit the theory of
evolution and whether humans are responsible for climate
change. I remember when there was a big push from the
religious right to get ALL publications regarding LGBTQ rights
out of the publicly funded institutions such as libraries.
Naturally, the Arlington County librarian at the time made a well
published notice that they would in fact increase the number of
copies available of the Washington Blade so that folks living in
surrounding localities could access the publication if their
respective jurisdictions were intimidated to carry the award
winning paper. We cannot change the ugly parts of our history
by making them go away. Rather we study history, to learn
about those ugly parts to ensure that we never do it again. If
we think that renaming the school helps us make amends with
the past, than why stop there, why not change the name of the
County itself, after all, the County is named after the Arlington
House once owned by Robert E. Lee. I think I have made my
point on this particular aspect. Then there is the cost
associated with such an endeavor. Fairfax county has spent
nearly $1,000,000 dollars changing the name of Jeb Stuart HS
to Honors. Is this the best utilization of our tax dollars in
support of our schools? I think not. I would much rather spend
the money towards the much needed school infrastructure
(think bond initiative in the upcoming election) or bridging the
achievement gap between our majority and minority students.
What I think I am most upset about is the process in which this
issue was presented to the community as a whole. The vote
that was took place months before it had been scheduled. The
School Board members blatantly ignoring the results of the
George Mason study that found that those in favor of keeping
the name far out numbered those in opposition. This is not the
spirit of democracy, at least the version that I was taught at
this very high school. There was no discussion or debate, just a
very quiet 50 vote by members of the school board with their
own personal agenda. From what I gather, none of the current
board members attended Arlington County schools, and none
of their children attended WL. So we end up with their
personal agenda, which somehow out weighs the desires of the
majority in the community itself. Democracy is dead in
Arlington, and the school board is responsible. It is for this
reason, this life long registered, left leaning democrat will NOT
endorse all aspects of the &quot;blue wave&quot; in Arlington,
as I will be exercising my right to vote to systematically unseat
each of the existing School Board members one by one as they
come up for reelection. This is another one of the ugly times
in county history and it makes me sad. We should embrace our
oldest high school's history instead of erasing it. One of first
two high schools in Virginia to be segregated. The first
integrated basketball team to win the state championship in
1963. These are just two examples of many. How ironic, the
very people that the school board is tying to protect, are in fact
the some of the people this decision will hurt. Richard
Hightower WL class of 1980 Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
574

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:17pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Mike Bradford

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/25/2018
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bradford

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mike Bradford
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I have submitted an email already but would
also like to submit my change here, too. For what seems to me
to be obvious reasons, I suggest the name of
&quot;WashingtonLee&quot; High School. Yes, I am indeed
suggesting no change. I am trying to follow formal protocol in
submitting my suggestion. I am traditional and I like the name
the way it is. It honors our alumni as well as future alumni as
well as President George Washington and Virginia citizen,
Robert E. Lee. I am sorry that there may be some people out
there that could find the name(s) of historical figures offensive.
What did those people do before political correctness came
along? Sincerely, Mike Bradford WL Class of 1976 Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:19pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WashingtonLee High School Renaming

Mr. Mike Bradford

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WashingtonLee High School
Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bradford

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WashingtonLee High School Renaming

Subject: Re: WashingtonLee High School Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WashingtonLee High School Renaming
Dear Committee Members:
It is with heavy heart that I find myself having to address this
issue.
WL has one of the greatest high school histories of all time.
That may sound far fetched to some but for those that know
the school's history, you know what I'm talking about. There
are WL alumni on the committee that know and I'm sure
they've done their best to point this out.
I can't even believe this conversation is taking place.
George Washington and Robert E. Lee are part of Virginia's
history as well as our nation's history. That's a fact. They were
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great men and deserve to continue to be honored through the
use of their names in our high school's name.
Has everyone in this world become so thin skinned that places
with historical references that might possibly offend "someone"
need to be eradicated? What about those of us who are
alumni? We love that school and are darn proud to be
graduates from it. A name change would, in effect, erase part
of our history.
I am probably considered old fashioned but I like tradition.
Therefore, I submit to the honorable committee that the new
name of WashingtonLee High School be "WashingtonLee
High School" named for President George Washington and
Robert E. Lee, Commanding General of the Army of Northern
Virginia, CSA, West Point Commandant, Virginia native and
citizen.
I know. That's no change. Like I said, I like tradition. I am
trying to follow ASB protocol for formal comments.
I hope that my "name change" will be seriously considered.
Thank you.
Sincerely, Mike Bradford WashingtonLee HS Class of 1976
P.S. If my suggestion can't be carried to fruition, then I would
begrudgingly accept the suggestion of using either General
Lee's father's name, Gen. "Lighthorse" Harry Lee, or uncle's
name, Richard Henry Lee. Both are significant Virginia and
National historical figures. Both don't change the name of our
beloved school.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:20pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

BichThuy Sault

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  BichThuy

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name BichThuy Sault
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please keep the name, WashingtonLee High
School. BichThuy Tran Sault WL ‘79 Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:20pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Patty Hansen

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Hansen

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Patty Hansen
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am strongly against the renaming of Washington
and Lee. Do not change! Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Other
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:29pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Prokop

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Prokop

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Prokop
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Respectfully, I ask you not to change the name of Washington
Lee High School. Both Washington and Lee have historical
associations with Arlington County [albeit Alexandria County at
the time]. It is the oldest high school in Arlington and has been
associated with the life of the county for almost 100 years.
While I understand the concerns about highlighting people
whose legacies have been discredited, keeping Gen. Lee's name
on the school also affords a chance to explain Why that legacy
is discredited. The colors of WL  the blue and the gray  were
meant to symbolize the reconnection of the nation after the
devastation of the Civil War. When our country seems once
again so divided, I hope there is a way to resolve this without
creating further divisions in our community. Susan Prokop  W
L Class of 1974 Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:30pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Deborah Shelton

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Shelton

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Deborah Shelton
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Dear
APS, There is enough division in our country today~must this
be in Arlington County, too? Watching the historic highlights
of WashingtonLee High School's scholastic days past;
especially, concerning the integration of education and sports
for EVERY studentSHOULD cement WashingtonLee High
School's name famously...as being ahead of the times! We can
always raise plaques to support the imperfections in our
history, here; but ERASE it? Please reconsider. I am a proud
graduate of WL from 1973. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincere Best, Deborah Shelton
Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Other
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:31pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Jeanette Sheridan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

j
No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Sheridan
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue

Subject: Engage with APS
Name JEANETTE SHERIDAN
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I am VERY much in favor of KEEPING the name
for WashingtonLee! I taught Social Studies
(history/geography) at Stratford for 7 years; my students left to
attend WL. In fact I taught an African American 9th grader,
Reggie Harrison, who played football for WL, later starred in
the NFL and spoke at the last Arlington Historical Society
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meeting mentioned. In addition, my brotherinlaw, Jim Hatch
taught Reading there for some 30 years. That Lee led the
Confederacy is true; however, he reluctantly did so after
faithfully serving the US Army for 32 years; he was devoted to
his home state. He told a friend, &quot; If Virginia stands by
the Old Union, so will I. But if she secedes (though I do not
believe in secession as a constitutional right, nor that there is
sufficient cause for revolution), then I will follow my native
State with my sword, and, if need be, with my life.&quot;
Perhaps an insight into the character of the man: When some
African Americans attended his predominantly white church, he
saw their hesitation and personally accompanied them to the
altar to receive communion. For these reasons and particularly
for the history of the school and its thousands of graduates, I
would hope and pray that WashingtonLee is allowed to retain
its name. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Other
581

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:32pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Jiannna Ursitti

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Ursitti

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jiannna Ursitti
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am a current Junior at Washington Lee. My suggestion for a
new name would be to keep the W and L and change it to
WashingtonLoving or WashingtonLincoln. Many of my peers
agree with me that we want to keep the W and L part of our
name. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Student

582

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:33pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Monica Craven

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Craven

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Monica Craven
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am a proud WL graduate and would prefer the
name WashingtonLee be retained. But since Robert E. Lee’s
name is contentious, I suggest you choose either Lighthorse
Harry Lee or Richard Henry Lee to replace the name Robert E.
Lee. That way all sides in this issue should be satisfied: the
school name would remain the same but the Lee part would no
longer refer to the Confederate Robert E. Lee. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

Hi Monica! Thank you for taking the time to offer your
suggestions for a possible name for the current Washington
Lee High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

583

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:34pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Tod Ellsworth

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Ellsworth

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Tod Ellsworth
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: As a graduate of WL, I’d like to see my alma
mater keep the name along with its rich traditions. Honestly,
the taxpayers of Arlington county should have a voice in this
very important matter. Let them vote on whether to change or
keep the name. This shouldn't be decided by a few people.
Thank you for your time. Tod Ellsworth Class of 86 Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

584

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  2:52pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Robert German

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. German

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Robert German
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name WL Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

585

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:35pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
name change of W & L

Mr. Billy L. James

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: name change of W & L
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. James

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: name change of W & L

Subject: Re: name change of W & L
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: name change of W & L
I strongly oppose the renaming of W & L and even more so
oppose spending tax payers dollars in excess of 500K to do it 
it's absurd  you can't erase or forget history and shouldn't
waste hundreds of thousands of dollars to try 
I do, however, support the election of new members of the
school board  thx BLJ
Billy L. James

586

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  3:36pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Stanley Dawson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Dawson

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Stanley Dawson

Please indicate

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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the current topic you'd like to engage with: Career Center
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I would
request you keep WashingtonLee High School’s name.
Mr.Stanley Dawson WL ‘71 Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
587

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  2:55pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
numbers

Ms. Susan Powell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Powell
Engage with APS

Comments: numbers
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Powell
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: KEEP THE NAME: WashingtonLee High School or
in full consideration of absolutely EVERYONE, and to avoid
future time and resource waste, simply number the schools.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

588

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  1:08pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Claudia Tyner Offutt

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Offutt

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Claudia Tyner Offutt
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: The name of WashingtonLee High School
should remain WashingtonLee High School. I am ashamed of
the Arlington County School Board for its underhanded way of
doing business. What kind of message are they sending to
students? Think about that. I am PROUD to be a General and

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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proud of the rich history of the school. The alumnae will not
go away, and we will ALWAYS call our school WashingtonLee.
I may not reside in Arlington, but I have six family members
that are registered voters in Arlington, and they will vote to
oust to current chairman in November. That is a promise.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
APS Graduate
589

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  1:11pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Janalea Lopez

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Lopez

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Janalea Lopez
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: DO NOT CHANGE THE NAME!!! WashingtonLee
has been around for a very long time, ALL 5 of my children
have gone to WashingtonLee, my last two are there now.
There is no reason to change the name. If this continues, then
where will it stop? Seriously, next thing we know anyone with
the last name of Lee or Jefferson, or anything thing else that
may have a last name of someone from the past that people are
trying to remove will be forced to change their name. Does this
make sense? No, but this is how ridiculous this is getting.
LEAVE WashingtonLee, just that. Stop getting on some band
wagon or latest craze that will pass, many people are very
much against this including my children. I do not support this.
You have better things to vote on and deal with than this.
STOP the renaming of WashingtonLee, leave it alone. You will
disappoint a lot of people if you don't. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

590

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  1:12pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Diane Long (cranwell)

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Diane

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Diane Long (Cranwell)
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Please keep the name as WashingtonLee. The
majority of the alumni, students, teachers and community
residents have expressed their preference to keep the name.
The huge expense to change the name would be much better
spent putting those dollars back into the schools for salaries
and associated expenses to keep Arlington schools at an
exemplary level. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

591

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  1:13pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Ms. Mary Evans

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Evans

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mary Evans
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
have been following the SB and the WL renaming process.
First, Kinninen did not follow the policy you set. And the 4
sheep just let it happen. Now the Gazette doesn't deliver the
local weekly paper to 22203 &amp; 22205. mmm Who paid off
whom? Leave it Lee. There would be no history if not for
Virginia. You can't wash it away. Go back to being School
Board members ; not liberal activists. LEE LEE Kinninen just lies
and Erdos is swearing to it. LEE LEE LEE. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

592

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/24/2018  1:14pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Mr. George Cranwell
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Cranwell
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Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name George Cranwell
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep The Name The Same Take The Power Of 5
School Board Members Away On This Topic And Listen What
The Majority Of Arlington Citizens Want To Do Which Is Keep
The Name The Same! I Am A Current Arlington Citizen And APS
Graduate From WL And The Relationship Box Below Doesn'T
Allow More Than One Choice Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

593

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:04pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Gary Duncan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Duncan

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gary Duncan
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: This process is a waste. The name should remain
as is. Being political correct has lost it's glamour. If every
confederate's name or reference could be removed, it still
would not change history. Both of these men played a great
part in the history and development of the United States and
our state. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

594

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:03pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Mark Harrison

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Incoming

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Harrison

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mark Harrison
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name as WashingtonLee High School. It
is historically significant for Arlington and Virginia. Among the
ways it is significant are the civil rights firsts and
accomplishments of WL. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

595

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:41pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Gail Chisholm

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Chisholm

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gail Chisholm
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Career
Center Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Don’t change the name of WashingtonLee Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

596

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:19pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Eileen Ferron

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Ferron

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Eileen ( peaches) Ferron
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep Washington &amp; Lee High School,

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Washington &amp; Lee High School Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community
597

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  2:56pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Margaret Lewis

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

L
No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Lewis

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Margaret Lewis
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the historic name as it is. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

598

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:44pm
BOARD: HS WL  WashingtonLee High School and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Tom Hafer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Hafer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
P.S. I believe you were a student at Tuckahoe when I was
principal there!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Tom Hafer
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: The
name should remain WashingtonLee for the exact reason that
it was first named that  to promote harmony and discourage
divisiveness. Our Nation and our Community are deeply
divided. Within Arlington, the majority sentiment is against
renaming WL, and many of those opposed feel that the School
Board has acted overbearingly and with deceit to ramrod this
through. Therefore, the name WashingtonLee should be
included as a candidate for the new name, and the decision
should be made by obtaining the consensus of ALL Arlington
voters. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate
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599

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:45pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Michael Berrey

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Berrey

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Michael Berrey
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
would like the WashingtonLee name to stay as it is an integral
part of Arlington County history. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Other

600

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:46pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Denise Calvert

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Calvert

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Denise Calvert
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Please keep the name WashingtonLee High School Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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601

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:49pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Carolyn Thomas

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/28/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Thomas

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. We are
sharing all messages with the renaming committee appointed
by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Carolyn Thomas
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: WashingtonLee HS needs to keep the same name!
This is our history. Spend the funds on the students or teachers
in need. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

602

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:57pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Linda Wirtz

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Wirtz

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Linda Wirtz
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Plain
and simpleleave the name of WL as it is. Not one
&quot;reason&quot; given to change it is valid, and the school
board has not followed proper protocol. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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603

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:56pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Robert Wirtz

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Wirtz

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Robert Wirtz
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Do not
waste our tax payer's money on the name change, keep it the
way it is. WL has a rich history. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

604

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:58pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Richard Fischer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Fischer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Fischer
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
believe it is a crying shame, that such a small minority of
people would have the rule over the majority to rewrite history
and change our school nsme. Lord have mercy!! Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

605

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  2:57pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Hazel Colosimo Reid

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Reid

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Hazel Colosimo Reid
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Keep WashingtonLee as thousands of
graduates have proven what a remarkable institution it is and
changing the name would take away the traditions and pride of
all WL Generals. Proud 1968 graduate! Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

606

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  2:58pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Cynthia Butler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Butler

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Cynthia Butler
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name the same! Our history is the true
history! Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate

607

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:58pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Joan Pim

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/26/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Pim

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Joan Pim
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name. If it ain’t broke don’t fix it. I
graduated from Washington Lee and so did my siblings. Leave
it alone. The only thing broken is y’all trying to change the
name. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? APS Graduate

message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

608

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:00pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. William Longino

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Longino

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Longino
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name of Washington  Lee HS. The name
should never be changed, it is the positive history of the the
County. My mother taught at Henry Clay for one year before
she married my father. Later Walter Reed from 65 till it closed
and the McKinnley Elementary. Why do we not look into the
same political party that named the school now wants to
change it. When will we wake up an understand Arlington
County has been under one political party. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

609

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  3:05pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Johnathan Thomas

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Thomas

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee

Subject: Engage with APS
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Name Johnathan Thomas
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: After recently attending the Historical Society's
&quot;The Integration of Sports in Arlington&quot; speaker
series program, witnessing the passionate discussion from
especially the AfricanAmerican WL athletes, and hearing their
pleas afterward wanting the school name to remain so they can
be remembered, I strongly urge you to keep the name
WashingtonLee. Anything less would be a insult to those
AfricanAmericans who were bravely part of the integration.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community

appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

610

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  3:02pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Winnie Pim

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Pim

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Winnie Pim
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Leave it alone. you cant change History! Why
Change the Name? WE WILL ALWAYS BE A WASHINGTONLEE
&quot;GENERAL&quot; GO WL Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

611

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:03pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Cheryl Hess

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Hess

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name cheryl hess
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
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suggestions: Please keep the name the same! WL has an
excellent reputation and is known as WL. Being a past student,
I would like folks to know where I went to high school and
that entails keeping the name the same. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Other
612

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:02pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. John Lopynski

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Lopynski

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name John Lopynski
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please keep the name WashingtonLee. I
graduated from WL in 1974. Thanks Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

613

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:59pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Betty Bobsin (harris)

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Betty

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Betty Bobsin (Harris)
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Keep the name! This school has been in our
family for generations. Why change it now. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate

614

EMail
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Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:43pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Betsy Lockman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Lockman

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Betsy Lockman
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: KEEP THE NAME WashingtonLee High School.
Attended all Arl. Co. Schools (112) and graduated from WL.
WL has been branded as an exemplary school
nationall/internationally and by changing the name you will
lose the strong connection of the students to the school.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
APS Graduate

615

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  4:42pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Richard Thomas

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Thomas

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views and
concerns about the renaming process for WashingtonLee
High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Thomas
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am appalled that the community you represent is
allowing the ACB to go behind close doors like you did and
vote to change our high schools name! You think you are with
times by making such a horrible decision, but you are not! As a
family member of the original Family of Arlington, VA. I am
embarrassed that this is a topic and that has reached this point!
You the Board, have coward to those who you are afraid of. I
am truly sad for all of you who voted to let this happen. Keep
the Name: Washington &amp; Lee High School Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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616

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  5:01pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Dorothy Patton

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Patton

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Dorothy Patton
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Simply shortening the name to Washington High
School is a fine solution. It's less cumbersome to pronounce,
and the mascot can remain the Generals. I commend the
committee on its work with this initiative. Our school should
have a worldclass name that is worthy of the wonderful,
diverse and worldclass students who attend it. Thank you!
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

617

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  3:05pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Carolyn Lange

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Lange

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views and
offer your suggestions for a possible name for the current
WashingtonLee High School. Your message will be shared
with the renaming committee appointed by the School Board
for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Carolyn Lange
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I don't agree with renaming the school but since
that has already been decided I think it should remain the
name of a general to save money on purchasing replacement
items for the school. The school can still be the
&quot;Generals&quot; but just be a different set of generals if it
makes some feel better. How about &quot;Washington
Pershing High School&quot; to honor the only two generals in
US history to gain above a fivestar rank? Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
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618

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/24/2018
10/25/2018  3:06pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Tania Dragh

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/25/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dragh
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Tania Draghi
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Once a General, always a General. The General’s pride is a long
standing tradition in my family. My three boys are WL
graduates, my oldest son Dominic (class of 2013), my middle
son Benedict (class of 2017), and my youngest son Anthony
will be graduating in 2019. My husband, Michael Draghi, is a
WL graduate, class of 1980 as well as his two siblings. My
sister is a 1977 graduate, as well as various family members
from my side of the family, the AbiNajm’s. We adore WL,
especially its history of academic and athletic excellence. I have
admired the administration of WL especially under the
direction of Dr. Greg Robertson, Arlington County is lucky to
have him. We have nothing but great memories of General’s
pride. My husband, family and I were very sad to hear that the
Arlington county school board has voted to change the name
of this prestigious high school. I can appreciate the perspective
the school board is taking because of “cultural shifts”. I myself
am an immigrant, and came to the US with my family from war
torn Lebanon so I was a part of my family’s assimilation into
this county. My issues with you, the school board, are with
your lack of transparency, lack of consistency, and the lack of
knowledge about General Lee. There are so many views on this
time in our history, all a little bit right and wrong. It was a
difficult time with difficult decisions. The initial vote was fast
tracked and clearly the board changed its own rules in order to
justify this decision with little community support. I hate to see
the school board become transparent about not being
transparent. There is inconsistency with this need to change
the name of WL. If you are going to sanitize the name of our
high school how about changing the name of Lee Highway,
Jefferson Davis highway, and Arlington itself just to name a
few. How exactly do you make a distinction between
Washington and Lee’s names? Washington owned and profited
from slavery he owned human flesh. Shouldn’t we also remove
any reference or memorials honoring him? Rewriting history to
meet our current cultural identity is about power not justice.
You cannot set slavery straight by changing a name.
Washington and Lee were both very complicated men. How
about instead, teach and educate how both men were an
integral part of the Civil War and discuss the huge moral
dilemma everyone faced. If there is merit to this decision then
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let’s see a debate in public. Please don’t do this behind closed
doors it only makes you look like well, Arlington Democrats.
Doing it like this only makes the process look completely
illegitimate this decision is too big to allow a small group of
individuals to decide. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent
619

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:54pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL Renaming
Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL Renaming

Subject: Re: WL Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL Renaming
I am a parent of a WL grad and I want to align our family with
those opposed to renaming the school. The case for changing
the name has not be justified. It truly detracts from educational
issues that are far more deserving of our scarce time and
resources. Please continue to appraise the community of
developments on this matter as they occur.

620

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:46pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Re: Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Cox

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Related:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Cox
Message 5005571

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information. I
apologize for misunderstanding your first message.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
In no way is this suggestion meant to legitimize the name
change process or name change. I want it to be noted that I
am calling out the school board on how they violated their
own procedures and policies. I am very disappointed on how
they are rushing
this through, and the whole process needs to be stopped,
especially if they want to regain their integrity and the trust of
the public. At the very least, the whole process should be
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started over from the beginning, if the school board still insists
with this wasteful divisive
renaming stance.
Sincerely , Susan Cox
Original Message From: engage
ubject: Re: Engage with APS
A Message From Engage APS
Dear Ms. Cox:
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration. Again,
thank you for your input on this issue. Sincerely,
Meg Tuccillo
Please be aware that correspondence through email is subject
to the Virginia Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). This means
that your correspondence may be made public if (1) it deals
with APS business, and (2) someone requests it – even if you
have asked that your message be kept confidential. Only a few
topics are exempt from the disclosure requirement such as
information about identifiable students and personnel
information about individual employees. Finally, if you have
received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email from your inbox, sent items
and deleted items. The receipt by any unauthorized person
does not constitute a waiver of any applicable protections.
Thank you.
 Original Email  From:
Sent: 10/22/2018 Subject:
Engage with APS
Name Susan Cox
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the Name the Same and add context; but if the name
must be changed, let's compromise, save on costs, and keep
the WL tradition. Washington & LEE Where LEE is an acronym
that stands for Learn Engage Excel, or Learning Excellence in
Education, or Legacy of Educational Excellence. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:48pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Embree
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
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Salutation:

FORMAL  Ms. Embree

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

7
Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Embree
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: My
husband, Greg Embree, and I suggest that the designation of
the name &quot;Lee,&quot; be changed to represent Henry Lee
III, who was an American patriot.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Lee_III Greg and I feel
that Robert E. Lee is not a patriot and his name and face (on
the logo) should not be used in the naming of an American
school. Doing this would allow the name WashingtonLee to
remain but with a different Lee and a different logo. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:49pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Lisa Reppert

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Reppert

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lisa Reppert
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: WashingtonLiberty Allows the school to maintain
the WL acronym which is important to the current students
and alumni. Uses both a person's name as well as an
aspirational word. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:50pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Washington Lee High School name

Mr. Paul Waltrup
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Washington Lee High School name
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Waltrup
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Washington Lee High School name

Subject: Re: Washington Lee High School name
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Washington Lee High School name
To whom it may concern:
I have two girls in APS elementary and they have been taught
to be leaders, not followers. In my opinion, in this social media
era, there are many more followers who should be leaders, and
many selfanointed leaders who should be following someone
else's advice. Emotion and the loudest voice ends up ruling the
roost.
Our history is full of individuals who have had tremendous
accomplishments, yet pieces of their past are rightfully
questioned. Depending on the political affiliation, these pieces
are either used to define a person as a whole, or dismissed as a
"yea but". Removing the names like "Lee" and others will take
us down a slippery slope in my opinion instead of giving us
historical reference points and teachable moments. While I
have always been a "pronorth" guy when choosing sides in
history, Lee was a prominent tactician in multiple wars, and
accepted the result of the civil war. He also foresaw the fact
that his name may stir up controversy in the distant future. At
the time of Lee's popularity, to use a sports reference, he was
essentially the coach of the South's favorite team.
Somehow this has turned into a left vs right issue instead of an
American history lesson. While Lee never did accept full
equality, you can say the same thing about folks who have
statues all around the US including those who stopped women
from voting, and those even more recently who tried to hold
up the 24th amendment (there are plenty of examples). I think
Americans would be surprised to learn about the history of
individuals who were just as, and arguably more bigoted than
Lee (especially due to the additional century of progress on
thought), and can be found within the left, the right, minority,
majority, men, or women. Some schools are named after these
questionable individuals because they are also considered to
have positive attributes for their constituents. Maybe this
slippery slope will force those names off of schools as well, or
perhaps they stay and students can learn from their challenges
to shape the next chapter of history.
I understand both sides of the argument but I would say keep
the name.
My $.02! Paul Waltrup
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:51pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
[SPAM] Renaming Stratford school

Ms. Mary Ann McCoy
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] Renaming Stratford school
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
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Salutation:

FORMAL  Ms. McCoy

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] Renaming Stratford school

Subject: Re: [SPAM] Renaming Stratford school
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for Stratford School. Your message will
be shared with the naming committee appointed by the
School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] Renaming Stratford school
I oppose the renaming.
Thank you.
Mary Ann McCoy
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:26pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WashingtonLee High School name

Ms. Sheila Dougherty

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WashingtonLee High School name
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dougherty

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WashingtonLee High School name

Subject: Re: WashingtonLee High School name
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WashingtonLee High School name
Hello, I sent my daughter to WL. I really like the name. Let’s
keep it! Sheila
Sheila Dougherty Sent from my iPhone
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:26pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL Renaming

Mr. Anthony Matarazzi

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Matarazzi

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL Renaming

Subject: Re: WL Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL Renaming
To Whom It May Concern,
While I sympathize with those who are troubled by the name, I
think we should let history alone.
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With all due respect to those who have different opinions, I
oppose the renaming for the following reasons:
We would be catering to what people think in the present while
ignoring the past and what our descendants might think in the
future.
We would be whitewashing history. History: Man: His Story is
what it is. Good, bad, or otherwise.
We would be going down a slippery slope. Should we remove
George Washington from the one dollar bill? Rename the
District of Columbia? And Washington State? And, of course,
rename Washington Blvd? Where does it end?
The money could be better spent elsewhere since the county
doesn't have unlimited funds for every issue that arises.
As a longtime resident of the county, I have noticed that there
are plenty of other issues facing Arlington that need the
attention, energy, and problem solving efforts of its citizens
and local officials. These would be the things that improve our
daily lives and that of our children. Arlington is rated very high
as a place to live. Let's concentrate on maintaining that status
and improving it. Arlington has a lot to offer. Perhaps, the
renaming issue isn't that important in this regard.
Respectfully submitted,
Anthony Matarazzi
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:30pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Philip Bjorlo

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bjorlo

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Philip Bjorlo
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am a 1966 graduate of WL and a member of the alumni group
that has strongly opposed changing the name of Washington
Lee. I have submitted written remarks to the School Board and
spoken at public Board meetings in opposition to the Board’s
plan to change the name. In addition, I support current efforts
to reverse the Board’s June 7 decision through the coming
election and the litigation now pending in the Arlington Circuit
Court. However, if these efforts prove unsuccessful, I have two
suggestions for changing the school’s name. The first would be
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to replace the name of Robert E. Lee with the Marquis de
Lafayette: “WashingtonLafayette High School”. Lafayette was
the most prominent and committed international supporter of
the American Revolution, making him a fitting companion to
our first president in a new school name. It would also honor
the goal of enhancing diversity by acknowledging the
contributions of a nonAmerican to the founding of the nation.
Both men were generals in the American Continental Army
(with Lafayette commanding a unit that played a key role in the
Battle of Yorktown, which led to the British surrender). It
would therefore be appropriate to retain “Generals” as the
school’s symbol and athletic mascot. This would have two
important benefits. It would preserve an important element of
the school’s long, rich history, which would be a powerful
reconciliatory gesture toward the thousands of alumni for
whom the abbreviated name has great sentimental significance.
In addition, this action would substantially reduce the costs
associated with changing the name. The School Board has
been sharply criticized for spending money on a name change
in an environment where the school system faces severe fiscal
challenges and potential budget overruns. The Board could
point to this choice as a demonstration of its responsiveness to
community concerns about proper stewardship of limited
financial resources. A second possibility would be to replace
Lee with Abraham Lincoln. Since the school symbol/mascot
would need to be changed from “Generals” to “Presidents” or
some other suitable name, the cost reduction from following
this path would be smaller, but it would at least preserve “WL”
as the school nickname. It would pay appropriate tribute to our
two greatest presidents. Philip Bjorlo Class of 1966 Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:31pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Karen Grumbles

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Grumbles

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Karen Grumbles
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: To whom it may concern, I want to register my
objection to the renaming of WashingtonLee high school. I
think it is an unnecessary expenditure of time and money. This
decision seems reflexive rather than deliberative. Who asked for
it to be changed? Our country is experiencing some reckoning
on its treatment of other people, especially blacks, over our
history. It is not smart to try to wipe clean our complicated
history by changing names of institutions and infrastructure;
instead, we need to use this opportunity to acknowledge the
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complex individuals and policies in our past. In a county such
as Arlington, we should be modeling how to have productive
and constructive discussions of these issues rather than quickly
and meekly retreat behind a name change  especially of
educational institutions! If that argument is not persuasive
enough, then how about the argument that WashingtonLee
high school is physically located between Washington Blvd.
and Lee Highway and therefore appropriately named? Please re
think the renaming proposal. Thank you. Karen Grumbles
Parent of two WL graduates Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:32pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Sherrie James

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/25/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. James
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sherrie James
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Do not change the name of Washington  Lee.
Very unfortunate the process was not done the way it was
supposed to. The county does not have the funds to make this
unnecessary change. We can not erase our history only learn
from it and what not to allow in the future. Washington Lee
has an extraordinary history of being an all inclusive school ,
exemplary academics and sports programs. Let's focus on that.
This exercise is causing further divide and wasting time and if
pushed through  money. Thank you. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  5:34pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Emily Newman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Newman

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Emily Newman
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I believe a good name for the school would be a
Native American tribe that used to be located where Arlington is
now. As most schools in Arlington are named after historical
people of importance, I think it is also important to recognize
the Native Americans who used to populate the area. Through
research of Native American tribes in the area, some included
tribes were Patawomeck, Cheroenhaka (Nottoway) Tribe, or
Monacan Nation a tribe well known to Virginia. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Student

Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/23/2018  4:34pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
WL Renaming

Ms. Kathie Bailey

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Bailey

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL Renaming

Subject: Re: WL Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL Renaming
I oppose the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. I lived
in Arlington since 1984, and both my daughters are WL
graduates (Class of 2008 and 2012).
1. I believe this renaming is totally unnecessary. If you MUST
rename it, just substitute Richard Henry Lee, the former
president of the Continental Congress and a founding father
from the state of Virginia, for Robert E Lee. Richard Henry Lee
denounced slavery as early as 1750, and would otherwise seem
a worthy individual. (See
https://billofrightsinstitute.org/educate/educator
resources/founders/richardhe nrylee/). You would have to
change the mascot, but that is far easier to do. Just call them
the Founders instead of the Generals.
2. The renaming of WL to a new name would cost thousands
of dollars at a time when neither the schools nor the County
has extra dollars to spend. We don't need wasteful spending.
History happened, and continues to happen. Denying it or
revising it to fit a particular narrative does not change it.
Thank you.
Kathie Bailey
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Issue:
Subject:
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10/23/2018
10/24/2018  1:36pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Morgan Bracken

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Morgan

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Morgan Bracken
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: My feedback is that the board NOT pursue
changing the name of the school at this time. This is clearly a
divisive issues to both sides, and there are far more important
challenges facing APS and its budget at the moment. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/23/2018
10/24/2018  1:35pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep WL

Mr. Gerard Donovan

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Donovan

Comments: keep WL
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Gerard Donovan
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I grew up in Arlington but did not attend WL
and now live a few blocks from it. The school has a long
history in the community and I oppose changing its name. The
history of the men the school was named after can provide a
teaching opportunities and do not warrant changing the
school's name. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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Date In:

10/23/2018
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Issue:
Subject:
Comments:
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10/24/2018  1:27pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL rename discussion

Mr. Michal Warshow

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL rename discussion
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Warshow

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL rename discussion

Subject: Re: WL rename discussion
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL rename discussion
Good evening!
I'd like to register my opposition to the name change for a
number of reasons:
1. There are many things named 'Lee' in this county....are
they all going to change their names? Could we just keep it
"Lee" but change which Lee it refers to? Perhaps Spike Lee,
the innovative AfricanAmerican filmmaker.
2. There are many issues facing the school board such as
boundaries, budget etc.. This seems to be one of the least
important. This appears to be a total waste of time and
money when other issues are far more pressing.
3. The process that led to the decision to change the name
was far from transparent. How, exactly, did this decision
happen so quickly when other issues are being dragged out for
far too long?
4. A controversial name can be used as a 'teachable moment'
so that a similar issue may be avoided in the future. If APS
teachers can discuss this with their students, perhaps the future
generation will not make as many mistakes as this one.
Thank you for taking the time to consider these points.
Michal Warshow
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Issue:
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Renaming W&L and Stratford

Ms. Elaine Paul

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/24/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming W&L and Stratford
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Paul

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Renaming W&L and Stratford

Subject: Re: Renaming W&L and Stratford
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Subject: Renaming W&L and Stratford
My husband and I are very opposed to renaming the schools.
As several Cherrydale residents have also noted, this can be a
good teachable moment. The Lees have been an integral part
of the history of the Commonwealth for many, many
generations.

Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School and
Stratford. Your message will be shared with the renaming
committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Thank you,
Elene and Gary Paul
Sent from my iPhone
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Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:42am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. George Keating

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Keating

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name George Keating
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: William Lee: William Lee has been called
&quot;perhaps the most famous enslaved man in
America&quot; at the time of the Revolution by New York
Times bestselling author, Kenneth C. Davis, in his book
&quot;The Shadow of Liberty: The Hidden History of Slavery,
Four Presidents, and FIVE BLACK LIVES.&quot; While he is not
widely known today, his important relationship with
Washington is given extensive coverage in recent major
biographies of our first president, including Ron Chernow's
&quot;Washington: A Life.&quot; According to the Mount
Vernon website: &quot;William Lee arrived at Mount Vernon in
1768, after George Washington purchased him from Mary Lee,
a wealthy Virginia widow, for £61.15s.1 Washington also
bought William’s younger brother Frank, who went on to serve
as a waiter and butler in the household. Both William and Frank
were described as “mulatto,” or mixed race, meaning they were
probably the sons of an enslaved mother and a white father.
For two decades, William Lee accompanied Washington nearly
everywhere. As manservant, or valet, Lee assisted his master
with myriad tasks, from delivering messages to laying out
clothes to tying a silk ribbon around his hair. An excellent
horseman who was described as muscular and athletic, Lee also
rode in Washington’s beloved fox hunts. William Lee served
with Washington throughout the Revolutionary War. He was
responsible for organizing the general’s personal affairs,
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including his voluminous papers, and holding his spyglass. As
the attendant to a prominent figure, Lee became a minor
celebrity. Postwar visitors to Mount Vernon occasionally sought
out the “famed bodyservant of the commanderinchief.”
Spending more than seven years in close proximity during the
intensity of war seems to have made Washington and Lee’s
relationship especially close. The former’s views on slavery
shifted significantly during the war, and he emerged with a
new found abhorrence of slavery and a commitment to neither
buy nor sell slaves and to avoid separating enslaved families.
Many factors likely influenced Washington’s evolution, but his
close relationship with William Lee may have helped him
understand more fully the humanity of those he enslaved.
During the Revolution, Lee married a free black woman named
Margaret Thomas from Philadelphia. Thomas had worked for
Washington’s household as a seamstress and washerwoman.
After the war, Lee asked his owner to bring Thomas to Mount
Vernon. Although Washington grumbled that he “never wished
to see her more,” he acquiesced, noting that he could not
refuse his valet’s request “(if it can be complied with on
reasonable terms) as he has lived with me so long and followed
my fortunes with fidelity.” There is no evidence, however, that
Margaret Thomas ever lived at Mount Vernon. Washington’s
correspondence notes that she had been in “ill health,” so she
may have passed away before or shortly after arrival. In the
mid1780s, William Lee endured several accidents that severely
damaged both of his knees.5 Despite his disability, he insisted
on traveling to New York to join Washington in the executive
household. When his condition worsened on the journey, he
was forced to stop in Philadelphia, where doctors fitted him
with a steel brace. Washington’s affection for Lee is clear in
correspondence between his secretary and agent in
Philadelphia as they conferred on Lee’s situation. Washington’s
secretary wrote, “if he is still anxious to come on here the
President would gratify him altho’ he will be troublesome. He
has been an old &amp; faithful Servt. This is enough for the
Presidt to gratify him in every reasonable wish.” Though a
determined Lee finally reached New York two months later, it
soon became clear that he was no longer physically able to act
as Washington’s valet. He was sent back to Mount Vernon and
became the estate’s shoemaker, working in the small cobbler
shop behind the greenhouse. It is unclear, and perhaps
impossible to know, whether Lee’s devotion to Washington
stemmed from genuine affection or the desire to maintain a
position of relative privilege within the enslaved community.
Washington certainly believed the former. When the retired
president died, William Lee was the only slave freed
immediately in his will. Washington provided Lee with an
annual allowance of $30 for the rest of his life, noting, “this I
give him as a testimony of my sense of his attachment to me,
and for his faithful services during the Revolutionary War.” Lee
remained on the estate until his own death in 1810. He is
believed to be buried in the enslaved cemetery at Mount
Vernon.&quot; Because of William Lee's close association with
George Washington, he was frequently included in many
contemporary paintings and engravings of Washington. Most
notably he was the only other figure in Charles Wilson Peale's
1779 painting &quot;George Washington at Princeton.&quot;
Since Peale knew Lee from his service in the American army at
the battle of Princeton and later visited Lee at Mt. Vernon after
Washington's death, his rending is considered most realistic of
all the depictions of Lee. Peale's painting of Washington and
Lee hangs in the U.S. Senate. While the Senate website
identifies this figure behind Washington as an unidenfied
American officer, many historians identify the man as William
Lee, because he matches the description of Lee found in a
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Lee, because he matches the description of Lee found in a
number of accounts. However, the most heroic rendering of
William Lee was in Thomas Sully's masterwork &quot; Passage
of the Delaware&quot; painted in 1819. In this epic work
William Lee is depicited on horseback beside Washington in the
company of some of the greatest heroes of the American
Revolution: Gen. Henry Knox, Gen. Nathanial Greene, a figure
who may be Gen. John Sullivan. Two hundred years ago, Sully
placed William Lee at one of the most crucial junctures in our
history in this epic painting. It is a timeless work of art that
continues to ask the viewer to recognize this African American
man for his role as a patriot and hero of the revolution.
https://www.mountvernon.org/library/digitalhistory/digital
encyclopedia/article/williambillylee/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Lee_(valet)
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/art/artifact/Painting_31…
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Arlington Community
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10/22/2018
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ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. June Million

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Million

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name June Million
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I lived in Arlington since 1965, three children
graduated from WL, I and most of others I know in Arlington
are totally opposed to renaming WL. Seems the whole
initiative was rushed through without Arlington's community
engagement. Furthermore it is a giant waste of money in this
tight budget year. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community
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Issue:
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Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Jung

Status:
Viewed:
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Subject:
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Incoming
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Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
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FORMAL  Ms. Jung
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Jung
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Renaming WL is a waste of taxpayer money. Surely we have
higher priority items to spend our money on. It is also very
divisive. Let's try to move together not try to tear each other
apart. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Arlington Community

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:44am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Don Holmes

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Holmes

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Don Holmes
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I think
that &quot;Arlington Central High School&quot; should be
considered. Pretty vanilla, sure, but accurate as can be (it's the
school for the center of Arlington &amp; located in the center
of Arlington) and &quot;Central&quot; is a stalwart school
name all over the country (yet not really in use in around us).
Not a very shiny name, but easy enough as it is hard to purely
hate, is my thinking. &quot;Generals&quot; can stay as the
mascot, I would think. Thanks!! Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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Issue:
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Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:46am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Dede MacEkura

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
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Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Dede Macekura
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I am a lifelong Arlington resident, graduate of WL
Class of 1973, both of my children graduated from WL ('02
and '06), and I am currently the president of the Washington
Lee HS Education Foundation, Inc. I am writing to urge you to
not change the name of the school, but recommend to the
School Board a compromise by substituting a different
&quot;Lee&quot; in the school's name. I suggest Henry Lee III,
Robert's father. Henry Lee was a native Virginian, a governor of
Virginia, a major general in the Revolutionary War, supported
the ratification of the US Constitution, and in his eulogy for his
beloved friend, President George Washington, is known for the
famous line &quot;first in war, first in peace, and first in the
hearts of his countrymen.&quot; By substituting Henry Lee III
in the school's name, we'd have a name honoring two
respected Revolutionary War generals, and could keep the
mascot of Generals. I believe this compromise offers something
to people on both sides of this divisive issue. As president of
the WL Education Foundation, I'll add that the majority of our
donors are alumni from the classes of the 1940's, '50's and
'60's, and to a lesser extent, the '70's. Graduates of later
classes donate with much less frequency. In the last few years,
we have received bequests from 3 members of classes from the
'50's who upon their deaths left the Foundation $10,000,
$5,000, and $100,000. This has enabled us to increase the
number of student scholarships and faculty fellowships we are
awarding annually. Some older donors and faithful contributors
have already contacted us to say they will no longer contribute
if the school's name is changed. We continue to point out to
them that the students from the school will still have need for
financial assistance for college, but with a new name, the
alumni connection is simply severed. One alumnus told me
&quot;it's as if they are wiping out my past.&quot; While the
Foundation can hang on for a couple years by spending down
our modest endowment, without that core group of donors, we
will eventually not be able to continue. Please give careful and
deliberative thought to ways of preserving the name of WL HS,
and thus preserving the rich history and national legacy of the
proud accomplishments of this 93 year old high school with its
tens of thousands of graduates. Thousands of folks like me are
counting on you. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Arlington Community

Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration. By
the way, I hope you and Mark are well and enjoying life!!!
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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Engage with APS

Mr. James McCormick

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. McCormick

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name James McCormick
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Both my children go to W&amp;L. Neither
believes that changing the name of the school is an appropriate
response to the recent controversy. To put it mildly, nor do I.
One would think the School Board would have considered
other and less radical alternatives, such a mandatory annual
lecture to students on Lee's complicated historical legacy. If the
name must be changed, however, the most sensible and cost
effective alternative would be to substitute Light Horse Harry
Lee for Robert E. Lee, thus allowing both W&amp;L to remain
the school name for the sports teams to remain
the&quot;Generals.&quot; Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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10/22/2018
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ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Joe Justice

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Justice
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Joe Justice
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: DO NOT
CHANGE THE NAME OF WASHINGTON AND LEE HIGH SCHOOL.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

(
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ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Joe Justice

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Justice
Engage with APS

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Joe Justice
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: DO NOT
CHANGE THE NAME OF WASHINGTON AND LEE HIGH SCHOOL.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
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10/22/2018
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ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
keep L

Ms. Sandee Minovi

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Minovi

Comments: keep L
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sandee Minovi
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
understand the need to change the name of the school and am
in general agreement. I do think, however, that there might be
less resistance from the overall community if we try to keep the
&quot;WL&quot; initials as that's how people refer to the
school and school's chant for sports, etc. I'm not sure what the
new name might be but keeping the WL initials might be a
good compromise for everyone. WashingtonLincoln?
WashingtonLiberty? Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
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10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:54am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL naming
keep

skinslrg21@gmail.com

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL naming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Comments: keep
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL naming

Subject: Re: WL naming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee

Subject: WL naming
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The school name should be: WashingtonLee

appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
other L

Mr. Jim Sheire

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Sheire

Comments: other L
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jim Sheire
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I submit
&quot;WashingtonLafayette&quot; as a name for
consideration. General Lafayette played an instrumental role in
the American Revolution, a close partner to Washington. As a
Frenchman, Lafayette also embodies the enduring international
nature of democracy and our society, reflected in the WL
International Baccalaureate program. Lafayette was also a
General, in line with the mascot. Lastly, a bonus, the
&quot;L&quot; allows Arlington to keep the WL acronym
including in all logos, etc.. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
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Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:56am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
other Lee

Ms. Amy Medrick

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Medrick

Comments: other Lee
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Amy Medrick
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
think the simplest way to rename WashingtonLee would be to
simply change which Lee it is based upon. My favorite would
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be Richard Henry Lee who put forth the Lee Resolution calling
for independence from Great Britain and signed the Declaration
of Independence and Washington instead and then you could
switch to being the Revolutionaries instead of Generals. You
could do the same with Henry Lee III and, with him, you could
even keep the Generals. Or even Samuel Phillips Lee (Robert E.
Lee's cousin) who was a Rear Admiral of the United States
Navy. In the Civil War, he took part in the New Orleans
campaign, before commanding the North Atlantic Blockading
Squadron, covering the coastlines and inland waters of Virginia
and North Carolina, and finally the Mississippi River Squadron.
If you want to change the name entirely, might I suggest
naming it after Dorothy Height. She was an amazing
administrator and educator who worked as a civil rights and
women's rights activist, specifically focused on the issues of
AfricanAmerican women, including unemployment, illiteracy,
and voter awareness. She was the president of the National
Council of Negro Women for forty years and was awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1994 and the Congressional
Gold Medal in 2004. She was an amazing lady. Sincerely, Amy
Medrick Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent
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10/22/2018
10/23/2018  10:57am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Jessica West

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. West

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Jessica West
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please keep the school named after President
George Washington. He grew up in Northern Virginia like these
students and is a revered leader. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

649

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:58pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ilana Moyer
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Ilana

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about
supporting the renaming process for WashingtonLee High
School. Your message will be shared with the renaming
committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Ilana Moyer
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: The name for WashingtonLee high school needs
to be changed! As a WL graduate, I feel strongly that all
students  regardless of race  should feel comfortable going to
our school. They shouldn't have to worry about seeing pictures
or constant mentions of the Lee name that serve as a reminder
of the oppression black people have had to overcome in our
country. In this day and age, progressing forward is infinitely
more important than preserving history, especially a history that
is rooted in hate and discrimination. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate

650

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:59pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Benno Stamurs

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Stamurs

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Benno Stamurs
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: As a resident of Arlington for twenty years and
who has NEVER had children in the system, I find the Board
keeps coming up with more ways to waste taxpayer money,
just like the 'designer' school. I find this wanton wasting of
taxpayers' money on staffhours and resources affiliated to this
project as absurd or nonessential and does nothing to improve
or maintain the level of education provided at WL. Perhaps in
the coming elections there will not only a negative vote for the
purposed bond issue, but also the voting out of the current
Board members, regardless of the the party affiliations! Shame
on the Board for coming up with this idea! Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington
Community
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:02pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
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Mr. George Broder

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Broder

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name George Broder
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name the same. Arlington is not
Alabama. Stratford the first school in VA to integrate. Those
kids eventually graduated from WL. First grads of color in the
state. Embrace the heritage and accomplishments of WL. Don’t
denigrate this fine, honored institution. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:09pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Paul Portner

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Portner

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views and
support regarding the renaming process for WashingtonLee
High School. Your message will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Paul Portner
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I believe that the current renaming process is a
good idea, and hope that an appropriate name change can be
found that finds support throughout the community. I can
understand that it would be difficult for black students to go to
a school named for Lee even as they are learning about his
support for a state's power to allow slavery, and so a name that
does not honor such an individual should be identified. Which
of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:09pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Christina Rogers

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
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No postal address available

Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Rogers

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Christina Rogers
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Keep the name WashingtonLee but remove any
references to Robert E. Lee. Lee would refer to Light Horse
Harry Lee, respected Revolutionary War general, member of
Virginia House of Delegates, governor of Virginia, representative
to the Continental Congress. Use the money that would be
spent to rename the school for additional books/reading
specialists for the county's Title I schools. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

654

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:10pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Renaming WL

Ms. Chrisna Baptista

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming WL
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Baptista

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Renaming WL

Subject: Re: Renaming WL
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Renaming WL
Our family would like to keep the name WashingtonLee.
Chrisna Baptista 2120 N Quebec St
Sent from my iPhone
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:37pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep WL

Ms. Sonali Soneji
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Soneji

Comments: keep WL
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sonali Soneji
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I do not think schools or other facilities should be
renamed. Let's try to learn from history instead of erasing it.
Use the controversy of the WL name as a teaching moment,
and spend the money on an education/outreach campaign
instead. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:38pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
[SPAM] renaming of Washington Lee
keep WL

Ms. Sally Webster

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] renaming of Washington Lee
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Webster

Comments: keep WL
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] renaming of Washington Lee

Subject: Re: [SPAM] renaming of Washington Lee
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] renaming of Washington Lee
DO NOT think it is wise to spend money on changing the name
of the school.
Sally Webster,

*Never too busy for your referrals!*
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:39pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
suggestion

April Everett

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  April

Comments: suggestion
Incoming

Outgoing
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name April Everett
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: The
list I have been reading so far seems pretty good but nothing
really stuck out to me so I googled to try to find famous
people with arlington connections. Grace Hopper seems like a
good fit for someone historical, who made a big difference in
the world, and after retirement, she lived in arlington until her
death in 1992. Here is a link to her wikipedia site:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grace_Hopper Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:48pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
suggestions

Mr. Michael Schaffner

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Schaffner

Comments: suggestions
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Michael Schaffner
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Please don't be dissuaded from changing the
name. Robert E. Lee did not represent Arlington values then,
and he doesn't now. In May, 1861, the vote at Ball's Cross
Roads went overwhelmingly *against secession. During the war
the US army raised two regiments of United States Colored
Troops here, and provided facilities for thousands of refugees
from enslavement. We have 400 years of AfroEuropean history
in Virginia  it's way past time to end the practice of naming
things after dead traitors. Name it Cherrydale High, Central
High, Syphax High, Drummond High  anything without the
name of Lee who, whatever his supposed qualities, is only
famous as the leading general of the slaveholders' rebellion.
Thank you. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:49pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl
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Ms. Adrianne Bosco

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Bosco
Engage with APS

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Adrianne Bosco
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I support leaving the name the same. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:02pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
[SPAM] WashingtonLee Renaming

vietmeyerb@gmail.com

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee Renaming

Subject: Re: [SPAM] WashingtonLee Renaming

Subject: [SPAM] WashingtonLee Renaming
Hi,

Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

There were two major Revolutionary War forts call Fort
Washington and Fort Lee that were right next to each other in
New Jersey during the Revolutionary War. WashingtonLee
could be tribute to these two forts and not Robert E. Lee.
Therefore, the school could remain WashingtonLee High
School.
http://www.revolutionaryday.com/usroute9w/ftlee/default.htm
Regards,
Noel Vietmeyer
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  2:58pm
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL Renaming
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Mr. Jay Gunasekera

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Gunasekera

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL Renaming

Subject: Re: WL Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL Renaming
To whom it may concern,
I have preschool aged children and i have been wanting to
contribute my voice to the conversation regarding the debate
around the change in name of WL High School. Having moved
to the country from Australia in 2009 and moved to Cherrydale
in 2012, I've always struggled to explain to our visiting family
and friends as to why the local high school was named after
the Commander of the Confederacy who fought to protect
slave owners in the United States. In our mind, Robert Lee is
one of the most significant symbols of the confederacy. The
Confederacy sought to destroy the United States, for which it
deserves no honor or respect with having an esteemed school
named after its failed leader. The school is responsible for
shaping the minds and hearts of Arlington's (the nation's)
future leaders and Robert Lee should not continue to be part of
their legacy.
My family and I strongly believe that the current school name
should be changed. We believe that this reflects the views of
the forward thinking residents of Arlington, that the high
school currently serves.
Best regards,
Jay

662

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  2:59pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
just Wash suggestion

Ms. Janice Adler

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Adler

Comments: just Wash suggestion
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Janice Alder
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
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just want to voice my support for the name change in general.
I know there is a cost attached to renaming and I just want to
state that I think standing by important principles are worth the
cost even in tough financial times. I would be in favor of
keeping &quot;Washington&quot; only. However, I am not in
favor of choosing to keep Lee and just pretend we mean some
other Lee. That won't do! Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community
663

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  11:25am
ENGAGE: UNSOLICITED  General feedback Compliment/complaint, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change, an…
Renaming of WL

Ms. Nina PirogovBennett

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming of WL
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. PirogovBennett

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Renaming of WL

Subject: Re: Renaming of WL
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Renaming of WL
Make it simple and rename WashingtonLee high school
WashingtonLincoln high school. Not only are the initials the
same, but two great presidents are honored. Thanks, Nina
PirogovBennett
Sent from my iPhone
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:01pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Deborah Al

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Alt

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Deborah Alt
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am opposed to the renaming of WL, or any other school.
Much thought was given when these institutions were first
created/named and there is much honor, prestige, pride,
HISTORY and LOVE that we alumni feel for the school in which
we were taught not only reading, writing and arithmetic, but

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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also how to be productive, contributing and well rounded
citizens of this country. To think that changing the name of W
L will somehow elevate some sort of guilt that the current ACSB
members feel for this nation's history, is pathetic. The one
thing this process has done is enlighten people of the true man
Robert E. Lee was. A conflicted man, as most of us are, but
one that stood with his convictions. I am proud that he is one
of my ancestors. I am proud that I attended this great school,
as did my father before me. Arlington is steeped in
history...let's not try to rewrite it now. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? APS Graduate
665

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:52pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Lincoln

Ms. Nina PirogovBennett

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. PirogovBennett

Comments: Lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Nina PirogovBennett
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Career Center Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I’m suggesting that WashingtonLee hs should be
renamed WashingtonLincoln HS. Same initials and two great
presidents. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate
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EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:40pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Mr. Charles Hanowell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Hanowell

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Charles Hanowell
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming

https://iq.engage.apsva.us/iq/ux/messageSearch.aspx?universe=SearchScreen&screen_id=5&search=[%22%22,%22%22,%22%22,%22Meg%20Tuccillo%2…
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Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Leave the name Washington – Lee. It is absurd
that the school board wants to spend $400,000 to $500,000
(and probably a lot more) dollars to rename the school when
the majority of the people in Arlington County do not want the
name changed. And they have the nerve to ask for more money
in a school bond issue on the November ballot. Why don't you
put out a bond issue to fund the rename. If it passes, then go
ahead and rename. If it does not leave the name Washington 
Lee Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? APS Graduate
667

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:07pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Vietmeyer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Vietmeyer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Vietmeyer
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Keep the name Washington &amp; Lee but have
Lee represent General Charles Lee who was a General in the
revolutionary war and for a time he was 2nd in command to
George Washington. General Charles Lee was a big proponent
of women's rights. His record is deserving of a school name.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

668

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:07pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Susan Cox

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Cox

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Susan Cox
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
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WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Keep the Name the Same and add context; but if the name
must be changed, let's compromise, save on costs, and keep
the WL tradition. Washington &amp; LEE Where LEE is an
acronym that stands for Learn Engage Excel, or Learning
Excellence in Education, or Legacy of Educational Excellence.
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
APS Graduate
669

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:51pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Mr. Robert Beckman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Beckman

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Robert Beckman
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Leave the name WashingtonLee; it makes for
permanent teaching moments. My boys who went there want
the name left alone. Keep this up and we'll have to expunge all
Founding Fathers from our vocabulary or have astericks every
time we mention them. The important actions, other than
saving dollars we don't have , are to help students understand
how to think complexly, act kindly, fight fiercely, love endlessly
 and take more STEAM classes. There will be precious few
Presidential monuments left when we finish tearing them down
for past offenses. Kennedy Center: gotta go after all we know
about all his nefarious activities. Washington, Jefferson: gone.
Slaveowners. Lincoln can stay. Statues, streets, purge the
impure. Maybe we need to change the names of the STATES
that seceeded: without the states' actions, the slaveowners
wouldn't have had the cover of &quot;states rights.&quot;
Enough! Let's spend the time on changing the laws that
REALLY impact current and future lives. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

670

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:55pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Mr. Richard Scarbath
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Scarbath
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Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Richard Scarbath
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Are you kidding me????? You spent more than 5
seconds discussing renaming this and want money to do so?
You should be ashamed of yourselves, regardless of politics.
The pendulum may have swung too far with ripping down
monuments but it has certainly evened out for the rest of the
world and common sense restored. Please align yourselves with
the rest of the world and sanity Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

671

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:54pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Ms. Juliana Overstreet

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/29/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Overstreet

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Juliana Overstreet
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I am an alumni of WL, as is my oldest
daughter. It is a long standing program with a rich history and
absolutely ridiculous to consider spending such funds on
renaming this school. Insist it only be called WL not
WashingtonLee but keep the colors, the initials, everything
else. Progress and change happens by remembering where we
have been and doing better as we know better but changing
names does not erase the history. Better to leave opportunity
for further discourse than try to erase something and waste
funds in a time when those funds could be so much better
spent! I'd more respect a living wall inside WL (and it will
always be WL to those of us that attended) where there are
statements to how far we have come from the days WL started
to now, how the name is about the students and teachers who
were a part of WL. And how if WL were named today it would
be named something different  perhaps showcase notable
alums or great impactors of the area. Acknowledge WL is not
what it once was, but don't erase the voice of all those who
impacted WL and were impacted by WL! Which of the
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following best describes your relationship to APS? APS
Graduate
672

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:52pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL Naming
keep wl

Mr. Chad Jungbluth

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/24/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL Naming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Jungbluth

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL Naming

Subject: Re: WL Naming
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: WL Naming
1. The name should remain, "WashingtonLee". 2. This
process seems to assume that WashingtonLee HS will be
renamed. I was not aware that such a decision was final. I
suspect the School Board took the selfserving action of
revising the Facility Naming Policy to further its own desires in
this regard. But hopefully this discussion will still be "safe" for
"opposers and lateral thinkers". 3. If all appropriate checks
and balances have been satisfied and the name is actually
under consideration to be changed, then "WashingtonLee"
must remain an option. In the context of WL HS heritage and
sprit, it seems to me that the current name can "open students
up mentally and emotionally and is a springboard for all kinds
of projects, goals, themes, and spirit" with regard to our
nation's history and Virginia history. Good with the bad. True
learning does not shy away from difficult discussions. 4.
Advice to the committee; DO NOT offer options to the school
board, otherwise they will do as they please, rather than
implementing what will hopefully be a fair committee
outcome. Thank you,Chad Jungbluth
WL Parent

673

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:50pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Renaming of WashingtonLee High School
keep wl

Ms. Maribeth Clissa

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Renaming of WashingtonLee High
School
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Clissa

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing
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Subject: Renaming of WashingtonLee High School

Subject: Renaming of WashingtonLee High School
To whom is may concern:

Subject: Re: Renaming of WashingtonLee High School
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

As an Arlington resident I believe the vote to rename the school
with no input from the taxpayers of Arlington, the alumni and
current students was abhorrent. The cost (estimated) of at least
$500M is money that should be spent on more important issues
that directly impact students and the quality of their education.
The time that will be wasted to come up with a new name
should have been spent determining if anyone (besides Barbara
Kanninen) wanted the name change.
My input/action is to keep the name WashingtonLee, vote for
Audrey Clement to get Barbara off the board and vote against
the bond measure for more money for APS. If there is >$500K
to be wasted on a name change, obviously there is no need to
ask for additional funds.
My two cents.
*Maribeth Clissa*

674

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:49pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Ms. Emma Eastwood

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/27/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Eastwood

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Emma Eastwood
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Please leave the name of this school alone.
Most Arlingtonians do not want the name changed. It’s not
racist it’s just history. Like it or not you can’t erased how we
got here today. It’s not in the best interests of any child’s
education to try to wipe away what has come before. Let alone
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on initiatives that
could benefit underpriveleged students. Thank you! Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
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675

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:46pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
[SPAM] others' comments on the renaming issue
keep wl

Ms. Anne Quin

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] others' comments on the
renaming issue
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Quinn

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] others' comments on the renaming issue

Subject: Re: [SPAM] others' comments on the renaming
issue
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] others' comments on the renaming issue
Anne Quinn

Our family does not want the name changed. Furthermore, I
am really unhappy about the way the decision to change the
name happened. It should have been carefully thought out,
and should have been discussed over a much longer period of
time…rather than a rush to judgement, with very little time for
community input. I was not even aware that the decision had
been made, until after the fact. I also find it very distressing,
that at a time when our county manager has made known a
SIGNIFICANT shortfall in the county budget and is warning of
cut backs on county services and more tax increases, the
school board is wasting tax dollars on changing the name of
our highschool.
Please keep the name the same.
*From: *Cherrydale citizens

Listserve  Re: Cherrydale Listserve  WL renaming update
Leave the name WashingtonLee; it makes for permanent
teaching moments. Keep this up and we'll have to expunge all
Founding Fathers from our vocabulary or have astericks every
time we mention them.
The important actions, other than saving dollars we don't have
, are to help students understand how to think complexly, act
kindly, fight fiercely, love endlessly  and take more STEAM
classes.
Rob Beckman
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“I will enlarge no more on the evidence, but submit it to you,
gentlemen — *facts are stubborn things*; and whatever may
be our wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions,
they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence: nor is the law
less stable than the fact.” — John Adams
On Mon, Oct 22, 2018 at 12:04 PM 'Charles Hanowell'
wrote:
Leave the name Washington – Lee. It is absurd that the school
board wants to spend $400,000 to $500,000 dollars to rename
the school when the majority of the people in Arlington County
do not want the name changed. And they have the nerve to
ask for more money in a school bond issue on the November
ballot.
Sally Webster,

*Never too busy for your referrals!*

676

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  5:06pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
[SPAM] Fwd: WashingtonLee Renaming

Mr. Blair Vietmeyer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] Fwd: WashingtonLee
Renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Vietmeyer

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] Fwd: WashingtonLee Renaming

Subject: Re: [SPAM] Fwd: WashingtonLee Renaming
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] Fwd: WashingtonLee Renaming
Fort Lee was named after Revolutionary War General Charles
Lee, who was General Washington's second in command for a
period of time. He was very colorful and supported women's
rights. The Lee in WashingtonLee could be a tribute to the
Revolutionary General Lee as opposed to the Confederate one.
The school could announce in a proclamation that it is
changing the tribute from General Rebert E. Lee to General
Charles Lee. That way the school does not have to change its
name and everyone is happy.
 Forwarded message  From: Blair Vietmeyer
<
Subject: WashingtonLee Renaming To:
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Hi,
There were two major Revolutionary War forts call Fort
Washington and Fort Lee that were right next to each other in
New Jersey during the Revolutionary War. WashingtonLee
could be tribute to these two forts and not Robert E. Lee.
Therefore, the school could remain WashingtonLee High
School.
http://www.revolutionaryday.com/usroute9w/ftlee/default.htm
Regards,
Noel Vietmeyer

677

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:41pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep wl

Mr. Anthony Varni

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Varni

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Anthony Varni
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I personally think there should not be a name
change for WashingtonLee as our school is known around the
country as WL. I think if there is a name change, they should
just change the meaning behind the names and keep the actual
“WL” symbol. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? APS Graduate

678

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/22/2018
10/23/2018  4:42pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
woman name

Ms. Jennifer Mulchandani
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Mulchandani

Comments: woman name
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Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name JENNIFER MULCHANDANI
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I support
changing the name. Can we find any women of history to
honor? Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent

679

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  10:58am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
[SPAM] wl naming

Mr. Rick Orli

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] wl naming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Orli

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] wl naming

Subject: Re: [SPAM] wl naming
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: [SPAM] wl naming
My suggestion: WashingtonLee name not change, but instead
the two generals in question should be noted revolutionary war
heroGenerals George Washington and 'Light horse' Harry Lee.
The two most famous Rev War Generals from No. Va.
They are contemporaries, did business together, and both lived
here in Northern VA. Lee was also a governor of VA and a
congressman. Of course, he was Robert Lee's father.
While he has some negatives, not everybody can be as nearly
saintly as Geo. Washington, his career in public service to the
country certainly merits pubic monuments.
http://www.historynet.com/lighthorseharryleeoverreaching
herorevolution.htm
Main objective: retaining the name of WL to save tens of
thousands of dollars avoiding branding costs, better used
elsewhere.
 Rick Orli WL parent. p/s/
I feel the debate about dropping RE Lee is over, but, If anyone
cares, I would vote for the retention of the current name and
the link to G.W. and RE Lee. As a student of military history I
know that war leaders' job description includes sacrificing the
youth and treasure of the country, and they are a quite brutal
bunch for the most part. Did somebody in an earlier generation
fool themselves to think that any of them were sweet warm and
fuzzy? I don't think so, anyway, war leaders are also who
humanity persistently calls 'Great Men', because sometimes
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warm and fuzzy just won't do.
While it is the current generation's right to honor whom we
choose, as a historian I feel as certain that we have no right to
condemn people who are not of our time, by standards alien to
their time and culture. Not just no right, but immature, self
important and ignorant, because we are next to be judged and
I predict very poor scores.

680

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  10:58am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Shireen Dodini

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dodini

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Shireen Dodini
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am disappointed that APS is just now asking for community
feedback, after it decided to rename the school in a hurried
vote at the June school board meeting. This feels disingenuous
and very much &quot;after the fact.&quot; That being said, I
hope that the school board is interested the the communities
input and not just pushing their own agenda. The purpose of
renaming the school is not be be politically correct or push a
political agenda. Considering that it is such a historic school
with a fabulous history I hope the school board will consider a
name with historic significance. My first preference would be
that they rename the school after a different Lee like Henry
Lightfoot Lee or another prominent Lee. If this is not an option
that I would support a name like Washington Lincoln (named
after two great presidents) because it would preserve the WL
logo and be a relatively easy switch. I really hope and urge the
school board not to give it some generic name like
&quot;justice&quot; highschool. I don't think these names
inspire anyone. They don't do &quot;justice&quot; to a historic
school and they feel very patronizing. I hope the school board
will be open to more feedback from the community. I'm
disappointed to know that the renaming of the oldest High
school in Arlington won't be on the November ballot. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

681

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:01pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
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Comments:

Mr. Chase Hildebrand

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Chase

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your interest in this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Chase Hildebrand
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: As a current student, I don’t want the name
changed. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Student

682

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:02pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Fwd: A Message from the WL Renaming Committee

kangerthal@gmail.com

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Fwd: A Message from the WL
Renaming Committee
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Fwd: A Message from the WL Renaming Committee

Subject: Re: Fwd: A Message from the WL Renaming
Committee
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your interest in this issue.

Subject: Fwd: A Message from the WL Renaming Committee
Keep the name the same. If the lawsuit continues against the
board, I find it hard to support the board on issues with my
childrens' school in the future when I know teachers do not
receive enough funds to buys necessary
tools/resources/supplies to teach. Using tax payer's money to
fight to continue with name change would not be what, I , as
a taxpayer of Arlington county, would want my funds to be
used for; funding teachers and programs to have better
learning opportunities IN Class is where I want my tax money
to go to. Kris, parents of 2 WL students.
 Forwarded message  From: Arlington Public
Schools
Date: Sun, Oct 21, 2018 at
1:23 PM Subject: A Message from the WL Renaming
Committee To:
[image: school talk banner]
Dear WL Parents:
You most likely know that a committee has been appointed by
the Arlington School Board develop a recommendation for a
new name for WashingtonLee High School. The committee
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includes several WL students, staff and parents. Ideas from the
community are welcome, and there are several ways you can
share your suggestions through the “Engage with APS” section
of the website:
 To find the WashingtonLee Renaming webpage, go to
www.apsva.us/engage/
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/7u3o0MGGZxTPz…
remHP0QbaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcHN2YS51cy9lbmdhZ2UvVwdz…
ZXJ0aGFsQGdtYWlsLmNvbVgEAAAAAQ~~>. In the center of
the page under “Current Initiatives,” click on “School
Naming/Renaming.” Then on the next page in the left
navigation bar, select “WashingtonLee Renaming” from the list
of “School Naming and Renaming Processes.” That will take
you to the “WashingtonLee Renaming
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/CCTU09xJO0QA6…
remHP0RSaHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYXBzdmEudXMvc2Nob29sLW5…
c2VzL3dhc2hpbmd0b24tbGVlLXJlbmFtaW5nL1cHc2Nob29sbU…
bEBnbWFpbC5jb21YBAAAAAE~>” page where all meeting
minutes and materials will be posted.  On the right side under
“Let us know what you think!” is the email address
engage@apsva.us that all community members may use to
email their ideas or comments. All emails sent to this email
address will be shared with all of the renaming committee
members.  Under the email address is a link to the “Online
Feedback Form
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/8Dvxc1ilYcfQei_x…
g~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRd
remHP0Q3aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYXBzdmEudXMvZW5nYWdlL2V…
L1cHc2Nob29sbUIKAAAHtsxbzDPCRlIUa2FuZ2VydGhhbEBnbW…
Choose “Naming Process WL” from the dropdown list and
then use the box to share your comments, feedback or
suggestions.  The APS phone number where people can leave
messages is 7032286310.
If you have one or more suggested names and want to share
them, please try to post your comments by Friday, October 26,
so all of the comments can be printed and shared with the
committee members before our next meeting.
To assist you, here is a link to the new School Naming Policy
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/n
Xs0F1LHPgX2Gyb_XZD4A~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRdremHP0RwaHR…
c2YvZmlsZXMvQVpRM0hEMDZFRURELyRmaWxlL0YtNi4xJTIwT…
LnBkZlcHc2Nob29sbUIKAAAHtsxbzDPCRlIUa2FuZ2VydGhhbEB…
which includes the criteria for school names.
We look forward to hearing from you,
The Members of the WashingtonLee Renaming Committee
*Arlington Public Schools | 7032286005 | www.apsva.us
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/AA0HIEikF7yfo48…
thbmdlcnRoYWxAZ21haWwuY29tWAQAAAAB>*
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/jl6ZLpZSNu
rm_FQiQJ5fg~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRdremHP0QuaHR0cDovL3d3dy…
JsaW5ndG9uUHVibGljU2Nob29sc1cHc2Nob29sbUIKAAAHtsxbz…
5jb21YBAAAAAE~>
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/fJXECXB4c085Wf…
sbUIKAAAHtsxbzDPCRlIUa2FuZ2VydGhhbEBnbWFpbC5jb21YB…
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/qPJqCTrRp7WcIL…
dy5pbnN0YWdyYW0uY29tL2Fwc3ZpcmdpbmlhVwdzY2hvb2xt…
QGdtYWlsLmNvbVgEAAAAAQ~~>
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/s1LRISS7dQ0chj9…
RVFZA~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRdremHP0Q4aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW…
…
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2NMRTZCakR6YW9LWElhYU85U09YU3dXB3NjaG9vbG1CCgAA…
WwuY29tWAQAAAAB>

Arlington Public Schools communicates with families, staff and
the community via APS School Talk. If you wish to set your
preferences about what messages to receive, please visit
www.apsva.us/schooltalk
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/UqpLi9Ky7OUdLP…
jaG9vbG1CCgAAB7bMW8wzwkZSFGthbmdlcnRoYWxAZ21haW…
To stop receiving all APS School Talk email messages,
including emergency notifications, follow this link and confirm:
Unsubscribe
<http://track.spe.schoolmessenger.com/f/a/z_fWAxW8iaY2EF
fgOtZCA~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRdremHP0ROaHR0cHM6Ly9nby5zY…
vMTI5NDQvYTJGdVoyVnlkR2hoYkVCbmJXRnBiQzVqYjIwVwdzY…
nZXJ0aGFsQGdtYWlsLmNvbVgEAAAAAQ~~>

683

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:10pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Elizabeth Emanue

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Emanue

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the our interest in this issue. I apologize for
the incorrect spelling of your name  it does not allow for
changes in this format!
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Elizabeth Emanuel
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: The renaming of Washington Lee is a complete
waste of tax payer dollars. There is no correlation between
renaming the school and higher student performance. The
supposed outrage is overplayed. By the logic used by this
committee, we should be taking down the Washington
monument, Jefferson Memorial and demolishing the Lee
Mansion. All critical parts of who we are as a nation regardless
of how uncomfortable the history may be for some folks. The
only lesson that you are teaching the youth of today is to
rewrite history when you don't like it. Shame on you. The
school board should focus on the root cause of school
overcrowding; pursuing the renaming of Washington Lee
screams that the School Board is easily distracted from the real
issues facing the Arlington community. Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

684

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:11pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
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Comments:

Messages | IQ
[SPAM] RE: Renaming W&L suggestion

Mr. Bill Santry

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/22/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: [SPAM] RE: Renaming W&L
suggestion
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Santry

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: [SPAM] RE: Renaming W&L suggestion

Subject: Re: [SPAM] RE: Renaming W&L suggestion
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message and your suggestion will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the our interest in this
issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: [SPAM] RE: Renaming W&L suggestion
As a parent of a current W&L student I believe this issue has
been rushed into committee with little participation from the
community at large. However since I forsee the renaming of
our beloved school as inevitable, as a compromise I would
suggest keeping the initials W&L and making the "L" stand for
Lincoln, whose legacy is above reproach. Thank you, Bill
Santry

685

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:12pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
WL renaming
Lafayette

Ms. Edith Lane

Status:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018 Unsent
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Ms. Lane

Comments: Lafayette
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL renaming

Subject: Re: WL renaming
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message and your suggestion will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the our interest in this
issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: WL renaming
Hello,
I would like to suggest that the new name be Washington
Lafayette. That way the WL and Generals monikers would not
have to change, along with the mascot.
Thank you, Edith Lane Current parent
Sent from my iPhone

686

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:14pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL

Mr. Henry Riordan

Status:
Viewed:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
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Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Riordan

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL

Subject: Re: WL
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the our interest in this issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: WL
This is a misguided project to erase history. Bad idea. Henry
Riordan

687

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:13pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Daniel Redmond

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Redmond

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the our interest in this issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: The estimate of
money spent on renaming WL can pay the salary for 1015
classroom assistants for one year. I am confident the family of
a special education student, if given the choice, will prefer
keeping assistants over renaming a school. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current Staff

688

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:17pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Mr. Alem Bantayehu

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/22/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bantayehu

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the our interest in this issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alem Bantayehu
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Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I personally think time and resources could best
be utilized tonaddressing other more pressing issues at APS
schools. Leave WL name intact as it’s a reputable school and
the brand is highly regarded. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
689

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:16pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. Pete Nelson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Nelson

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message and suggestion will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the our interest in this
issue.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Pete Nelson
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
suggest renaming it after Denzel Washington and Bruce Lee
Which of the following best describes your relationship to APS?
Current Parent

690

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:22pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Denise Parks

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Parks

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Denise Parks
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: This is an absurd! At a minimum this will cost
$500,000 yet the PTA is soliciting funds to help teachers get
what they need in the classroom, there isn’t enough money to
fund certain educational programs and more? A recent poll of
27 WL families sitting together for an event  all thought
renaming was ludicrous. Another poll at a neighborhood block
party felt the same. This was a pet project for a handful of
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people but is not the will of the majority. Until an accurate poll
of parents, students and alumni is taken and until full
transparency of all the costs this change will incur then it is
irresponsible to move forward with a project that will cost tax
payers hundreds of thousands of dollars. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
691

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:25pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep name

Ms. Anne Nichols

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/22/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 3 Recent

Comments: keep name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Anne Nichols
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: The name should not be changed. Keep
Washington  Lee as the name of the high school. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

692

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:26pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep name

Mr. Paul Bobeczko

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Bobeczko

Comments: keep name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Paul Bobeczko
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Hello and thanks for soliciting feedback on the re
naming process for WL High School. As a proud parent of two
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WL students I feel strongly that WL High School should NOT
be renamed. From my perspective, the call to rename this
school is a direct result of the incidents in Charlottesville, VA
not as a result of any longstanding concern that students or
families had with the name. I believe the more appropriate way
to move forward is to continue to foster and enhance the
environment of inclusiveness that already exists at WL. I also
believe a decision to rename puts us down a slippery slope
that sets a dangerous precedent. What school will be next for
what reason? Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent
693

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:28pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Wisdom and Liberty

Ms. Allison Kennett

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Kennett

Comments: Wisdom and Liberty
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message and suggestion will be shared with the
renaming committee appointed by the School Board for their
information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name allison kennett
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I'd suggest ditching the historical figures and use
Wisdom and Liberty High School. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

694

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:32pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
diff L

Ms. Nancy Benton

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/22/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Benton

Comments: diff L
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
current renaming process for WL. Your suggestions will be
shared with the renaming committee appointed by the
School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Nancy Benton
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
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suggestions: Hi! I have two current students at WL. My main
suggestion is that we try to keep the WL and the Washington,
and just find a new name for the L. Perhaps Lincoln?
WashingtonLincoln High School is one suggestion. I believe
keeping the Washington, and keeping the WL as the short
name for the high school, would make alums happier about
not making a huge name change. Thanks! Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
695

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:36pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Keep L with diff name

Ms. Marcy Gessel

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Gessel

Comments: Keep L with diff name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current renaming process for WL. Your message will be
shared with the renaming committee appointed by the board
for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Marcy Gessel
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: I
am the parent of a WL freshman. I do not have strong feelings
about changing the name, but I do think that any change
should maintain the initials WL. WashingtonLafayette or
WashingtonLincoln, for example, would be fine. I know that
many alumni of the school are strongly against a change. My
chief concern is that the cost of the change be kept minimal so
that the money can be directed into educating the students
and reducing overcrowding at the school. Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent

696

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  9:37pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
WL renaming
keep wl

Ms. Amy Weinhouse

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: WL renaming
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Weinhouse

Comments: keep wl
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: WL renaming

Subject: Re: WL renaming
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current renaming process for WL. Your message will be
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Subject: WL renaming
I really disagree with the idea of renaming WL and feel like it
was decided in haste and without proper input. I think the
name should not be changed as it in no way glorifies slavery
and is not offensive in and of itself but rather a recognition of
two well known generals from our history.

shared with the renaming committee appointed by the board
for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

What a waste of time and energy to rename the school. If it
has to be changed, it should stay close enough to its current
name to not require huge changes.
Amy Weinhouse
Sent from my iPhone
________________________________________________…

697

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  7:41pm
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
We Are Against the Proposal to Change the Name of WashingtonLee High School
no change WL

Mr. and Mrs. Suzy Bohnert

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:

No postal address available

Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: We Are Against the Proposal to
Change the Name of WashingtonLee
High School
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. and Mrs. Bohnert

Comments: no change WL
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: We Are Against the Proposal to Change the Name of
WashingtonLee High School

Subject: Re: We Are Against the Proposal to Change the
Name of WashingtonLee High School
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your interest in this issue.

Subject: We Are Against the Proposal to Change the Name of
WashingtonLee High School
Dear Sir or Madam:
We are against the proposal to change the name of
WashingtonLee High School. Arlington takes its name from
Lee's estate. Should we change the name of the county, too?
We think this a misguided effort by county politicians who
should focus on much more pressing issues.
Do we need to remind you of the School Board's stated
priorities? This information below taken directly from a press
release:
"The School Board approved its priorities for the 201718
school year at last night’s meeting. The School Board
establishes annual priorities to assist in keeping the Board’s
work focused, effective and aligned with its Strategic Plan
goals.
"This year, the School Board’s priorities will focus on four
areas, which include:
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* New Policies and Policy Revisions that address the 1:1
technology initiative, inclusion practices, and additional
updates on options and transfers; * Operational Planning to
develop the new 201824 Strategic Plan; determining the FY
201928 Capital Improvement Plan, and building a sustainable
budget that supports the whole child and maintains excellence
in classroom instruction; * Preparation for New Schools and
Program Moves that will require elementary and middle school
boundary adjustments when new schools are opened, and the
relocation of the Montessori Program; * Capital Initiatives to
plan for future growth at the Career Center, Education Center,
and the Reed Building. * Community Engagement that focuses
on supporting and empowering teachers and staff, and
strengthening school, family and community relationships."
Do we need to remind you of what happened in another
community when it sought a name change for a local high
school? This information below taken directly from WTOP
Radio: Fairfax Co. pleads for money to help fund J.E.B. Stuart
$1M name change [https://wtop.com/wp
content/uploads/2014/12/nick_iannelli112x112.jpg] By Nick
Iannelli <https://wtop.com/author/nickiannelli/> |
@NickWTOP<https://twitter.com/NickWTOP>November 3,
2017 5:10 am [https://wtop.com/wp
content/themes/wtop/assets/img/icons/facebook.png]
[https://wtop.com/wp
content/themes/wtop/assets/img/icons/twitter.png]
[https://wtop.c om/wp
content/themes/wtop/assets/img/icons/email.png]
[https://wtop.com/wpconten
t/themes/wtop/assets/img/icons/print.png]
[https://wtop.com/wpcontent/themes/wto
p/assets/img/icons/more.png]
"WASHINGTON — Fairfax County Public Schools, the largest
public school system in the D.C. region, is asking for financial
donations to help cover the substantial costs associated with
renaming J.E.B. Stuart High School in Falls Church, Virginia.
"Following a vote to rename the
school<https://wtop.com/fairfaxcounty/2017/10/fairfaxco
schoolboardvotesnew namejebstuarthigh/> last week,
county officials set up a
website<https://www.fcps.edu/justice>, asking people to send
in money.
"So far, the effort has generated more than $8,000.
"Officials said any donations will help with namechange
expenses, which otherwise would need to be covered entirely
by county taxpayers.
"The full cost of changing the school’s name is expected to be
somewhere around $1 million."
As parents of a WL student and Arlington taxpayers, we are
against the proposal to change the name of WashingtonLee
High School.
Sincerely,
Suzy and Randall Bohnert

suzybohnert@hotmail.com)
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698

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  7:38pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Recorded as needing no response. no email
Status:
Assigned:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed 10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
None
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Comments: Recorded as needing no response. no email
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

None

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Spout Run High School, since the school sits
on Spout Run, with &quot;Stonecutters&quot; as the team
names. The Arlington Historical Society has records of
stonecutters working quarries at the mouth of Spout Run
(which used to be a waterfall  thus the name). Which of the
following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
699

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/21/2018  7:32pm
ENGAGE: SCHOOL NAME  School Naming, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
lincoln

Ms. Kirstin Murphy

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Murphy

Comments: lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current process to rename WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your interest in this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kristin Murphy
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please keep the name WL. If you want to get rid
of Lee, make it Lincoln. At some point we need to consider the
financial implications of renaming a school that peopl will
continue to call WL. I’d rather see our taxpayer dollars go
towards seats for students, not a full renaming of a high
school. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Parent
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700

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  11:00am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
other Ls

Ms. Sonya Finley

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Finley

Comments: other Ls
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sonya Finley
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: As a (former) and current WL parent whose
children have been active in varsity sports and activities, I ask
the naming committee to seriously consider options that keep
the basic &quot;WL&quot; mantra, &quot;Generals&quot; as
mascots, and the current school colors. This would enable a
continuing school identity with which even alum could
identify. Specifically, a strong option could be Washington
Lafayette. The Marquis de Lafayette commanded US troops in
the Revolutionary War and upon return to France continued to
fight for the same ideals for which he fought here. Which of
the following best describes your relationship to APS? Current
Parent
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701

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  11:03am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep

Ms. Alvis Dunson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Dunson

Comments: keep
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alvis Dunson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Do not change the name until the State decides to
rename Leesburg, Leesburg Pike, Lee Hwy and many other
places with that name. I believe the county is uncessarily
reactive to popular media and culture. I am a black male but
understand the military and Virginia history he represents that is
not associated with slavery. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

702

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  11:05am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Barbara Souders

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Souders

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Barbara Souders
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: My suggestion for WL's new name is
WashingtonLafayette. I choose the &quot;Lafayette&quot; in
recognition of General Lafayette, the French military officer

Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.
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who supported America's fight for independence from England
and fought in the American Revolutionary War. If chosen, the
WL initials could still be used, and the mascot could remain as
&quot;the Generals&quot;. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent
703

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  11:02am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
other Ls

Ms. Arbora Johnson

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Johnson

Comments: other Ls
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Arbora Johnson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I strongly support the renaming of WL. Keeping
the WL seems important to the students (including my son);
WashingtonLincoln seems like a reasonable option, but I'm
sure there are others. Ditch the Robert E. Lee, keep
Washington, keep WL. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent

704

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/22/2018  6:58pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Central

Mr. D. William

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/22/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FRIEND  Friend

Comments: Central
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your suggestion for a
new name for WashingtonLee High School. Your
suggestion will be forwarded to the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Douglas Williams
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I would suggest &quot;Arlington Central High
School&quot; as the new name. I would keep the mascot as
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the Generals. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent
705

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  10:59am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Lincoln

Mr. Mark Golden

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Golden

Comments: Lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Mark Golden
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Let's keep the W&amp;L acronym and rename the
school to Washington &amp; Lincoln. Has this suggestion
come up a lot I'm guessing?! Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Parent

706

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  10:41am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep name

Ms. Amy Miller

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Miller

Comments: keep name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Amy Miller
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Please do not change the name of WashingtonLee High
School. While I understand some of the concerns, please do
not spend valuable money and time on this type of change.
Learn from history  move forward and create timeless names
for new schools/buildings. Use the money that would be spent
on this expensive endeavor in helping to close the achievement
gap or a plethora of other valuable services for all children in
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APS. Which of the following best describes your relationship to
APS? Current Parent
707

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/21/2018
10/23/2018  11:04am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Lincoln

Ms. Lisa Blackwell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Blackwell

Comments: Lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lisa Blackwell
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Washington Lincoln Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Current Parent

708

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/20/2018
10/23/2018  10:40am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep name

Mr. William Syring

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Campaign:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Syring
Engage with APS

Comments: keep name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the naming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Syring
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Please do not rename WashingtonLee High
School. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Arlington Community

709

EMail
Date In:
Modified:

10/20/2018
10/21/2018  9:39pm
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Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS

Ms. Krista O'Connell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/21/2018
10/21/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. O'Connell

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the current renaming process for WL. Your message will be
shared with the renaming committee appointed by the board
for their information.
Again, thank you for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Krista O'Connell
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: As a community member that lives near WL, I
support the renaming of WL. We should not honor our
Confederate past and should instead pick a name that reflects
the diversity of Arlington. Which of the following best describes
your relationship to APS? Arlington Community

710

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/19/2018
10/23/2018  10:38am
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Generals

Mr. Daniel Moses

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Moses

Comments: Generals
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestions for a
possible name for the current WashingtonLee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
appointed by the School Board for their consideration.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Daniel Moses
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I'm from the North(Chicago) and when moving to
Virginia I was a little nervous about the historical legacy of
slavery and the confederacy. The idea that a school is named
after someone who fought to maintain the institution of slavery
is, to be frank, really sick to me. Those who are local and have
become so indoctrinated to what they've been told by friends
and family over the past. I would recommend the name
&quot;Generals High School&quot;. A healthy compromise that
allows everyone involved to have it mean what you want it to
mean. Which of the following best describes your relationship
to APS? Current Staff

711

EMail
Date In:

10/19/2018
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Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

Messages | IQ
10/22/2018  6:51pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
other L names

Ms. Stacy Brasfield

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/22/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Brasfield

Comments: other L names
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggested names
for the Washington Lee Renaming Committee to consider.
You offer some interesting choices and I will forward them
to the committee for their information.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Stacy Brasfield
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I invite you to consider renaming WashingtonLee
H.S. to WashingtonLewis or Washington Leavitt. Patricia C.
Lewis and Jeannie Leavitt are both U.S. Military Generals who
have served our country with honor, one as a healthcare
leader, and one as a fighter pilot. In her dual role as Chief of
the Medical Service Corps, General Lewis was the senior
healthcare administrator in the Air Force and responsible for
accessions, development and management of 1,100 healthcare
administrative professionals in the corps. She retired in 2009.
Jeannie Leavitt became the United States Air Force's first female
fighter pilot in 1993, and was the first woman to command a
USAF combat fighter wing. To rename our school with one of
these names honors women in the military and retains our WL
acronym and General's Pride. As a science teacher, I also
appreciate that Generals can be scienceminded, as well. With
the Pentagon in Arlington, I love the military connection and
the fact that these women represent the Air Force, since
General Washington was Army. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Staff

712

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/19/2018
10/22/2018  6:20pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
Lincoln

Mr. Kevin Healy

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/22/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Healy

Comments: Lincoln
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to offer your suggestion for
the renaming committee's consideration regarding
WashingtonLee. I will share your message with them for
their information.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kevin Healy
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
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WashingtonLincoln. You drop Lee, save a whole lot of money
for all the removing of signs and logos since you only have to
take down/repaint/remove the logos and signs that specifically
reference &quot;Lee&quot; while keeping all the &quot;W
L&quot; in place. Most people refer to the school as WL
anyway, so that can remain. With Washington and the Civil
War president, you can keep the mascot as Generals. Lastly,
you swap out a Confederate icon with the leader that pushed
through the end of slavery and led the nation through most of
the the Civil War defeating Lee. Which of the following best
describes your relationship to APS? Current Staff
713

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/19/2018
10/23/2018  10:39am
ENGAGE: WL OPPOSE  Oppose WL Name Change
Engage with APS
keep

Ms. Sharon Harris

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/23/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Harris

Comments: keep
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
renaming process for WashingtonLee High School. Your
message will be shared with the naming committee
appointed by the School Board for their information.
Again, thank you for your input on this issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sharon Harris
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think that WashingtonLee's name should remain
as is. It is part of Arlington history. Some people may think that
Lee represents the losing side of the Civil War, but if we look
deeper into Lee's history, he was a man of loyalty. He was even
a voice in the South to help unify the nation after the war. It
feels like we are trying to erase the history that does not make
us feel good, but if we erase it, we will not learn from it.
Presently, WashingtonLee High School has a name recognition
that goes beyond the borders of Arlington. Its name is in many
national rankings. If we change it, we will have to rebuild our
reputation again. Which of the following best describes your
relationship to APS? Current Parent

714

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

10/19/2018
10/22/2018  6:49pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
be bold

Mr. Kevin Phillips
No postal address available

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

Closed EMail 10/22/2018
10/23/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views and
suggestions on the approach the renaming committee
should take as it works through the process of renaming
Washington Lee High School I will forward your message to
them for their consideration.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Kevin Phillips
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I'm a lifelong Arlington resident and I'm in my
10th year of teaching social studies at WL. I would request
that the committee be bold in their choice of a name. Yes, this
process is controversial and yes, whatever choice you make will
divide the community...so your choice should should not aim
to please everyone as this is an impossible task. I would ask the
committee to not steer to what is squishy and comfortable
(replacing JEB Stuart with &quot;Justice&quot; comes to
mind), but instead chose a person whose qualifications and
attributes are worthy of recognition by the diverse group of
people that learn and work at WL. Public institutions and
buildings should honor those who have done great things for
this country and their community. The committee should strive
to select one of the countless people who have sacrificed their
time, their effort, or their life for the good and betterment of
the public. The person the committee should select to name
this school after should also be someone that our diverse
student body can be proud of. For far too long our public
monuments have been bestowed nearly exclusively to white
men, oftentimes with dubious qualifications. I urge the
committee to again be bold and choose a figure who not only
contributed great things to this community or country but also
did so despite of the prejudices and obstacles in their way
because of their race, gender, sexual orientation, etc. In
conclusion, I again reiterate that the committee should not
grasp for a non existent middle way. Your choice should reflect
the progressive values of our community, not seek to please
reactionaries who will never accept your choice no matter how
much you bend to their wishes. Attempting to please everyone
is a fool's errand. Instead, look to each other to determine
what values our community holds dear and then limit your
choices to people who have exemplified the best of what our
community and country has to offer. Thank you for your time,
and good luck.  Kevin Phillips Yorktown class of 2004
WashingtonLee Faculty 20092018 Which of the following
best describes your relationship to APS? Current Staff
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to suggest some possible
names to consider as part of the current renaming process. I
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Subject: Engage with APS

am sharing your suggestions with the renaming committee
for their consideration. Again, thank you for your input.

Name Heather Nemirow
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I would like to see the name stay as close to
possible to W&amp;L. Maybe replacing lee to Lincoln or
Lafayette. Not attachment to generals for mascot. Do not like
anything geographical such as arlington central.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your views about
the need to change the name of Washington Lee High
School. Your message is being shared with the appointed
naming committee currently working on their charge to
develop recommendations for the School Board.
Again, thank you for your interest and input on this
important issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name G F
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Should we
change our school name on the sole fact that we feel as if that
we are “in a way” honoring the fact that Robert Lee was a slave
owner and racist. The sad fact is that this itself is a flawed way
of thinking and a dangerous one; these people are blind to
context. Many people see a problem with our name, which is
understandable. I have no problem with this argument. He was
a: slave owner, monster, and brutally savage man. He did fight
for slavery. All of these are valid points for a decent counter
argument to mine, but to say if we carry a simple last name
we’re paying respect to him, you’re the type of person we
should be feared. Being in a loving school that introduced me
to so many cultures, to so many kids my age from different
background was truly a new experience, and one of the best
ones of my life. To say that we’re honoring a man like him, a
man that kidnapped freed slaves, and chained them to their
living hell, many of which wanted death or freedom, fully
knowing that freedom was rarely given to people of their
stature, is truly an insult. The school that I love, is not one
which would knowingly support people who defended slavery.
WashingtonLee High School hates the fact that he was a
racist. We are not okay with this fact. We are not okay with the
fact that he had slaves or the fact that he kidnapped freed
slaves. Our school is very vocal about this. We’ve never been
this vocal on any other issue. You also have to look at our
context. When Virginians did not see AfricanAmericans as
equals, we took the initiative to let AfricanAmericans into our
school, while other still practiced and promoted segregation.
We were the first to have the gumption to stop racism in our
school system. How are we promoting racism with how
progressive we are? We are not paying homage to Robert E.
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Lee. We would not pay respect to a man who beat and
discriminated against other human beings. You have to look at
our context. You have to not just look at our name just as
another name that needs to change, but a name with history.
You have to look at WashingtonLee High School.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Good to hear from you, John! I am forwarding your email
that includes helpful history of WL to Linda Erdos to have
available for the current renaming committee's information.
Good luck on your overseas trip!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name John Peck
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Historical Notes on WashingtonLee High School
for the “Renaming Committee” —John Peck, WL class of ’96
and volunteer school historian During the June 7th vote to
change the name of WashingtonLee High School (WL) the
School Board tacitly allowed for the consideration of retaining
the “WashingtonLee” name, however redefined, i.e., no longer
in honor of Robert E. Lee. I spoke with board members to
ensure this would be a possibility, once I learned of the board’s
impending decision to drop Robert E. Lee from the name. This
document is in two parts. The first highlights the importance of
the school’s history to the discussion over changing the
school’s name. The second part addresses the school’s almost
100 year legacy, one that we can all take pride in. (I’ll be
overseas the next couple of weeks, but may follow up with
other interesting WL highlights when I return.) I. WL’s History
Many WL alumni who are heartbroken over the June vote to
retire the old name hope that the committee will come to a
thoughtful compromise that retains the name for for continuity
with the school’s inspiring legacy. There are of course many
others that want the decision reversed and Robert E. Lee to
remain. As WL’s volunteer historian since I was a student, I
hope to provide the committee members with information on
the school’s history, including its founding in 1925, its earliest
years, and its legacy. I believe a baseline understanding of the
school’s past is important to any discussion over the fate of the
school’s name, and whether or not to retain the name as a
compromise, or adopt an entirely new one. Please refer to W
L’s excellent timeline history website to acquaint yourself with
the school’s history. What makes WL special can be summed
up in the website’s intro: “The brief history below and the
adjacent historical timeline illustrate the last 92 years of
innovation and continuity at WL. WL’s guiding principles
through the decades can be summed up by this phrase from
one of WL’s most beloved teachers: ‘FOVEAT DIVERSITATES’
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Cherish the differences — Mabel Allen, WL faculty from 1924
1968.” WL History and Timeline Website:
https://washingtonlee.apsva.us/aboutus/wlhistoryinbrief/
*If using a smartphone, please be sure to press the menu icon
to see the links to the various years and the school archives.
The school’s historical marker also provides a good, brief
summary of the school’s history. One main theme resonates
throughout WL’s history: diversity. Mabel Allen’s quote on
diversity is enshrined in a plaque in the WL Alumni Conference
Room. Since the school’s earliest years students hailed from
other states and countries. WL was not a Confederate themed
school, nor was it 100% “white.” The WL history website
offers a glimpse into that early period in the school’s history.
The 1949 school yearbook devoted a spread to its international
population and took pride in students from as far away as Asia,
Europe, and Latin America. Some of these students took
leadership roles in student government and extracurriculars. In
the 60s, WL became a model for other schools throughout the
state, not only for its academic and athletic achievements as
one of the nation’s best high schools, but for its leadership in
racial integration in the 60s. The school’s first Black Studies
course, one of the first such courses in the nation, was offered
at WL. My former AP Government teacher in the mid90s, Mrs.
Peggy Jeens, taught that class in the 60s. Charles Augins one
of the WL five who integrated the school wrote me, “In 1959,
along with Joyce Strothers, Warren Hunter, Stephen Taylor,
Louis Costley and Myself we walked into WL with great fear
and trepidation. For us it was a historic moment and as such
should remain a part of ‘HISTORY.’” He wants the name to stay
the same. II. WL’s Legacy My second objective is to convey to
the renaming committee why the school’s name is so important
to members of the community of all ages and backgrounds.
This is reflected in the many institutions and traditions that
have supported the school over the years. In addition to my
volunteer role as the school’s historian, I have served as a
board member on the WashingtonLee High School Education
Foundation which has helped forge ties between alumni and
the school to raise scholarship money for graduating seniors
and faculty fellowships. Prior to the events in Charlottesville, I
worked with the WashingtonLee High School Alumni
Association to design and raise money for a historical marker
for the school, to inspire students ahead of the school’s
upcoming 100 year anniversary. Unfortunately, the future of
the completed marker is in limbo due to the renaming process.
Finished over one year ago, it has not been installed. Many
other projects such as the Athletic Hall of Fame and the
proposed Alumni Hall of Fame face an uncertain future. Alumni
have given back in myriad ways over the decades through
mentoring students, supporting school initiatives, and
spreading the the school’s reputation across the globe. WL has
engendered much love and support over the years. This is
visible to anyone who walks down the school’s main corridor
past displays that depict the school’s history and in the Alumni
Conference Room, where plaques to past teachers and a
recently restored mural to John F Kennedy by a 1965 alum,
now a renowned artist, is proudly displayed. On a recent
weekend visit to WL, I met a 1978 alum who stopped by WL
with his wife to reminisce over his high school years. He was a
standout soccer player on the school’s soccer team, a program
that drew strength from the diversity of the student body in the
60s and 70s. I plan to nominate him for the WL Athletic Hall
of Fame, likely the school’s first Latino nominee for this honor.
I trust that the historical information herein will make a case
that while there is much to learn from the school’s history—the
challenges it overcame as a reflection of national and local
issues and the stories of students and alumni—it paints an
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issues and the stories of students and alumni—it paints an
inspiring picture, one that encouraged me and countless others
to excel as a student, and later, in my career. That legacy is
priceless and the reason so many alumni have given back to
the school throughout its history, and also why so many are
heartbroken over a possible name change. The following are
three ideas for the “WashingtonLee” name discussed among
alumni and other community members: 1. WashingtonLee
without any changes, taking into consideration the Washington
&amp; Lee University discussion over its name. This could
include a discussion over imagery and symbols that are
displayed in the school. Note that WL is named after the
university. 2. WashingtonLee in honor of no one in particular,
and simply redefined in honor of the school’s legacy, the
inspiring story of generations of students, staff, and community
members. 3. WashingtonLee with a replacement Lee. Local
Lees that should be considered include Light Horse Harry Lee,
Richard Henry Lee (who is honored by multiple schools across
the country), and Col. E Brooke Lee, a WW1 hero and
Washington, DC native. He is the greatgreat grandson of
Richard Henry Lee.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views about the
current process to rename Washington Lee high School. As
you may know, there is currently and appointed renaming
committee, including representative of current students,
working on this issue and I will forward your message for
their information as well.
Again, thank you for your interest in this important issue!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Karen Hildebrand
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I don't support the renaming, but I am open to
what the current students think. It is their school/their legacy.
Is there going to be a survey to the current students? They are
the next generation to be an active part of the community. I
would love if they had an equal say.
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Comments: cc Linda Bruce Lee suggestion
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for your interest and your suggested name
change for Washington Lee. One issue about Bruce Lee is to
check to see if he has been dead for 5 years since that is one
of the criteria for a person being considered to have a school
named for them. Check on that! In any case, I have
forwarded your suggestion to the renaming committee for
their consideration.
Thanks for your interest and your creative suggestion!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Cj Walz
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: WL
Name Change By Cj Walz There are many reasons to change
our school name and many reasons to keep it so I decided to
try and find a common ground that could please both parties.
My idea sounds like a practical joke at first glance but once you
look deeper it brings up some valid points which could benefit
everyone. The idea is to keep the name WashingtonLee the
same but have the Lee in WashingtonLee stand for the late
martial artist and actor Bruce Lee who shares a last name with
Robert E. Lee. It seems that most people that want to change
the name have a big issue with Robert E. Lee having his name
on the school since he fought for the confederacy and owned
slaves at one point in his life. So to save money and create
more equality Bruce Lee’s last name would “replace” his. First
off Bruce Lee would better represent the student body at WL
since he was Asian and a minority which makes sense when W
L’s student demographic consists of 58% minority attendees.
Bruce Lee was also the son of immigrant parents which would
show the equality our school strives to represent when
accepting students of all backgrounds. He is a true example of
the American dream and should be remembered as an example
for all students that no matter your economic background or
skin color you can achieve success in the current educational
system. Another reason to change the name would be the
money it would save. The cost to fully rename WL would be
anywhere from $500,000 to $2,000,000 which is funds that
could go towards new facilities, equipment, and all around
educational enhancement in the county. If we kept the name
the same but just changed the logo and the meaning behind
“Lee” we would not only save money but also please the
people that want WashingtonLee as the name and please the
people that want to get rid of Robert E. Lee’s racist legacy.
Overall the name change is a very important part of our school
for years to come and it should reflect something more modern
and positive to the community while saving money for the
county and education. When deciding on the new name please
consider Washington (Bruce) Lee High School.
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alya Lawindo
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear School Rename Committee, My name is Alya
Lawindo, a junior at WashingtonLee High School. Recently,
there’s been a controversial situation of renaming our school. I
find it difficult to truly name a school based a historical figure
since each individual has had a past that not everyone can
accept. Although not everyone may agree, a name change that
doesn’t involve any historical figure and is noncontroversial
that truly represents us as a school is necessary. As you
consider the options for renaming the school, I ask you to
consider renaming the school that doesn’t involve a figure. In
an article titled, Why Your Name Matters by Maria Konnikova,
the author mentions the implicitegotism effect, or essentially,
how we are generally drawn to the things and people that most
resemble us and how names send signals about who we are
and where we come from. Part of our name refers to Robert E.
Lee since he symbolizes the school’s mascot of ‘a general’.
Robert E. Lee was considered a racist slave owner who
discriminated against African Americans. What he fought for is
unacceptable and has brought many people from the minority
community to find our school’s name offensive and initiate a
debate arguing for a name change. Lee wanted to strengthen
white supremacy and opposed racial equality as he was the
commander for the Confederates. I believe WashingtonLee as a
whole is able to distinguish itself apart from what Robert E. Lee
was as an individual. If we do not support Confederate values,
why is our school name WashingtonLee? Sincerely, Alya
Lawindo

Thank you for sharing your views on the current renaming
process for Washington Lee. I will forward your message,
including your reference to Your Name Matters by Maria
Konnikova, to the renaming committee working on this
issue.
Again, thanks for your input.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your opinions about
the renaming of WashingtonLee High School. As you may
know, the board has made the decision to appoint a
renaming committee on this issue and I am forwarding your
message to the committee for their information.
Again, thanks for your interest and your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sydney Fisher
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear Naming Committee, I am a junior at
WashingtonLee high school, and strongly disagree with the
decision to change the name of my school. The name
WashingtonLee is historical and taking it away would be trying
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to erase history. Having “Lee” included in our name doesn’t
mean we agree with or support General Lee’s beliefs. Our
school has many important accomplishments that overshadow
the men for which it was originally named. Even though our
nation’s history is flawed, we need to accept it and move
forward. It is important to learn from the past and show how
far we have come as a community. If we take the name away, I
fear history will repeat itself. WashingtonLee has broken
through many racial barriers in the past, regardless of having
“Lee” in the name. We have shown diversity and community in
our school. Thomas Hafer wrote in a recent Washington Post
article, “WashingtonLee was the first high school in Virginia to
admit black students; WashingtonLee was the first high school
to graduate a black student, Stephen Thompson, in 1960; and
it was the first school to have an integrated basketball team win
a state championship, in 1966. The name of WashingtonLee
High School is inextricably linked with these milestones of
racial justice in Virginia. The school board’s decision disregards
and destroys this legacy.” This is very important to understand
and take into consideration. The cost of renaming our school
would be incredibly expensive and a poor use of taxpayer
money. Fairfax county officials estimated it would cost
anywhere from $400,000 to $1,000,000 to change the name
of J.E.B Stuart high school. Some changes would include
repainting logos all around the school including on the turf
and scoreboard, hiring a graphic designer to create a new logo,
changing the information listed on all APS websites, changing
the designs of jerseys and merchandise, and so much more.
The money spent on changing the name could be used to
purchase over 3,000 calculators or over 400 macbooks for
students. We need to get our priorities straight and focus on a
more productive way to spend already limited school funds.
History isn’t perfect and we have to learn from our past, not
erase it. I reject General Lee’s beliefs, but am proud of my
school and my community. I think changing the name of
WashingtonLee needs to be reconsidered.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views on the
renaming process for Washington Lee. I am forwarding your
message to the current renaming committee working on
possible names for consideration.
Again, thanks for your interest and your views.

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current
topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please
share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Dear school
renaming committee, As a student at WashingtonLee, I believe
we should change the school name or at least the meaning of
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it. When WashingtonLee was founded in 1925, they decided
on the name based on the positive actions made by these two
people. They did not focus on the negative aspects their names
would cause, but rather celebrating their contributions to
society. Both men were revered as excellent generals in times of
war, and in particular Robert E. Lee, is responsible for the land
on which Arlington County was built. However, what the
original founders of the school failed to consider was that
Washington and Lee were both slave owners. In addition, Lee
treated them more harshly and even discriminated against
African Americans. The board should have considered the
inevitable backlash that Lee’s actions would cause. It is even
more ironic that this name reflects a former slave owner and
racist, when WL was the first school to let African Americans
attend. During the time the school was named, people still did
not care about others who were not their own race and it was
accepted as a social norm. In today's society people get
offended when they get discriminated, and rightfully so. Even
though people still get discriminated against today, we have
come a long way in protecting and respecting the rights and
feelings of individuals who are different from us. A school’s
name should reflect this progress towards acceptance and
tolerance. A potential option for renaming the school could be
to consider keeping the last names but, changing the primary
person who it represents. For example, Robert E. Lee’s father
was an American patriot and in the military, he is equally worth
recognizing in the school name, and has less of a shaded
history. There was a school in Mississippi named after
confederate figure, Jefferson Davis that received a great
amount of backlash so, they decided to rename it after
President Obama. This name change received support from
many people and even made them proud to have the school
named after the first black president. It would be less expensive
to change the meaning behind the last names, and honor
different people. However, many schools today have changed
their names for controversial reasons behind the person’s name
and have had great successes. I hope you take these reasons
into consideration when applying a new name to our school.
Sincerely, a junior at WL
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for sharing your views on the current process
aimed at renaming WashingtonLee High School. I am
sharing your message with the renaming committee currently
working on this issue for their information as well.
Again, thanks for your input.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name India Riddle
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
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Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear Renaming Committee, How would you feel if
all your accomplishments were suddenly wiped away, along
with your name? I would assume not very good, I personally,
would feel terrible; that’s how the legacy of WashingtonLee
would feel if you change the name. Although, yes, the name is
named after two slave Owners, we pushed past that and their
ideas and made this school legacy our own. WashingtonLee
High School was the first school in Virginia to admit black
students, which led them to be the first school to graduate a
black student, Stephen Thompson. Yes, the people who the
school's named after aren't the best, but the school's legacies
outweigh the negative connotations of the name. In my
experience at WashingtonLee, I’ve come to see that we have
come past the somewhat contemptible, controversial topics of
the name. We’ve opened people with open arms, which it is
not, to say the least about Robert E. Lee and George
Washington. I've enjoyed my time as a WashingtonLee
General, I'm proud to be one, and I'd like to graduate as one.
Just because our history is flawed, doesn’t mean we can just
erase it all together and delete everything we've come to do.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for your interest in the current process to rename
WashingtonLee high School. I will share your suggested
"L" names with the renaming committee for their information
and consideration. Again, thanks for your input!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Sylvie Mortimer
Please indicate
the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process 
WL Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions:
Hello... I am in the camp of changing the name, but at minimal
cost. I think we should stick with WL and keep the W as
Washington and go with either Lincoln, Lafayette or Loving for
the L. Lafayette would allow the school to keep the mascot as a
General. Loving would pay homage to the court case that
legalized inter racial marriage. (Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1,
is a landmark civil rights decision of the United States Supreme
Court which struck down all state laws banning interracial
marriage) Lincoln would be an obvious choice. Those are my
thoughts for now... I'd rather not see a ton of money spent on
new signage, uniforms, etc. but I guess if the cost were not
exorbitant to change more than the &quot;L&quot; I'd be open
to hearing what the options are. Thanks!
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views on the
renaming of Washington Lee high School. As you may
know, an appointed renaming committee is currently at work
considering suggested name changes to present for the
School Board's decision. Your message will be shared with
the committee for their information.
Again, your interest and input regarding this issue is
appreciated.

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: The newest controversy that has intrigued a lot
of people in Arlington. Being a student of Washington Lee
myself, I have ran into many people who asked me my
opinions on the topic and what I thought the outcome may be.
Every time, I said the same thing, &quot;I don't know&quot;.
After doing a project in our English class and doing research on
Lee and other factors that may impact the decision, I have
concluded that Washington Lee should not be renamed. This
school has a long history of being one of the best schools in
Virginia. Changing the name would wipe away our reputation.
It is clear that Lee's viewpoints on some topics, like racism,
don't align with modern day values or what Washington Lee’s
values are. However, that was a century ago, having slaves was
acceptable at the time and the majority of the US had the same
views. Especially Virginia being a southern state, made his
views more accepted. Instead of changing the name out of
guilt, we should take pride in how far we have become as a
society. In addition, changing the name would be extremely
expensive. Having to repaint and reprint everything is costly.
Our school is bigger and more modern than other schools in
our area, and there is a myriad of things that would have to
change. Like our scoreboard, turf, walls, engravings, school
uniforms, and much more. Each part costing more and more
taxpayer money. We could use this money for other things like
building new schools or hiring more teachers. We cannot
spend millions just changing a school name. If the naming the
school after Lee is causing people in our community to feel
uncomfortable, then the next best option is to rededicate Lee
to someone else in history named Lee. This way we don't waste
much effort changing the name, but the meaning of Lee will be
less offensive to others.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Eric, thank you for your interest in the renaming process for
Washington Lee and, specifically, the costs involved in the
change. I will share your message with the renaming
committee currently working on this issue, for their
information.
Again, thanks for your interest in the renaming process.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Eric LyngholmKjaerby
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: The name of this school has been requested to
be changed by many members of the community. As a student
of this school who likes thinking things through like our IB
program tries to exemplify, this feels like a knee jerk reaction
and one of the reasons the name of the school should not be
changed is the cost and this cost may not be fully understood
by many. I want to show how costly this name change would
be. Changing the name of the school would be tremendously
expensive and would this cost really be justified? But how
much would all this really cost? There is no current accurate
estimate provided by the county for how much it would cost,
but we can look at another high school that already went
through the name change, Justice (formerly J.E.B. Stuart) High
School. The price tag was $428,000 and that was considered
quite low compared to what it might have costed if things had
been different. The initial estimate was $800,000 and the price
could have reasonably increased to a million if parts of the
process such as the change of turf fields ran into large
problems. But the cost would be worth it some would say.
With that amount of money we could use it on other things
that more directly affects academics like 3000 calculators or
460 macbook airs. Considering how the school keeps on
growing these things will greatly improve the students
performance, while the name change would have minimal
effect on student performance. Remember this is money from
taxpayers who would feel betrayed that all this money would
go into something as superficial as a name when it would be
better spent on improving their child's education.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thanks for taking the time to share your views on the
renaming of Washington Lee High School. Your message of
support will also be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on the issue, for their information.
again, thank you for your input and your interest!

Subject: Engage with APS
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
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or suggestions: As a student that makes up part of the
Washington Lee High School community, I think we should
rename the school. This school was founded and named back
in 1925. It’s understandable that at the time, people wanted to
honor and remember General Robert E. Lee, who was one of
the greatest Virginian generals. However, our society has come
a long way since then. Today, we take the time to not only
reflect on our own actions, but the actions of the people who
came before us. Although he was a great general, we can’t use
that as an excuse to overlook the beliefs and values that he
fought for–beliefs that we don’t share in our present day and
society. WashingtonLee High School is portrayed as a
multicultural community filled with diversity and differences
that we all appreciate and accept. In fact, you can find a
variety of clubs dedicated to building a strong community
where you are encouraged to form an identity and a
connection to your culture and roots. These clubs are open to
anyone and everyone who is interested, proving that
WashingtonLee is an allinclusive school. Being a part of this
school brings me great joy, however, I believe that the school
name does not reflect who we are and what we stand for.
Washington Lee High School takes pride in being able to say
that it has built up a strong, supportive community of diverse
students, teachers, and staff. Yet, how can we be truly proud
of belonging to a community that’s represented by a person
who contributed to the oppression of African American slaves?
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for expressing your personal views on why you
feel the name Washington Lee should remain in place. Your
message will also be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this issue for their information.
Again, thank you for your interest in this important issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lucy Pappa
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: October
1st, 2018 Dear renaming committee, My name is Lucy Pappa
and I am a
at Washington Lee High School. I am writing
this letter to express my opinion about the renaming of my
school. I think that WL should keep their name. I recognize
that some do not want their school to glorify people who stood
for white supremacy and slave ownership. However, I think that
these people are forgetting that almost everyone during the
times of Washington and Lee owned slaves, therefore I
question if this is a good enough reason to change the name. I
have gone to WL for two years and would like to graduate
from a school that has had the same name throughout my time
here. I believe that if the name were to be changed before my
grade graduated that no one would respect the change and
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would still refer to it as WL anyways. For instance, many
students that go to Justice High School still refer to it as J.E.B.
Stuart. This is because people do not recognize the name
Justice High School. Finally, I think that the cost of creating
new logos, uniforms, and jersey makes changing the name not
worth it considering that Arlington County Schools is on a strict
budget. While I, of course, do not agree with the actions and
ideas of George Washington and Robert E. Lee I think that
changing the name and trying to erase these figures from
history is the wrong decision. Thanks for your time, Lucy
Pappa
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views on the
renaming of Washington Lee and for your suggestion that
Lightfoot Harry Lee be considered. I am forwarding your
suggestion to the renaming committee currently working on
this issue for their consideration.
Again, thanks for your interest and suggestion!!!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Aidan WrennWalz
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: To the Renaming Committee  As you consider
options for the renaming of not only our high school, but the
alma mater of thousands of WashingtonLee alumni, I ask you
to consider rededicating the “Lee” name to not only a
Virginian, but an American patriot: Henry “LightHorse Harry”
Lee III. Henry Lee III (17561818) was born in Dumfries,
Virginia, roughly an hour car ride away from Arlington. He
graduated from Princeton University (formerly the College of
New Jersey) in 1773, returning home to the Colony of Virginia
shortly thereafter. When the Revolution cried out just a few
years later, Lee answered the call, joining a Virginia regiment of
the Continental Army as a cavalry officer. Over the years, Lee
rose in rank, beginning as captain and rising to majorgeneral
towards the conclusion of his career in the United States Army.
In 1779, the Continental Congress presented Lee with the
esteemed gold medal for the brave military contributions of
himself and the Legion he so dutifully commanded. In the
political sphere, Lee was a Virginia delegate to the Congress of
the Confederation in the late 1780s, where he advocated for
the United States Constitution. A short time after, he became
the Ninth Governor of Virginia. To conclude his political career,
Lee served as a Virginia Representative to the United States
Congress. Interestingly, Lee maintained a very strong
relationship with George Washington, who was not only a
Virginian, an American patriot, and the first President of the
United States, but also the man behind half of our school’s
current dedicated name. President Washington called upon Lee
to defend his interests in several events, such as the Whiskey
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Rebellion of 1794. While Lee was a Representative in Congress,
he delivered part of Washington’s eulogy, famously saying
these words about the first President: “First in war, first in
peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen.” I think it is
important to mention that “LightHorse Harry” Lee is the father
of Robert E. Lee, to whom our school’s current name is
dedicated to. Taking one step back into the Lee family
genealogy, we find an American and Virginian hero, who
fought for the United States, and not against her, in the early
years of the creation of our country. I think renaming our
school after “LightHorse Harry” Lee is a very suitable option for
both sides of the debate because the Arlington School Board
would be able to avoid a physical name change on all jerseys,
signs and other media, which will significantly shrink the cost
of renaming; at the same time, Arlington can take pride in
rededicating our school to an influential Virginian and American
figure. In this way, our county will have the rare opportunity to
celebrate both the changing times and the preservation of
history. Thanks for reading. Go Generals!
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Eric, thank you for sharing your views about the name
change process currently underway for Washington Lee. I
will forward your message to the renaming committee
working on this issue, for their information.
Again, we appreciate your interest and your input on this
issue!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Eric LyngholmKjaerby
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: The name of this school has been requested to
be changed by many members of the community. As a student
of this school who likes thinking things through like our IB
program tries to exemplify, this feels like a knee jerk reaction
and one of the reasons the name of the school should not be
changed is the cost and this cost may not be fully understood
by many. I want to show how costly this name change would
be. Changing the name of the school would be tremendously
expensive and would this cost really be justified? But how
much would all this really cost? There is no current accurate
estimate provided by the county for how much it would cost,
but we can look at another high school that already went
through the name change, Justice (formerly J.E.B. Stuart) High
School. The price tag was $428,000 and that was considered
quite low compared to what it might have costed if things had
been different. The initial estimate was $800,000 and the price
could have reasonably increased to a million if parts of the
process such as the change of turf fields ran into large
problems. But the cost would be worth it some would say.
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With that amount of money we could use it on other things
that more directly affects academics like 3000 calculators or
460 macbook airs. Considering how the school keeps on
growing these things will greatly improve the students
performance, while the name change would have minimal
effect on student performance. Remember this is money from
taxpayers who would feel betrayed that all this money would
go into something as superficial as a name when it would be
better spent on improving their child's education.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you, Alya,for your message explaining the reasons
you support a name change for Washington Lee High
School. I will share your message, including your
suggestion to avoid a person's name, with the current
renaming committee.
Again, thanks for your interest and your suggestion.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Alya Lawindo
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear School Rename Committee, My name is Alya
Lawindo, a
at WashingtonLee High School. Recently,
there’s been a controversial situation of renaming our school. I
find it difficult to truly name a school based a historical figure
since each individual has had a past that not everyone can
accept. Although not everyone may agree, a name change that
doesn’t involve any historical figure and is noncontroversial
that truly represents us as a school is necessary. As you
consider the options for renaming the school, I ask you to
consider renaming the school that doesn’t involve a figure. In
an article titled, Why Your Name Matters by Maria Konnikova,
the author mentions the implicitegotism effect, or essentially,
how we are generally drawn to the things and people that most
resemble us and how names send signals about who we are
and where we come from. Part of our name refers to Robert E.
Lee since he symbolizes the school’s mascot of ‘a general’.
Robert E. Lee was considered a racist slave owner who
discriminated against African Americans. What he fought for is
unacceptable and has brought many people from the minority
community to find our school’s name offensive and initiate a
debate arguing for a name change. Lee wanted to strengthen
white supremacy and opposed racial equality as he was the
commander for the Confederates. I believe WashingtonLee as a
whole is able to distinguish itself apart from what Robert E. Lee
was as an individual. If we do not support Confederate values,
why is our school name WashingtonLee? Sincerely, Alya
Lawindo
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views on why
you feel Washington Lee should retain its name. As you may
know, there is currently a committee appointed by the
School Board to consider name changes and I will share
your message with them for their information.
Again, we do appreciate your interest and your input on this
issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Lauren Wilson
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Why WL should stay WL. I believe that
WashingtonLee should not change its name. WashingtonLee
was founded in 1925 and named after two men who played
major roles in Virginia History along with American History.
Robert E Lee was an American and Confederate soldier, best
known as the commander of the Confederate States Army.
George Washington was commanderinchief of the Continental
Army during the American Revolution, he also led the U.S. to
victory in the land battle of the American Revolutionary War.
The biggest reason for the name change was the controversial
past of Robert E Lee and slavery. Robert E Lee has reportedly
kidnapped, mistreated, and abused free slaves. He also sold
them back into slavery for his own profit. There was really no
mention of George Washington in the name change but, what
is never addressed is the fact that George Washington owned
slaves as well. Believe it or not Washington and Lee was the
first University to accept and graduate African American
students. Robert E Lee may have not been that great of a guy
but the amount of money that would be spent on the name
change would be outrageous. The school would have to hire a
graphic designer to create a new mascot. The school would
need to get a new scoreboard, repaint over the murals on the
walls, redesign school merch, and sports jerseys. Repaint the
football field, get a new sign for the school. There are so many
more things that would need to be replaced and with all the
money it would cost, the school would be able to buy 3,000
graphing calculators and 460 MacBooks. The reason I don’t
think we should change the name is that having Washington
and Lee in our school name is history. Just because we don’t
like things that happened in the past doesn’t mean we can just
erase it and forget all about it. If we keep trying to erase
history it’s going to repeat itself. Instead, we should be trying
to build off of the past and make sure these things don’t
happen again.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to identify the reasons you
feel the name Washington Lee should remain in place. As
you know, there is an appointed renaming committee in
place working on suggested name changes and your
message will be shared with them for their information as
well.
Again, thank you for your interest in this important issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name William Reynolds
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear Renaming Committee, My name is Will
Reynolds. I am a
at Washington Lee High School and
have lived in Arlington my whole life. In my opinion, I do not
think that it is necessary to change the name of my high school
and I think that it would actually be beneficial to keep it. I
know some people feel differently, but I feel that we should
acknowledge our history and address it to show how far we
have come as a community and as a country. It is true that at
the time, Robert E. Lee owned slaves and fought for the
Confederacy, but he did those things because there were
reasons for them. He owned slaves because, as bad as it
sounds, most wealthy land owners had slaves back then. I’m
not supporting slavery, it was horrible, but it’s just what the
reality was. Also, he fought for the Confederacy because he did
not want to fight against his home, Virginia, and his family. So
while he may have a checkered past in our eyes, he may have
thought that he was just doing the right thing by being loyal to
his family and his home. Another big reason that I do not think
that we should change the name is that it could turn out to be
pretty expensive. We would need to change all our logos
across the school, especially the big ones like on the basketball
court and football field. In addition to that, we would need to
get new uniforms for every sports team because of the name
on the jersey. I personally think that the county could spend
this kind of money on other things that everyone agrees with
like fixing up roads with big potholes and maybe even
donating some of that money to a charity of some kind, to give
back to the community. We should not be trying to erase a
part of our history. It happened and there is nothing we can do
to change that fact. Instead of trying to erase our past by
getting rid of a name of a very big figure in Arlington, we
should acknowledge what he did and learn from the mistakes
he made and the mistakes our country has made. In doing this,
it could bring us together as a school and educate us so that
we don’t repeat history. Sincerely, Will Reynolds
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Comments: change name
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to express your support for
changing the name of Washington Lee High School. Please
know your message will be shared with the renaming
committee currently working on this issue.
Again, we do appreciate your interest and your input on this
important issue!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name carter humm
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: WL
Name Change By:Carter Humm WashingtonLee is a renowned
high school known for its diversity and rigorous academics. A
large portion of students feel like the name of their high school
does not align with their values. Many feel like the Robert E.
Lee portion should be removed from the name for reasons such
as; he was a racist, it offends many students, and he owned
one of the largest slave plantations in Virginia. As one of the
most progressive high schools in the nation, it would be fitting
to have a name that aligns with our values. The first reason
that Robert E. Lee should have his named stripped is because
he fought for the Confederacy. He fought for the enslavement
of African Americans which is very ironic considering a decent
portion of WL students are African American or identify as a
minority. He also was documented owning one of the largest
slave plantations in Virginia. He inherited over onehundred
slaves from his father and was supposed to release them after
five years, which he never did. In addition to not releasing his
slaves, the living conditions of the slaves were horrendous. It
was recorded that there were over ten people living in a mud
hut that was no larger than a small classroom. For these
reasons, the Lee portion should be removed from the high
school. His values do not align with the schools and it is
disrespectful to many students ancestors who went through
severe mental and physical anguish.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for expressing your views on the renaming of
Washington Lee High School. As you know, there is
currently a renaming committee appointed by the School
Board considering suggestions on this issue and I will
forward your message for their consideration as well.
Again, thanks for your interest in this important issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name John Edelstein
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: Dear Renaming Committee, My name is John
Edelstein and I am a
at WashingtonLee High School. I
believe that WashingtonLee should not change their name for
multiple reasons. First, they should not change the name
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because even though Robert E. Lee owned slaves and our high
school is named after him it does not mean that everyone or
anyone for that matter thinks slavery was a good idea. Though
Lee didn't give all his slaves a nice place to stay at while they
worked, he didn't treat them as bad as many other slave
owners at the time. WashingtonLee shouldn't change the
name is because Lee owned over 1000 acres of land in
Arlington, he deserves to be honored and respected for that,
while Lee was alive, 1000 acres was almost 1/15th of
Arlington. He should be honored for that even more than just
having a high school and a street named after him. The final
reason why WashingtonLee High School should keep their
name is because George Washington also owned slaves. If
people think that the Lee should be taken out of the name than
it bring up the question “why shouldn't Washington be taken
out of the name as well?”. During the years that Lee was alive
most wealthy people owned slaves, it was a norm, and nobody
thought for a second that it was a bad thing. But now since a
few alumni brought the issue up it turned into a huge problem
concerning our high school and how everyone in it is racist…
which is obviously not true. For these reasons WashingtonLee
high school should not change their name. From, John
Edelstein
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for your interest in the renaming process for
Washington Lee High School. I will share your email with
the renaming committee for their information as they
continue their work.
Please know we do appreciate all input on this important
issue!
Again, thanks

Subject: Engage with APS
Name . .
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: Dear renaming
committee, As you may have already guessed I am writing to
you about my opinion of the decision of renaming
WashingtonLee. The school's name has been in a debate to
whether to change the name for a while now. As a student at
the school I believe the students should have a say in the
decision of changing the schools name. My opinion on the
decision of changing the name is that the Washington Lee
name should stay the same. The main reason I believe this is
because of the cost of changing the name. Would it really be
worth all that money to change the school's name? The
amount of money needed to change a school name is a lot.
Justice High School formerly known as J.E.B. Stuart had an
estimated cost of $428,00 to change the name. Washington
Lee’s cost of changing the name would be more the $420,000
since Washington Lee is a bigger school. You would also have
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to go through the hassle of changing sports uniforms, repaint
the field, and rebrand all the school products and walls. Also,
most of the money to rename the school would probably come
from taxpayer money and maybe some taxpayers don’t want
their money going into changing a schools name. Previously
named J.E.B. Stuart only received $43,000 in contributions to
change the name that is only a small part of the money the
school needed to rename it. The money could go to better use
such as getting new desks or laptops. Other than that there
should be a voting poll or a survey for the students and staff to
get their opinion on a name change. Hearing the opinion of all
the students and staff instead of a group of people would be
beneficial to see if the students and staff attending the school
would want the name to change. Overall I think that all the
money and hassle needed to change the name is not worth it
and the name should stay the same. Sincerely, WL student
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Logan, thank you for taking the time to express your support
for changing the name of Washington Lee High School.
Your message will be shared with the renaming committee
currently working on this issue for their information.
Again, we do appreciate your interest and your input on this
important issue.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Logan Rowland
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: To: WashingtonLee High School Renaming
Committee Our community has been split over the topic of the
name of WashingtonLee High School. I know you have
probably received many suggestions and differing viewpoints
about how this situation should be handled. I am writing to
express my opinion as a current
at WL. I hope my
thoughts do not become just some words lost in the sea of
rhetoric. First of all, the current name should be discussed.
Many people have become so used to hearing the name that
they have built up an immunity to it. We no longer think of
WashingtonLee as the people who the names come from, we
think of it as something completely its own. We hear the
words, but do not listen to their meaning. We do not question
what impact this name has on the thoughts surrounding our
institution and students. However, this is exactly what we must
do: question what this means for us. Who were Washington
and Lee and what do they represent in this school? Both of
these men were important figures in our history who did
commendable things that should not be forgotten. However,
they also had their flaws. Are we prepared to accept them
entirely to represent who we are as a diverse, freethinking
community? When you allow other people to embody who you
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are, you cannot pick and choose which parts of their legacy
you represent. You must be willing to accept every action they
took. Are we willing to do this? Are we willing to show our
African American students that we support lifelong
slaveholders? Are we willing to show our students of color that
we believe in white supremacy? Are we not showing female
students that they should accept disenfranchisement, because
men will not recognize this or support them? We have to
recognize that these are complicated historical figures and
weigh their impact on us. In the APS PIP F6.1, it says in order
to name a school after a person, their legacy must align with
the core values of Arlington Public Schools. Do these men
really represent the core values that we hold dear? For these
reasons, I think the best option would be to rename the
school. I do, however, understand that this is a fragile issue
and must be handled carefully to prevent further conflict. I
think that you should seek inspiration from something outside
of a historical figure. Every person has done good and bad
things in their life and someone is bound to take offense from
them, no matter who they are. Each person has differing
beliefs, so to create the least amount of tension, remove the
impact of a person’s actions and history. With these points in
mind, I implore you to consider what is the best for the future
of our school and our community as a whole. Thank you,
Logan Rowland
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your views and
concerns with changing the name of Washington Lee High
School. Your message will also be shared with the renaming
committee currently working on this issue.
Again, we do appreciate your interest and your input!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Adam
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: Dear
Principals, Teachers and Members of the Community, The name
of Washington Lee High school does not need to be changed.
WashingtonLee high school was founded in 1925. It was
named after two military generals and fellow Virginians, George
Washington and Robert E Lee. These man were a big part of
history and my high school, Washington Lee, was named after
them. The name of the school shouldn't be changed to try to
forget them and who they are. Robert E Lee owned a lot of
Arlington, he was an important part of the community and left
a big impact here in Arlington. Changing the name of the
school would be expensive, and unnecessary. Changing the
name of WashingtonLee would be extremely expensive and a
take a lot of effort. The estimated cost for this changing of the
name would be around one million dollars which is just too
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much money. Every single WashingtonLee banded jersey,
uniform and piece of equipment would need to get changed.
New designs, logos and websites would need to get changed.
This would be a waste of money and resources. We do not
need to waste money on new things even though the old ones
work. The school name is just that, a name. WashingtonLee
doesn't force the students to worship or even agree with
George Washington and Robert E Lee. Washington Lee is a
school, a place to learn, and the name of the school doesn’t
affect that.. A new name would need to be figured out if the
name would be changed. Figuring out what the school name
would be changed to would be another difficult process. Every
single human is flawed so the name could not be changed to a
different person. Furthermore, Washington Lee High School
was the first high school in all of Arlington to graduate a black
student. This shows that a name is just a name and doesn't
reflect the school’s morals. Therefore Changing the name of
Washington Lee high school would be illogical and irrational.
Sincerely,
at Washington Lee Adam
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thanks, Yesena, for taking the time to express your views on
the current process to change the name of Washington Lee
high School. I will share your views with the renaming
committee currently working on this issue, for their
information and consideration.
Again, thanks for your interest in this issue!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Yesenia Andrade
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: Growing up, I have attended an elementary,
middle, and high school named in dedication to powerful and
significant figures, whom have helped shape and create our
nation. Considering its background, the name WashingtonLee
holds a significant amount of importance. Robert E. Lee’s
background may be flawed in its own ways, but to overcome
them we must confront them. The name of my high school
does not celebrate the failings of these men. Instead, it
overcomes the stigma of its name and has contributed great
things to its community by breaking barriers, such as racial
segregation. WashingtonLee High School holds a great
number of milestones in its name, which includes being one of
the first high schools in Virginia to admit and graduate a black
student. Taking away its name, that it’s held for over fifty
years, would be depriving it of its legacies. I am a student that
believes that as we stray further from historical events, we
develop new understandings of them. As our generation
develops, we crave more and more change, which deviates us
from the righteousness of our past. Changing the name of this
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high school would put a dent on the armor that history has
established for us today and the future, because, as Winston
Churchill once said: “Those who fail to learn from history are
doomed to repeat it.” Yesenia Andrade WashingtonLee High
School
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you, Zahira, for your comments supporting the name
change for Washington Lee currently underway. I will
forward your message to the naming committee working on
this issue for their information and consideration.
Again, thanks for you8r interest and your input on this
important issue!

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Zahira
Please indicate the
current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL
Please share your comments, feedback or suggestions: To
rename the school or not to rename the school? The debate of
whether or not the name WashingtonLee should be change is
one that has caused much controversy on all sides. The
WashingtonLee community has been and is made up of many
different backgrounds and peoples for years. Renaming the
school has been a long and hard process because we must
consider everyone’s opinion on this. The foundation of
WashingtonLee was not what it once was, we have grown as a
community and as individuals, we have changed our values as
we learn about the world and each other. As we can see with
the ownership of slaves that both Washington and Lee had,
and though we no longer hold these values, moving away from
this part of American history is a step in the right direction.
WashingtonLee has grown as a community and our values
have changed, we live in a new era, and the environment
around us should reflect that. As stated above, both G.
Washington and R.E. Lee owned slaves during their lifetime.
According to some sources, Lee treated his slaves much better
than other slave owners. Although, considering the time
period, that was a good thing it still doesn’t serve as a means
to justify his actions. None of us, except for Lee, can indepthly
speak on the topic of him owning slaves because we don’t
know what his thought process was, the same goes for
Washington. We must take into account their actions, not the
what if’s of the situation. Their success as American figures and
leaders doesn’t outweigh their mistreatment of others.
Renaming WashingtonLee is an important step to move past
the values that once defined America. Although we as a
community don’t hold these values anymore, the 1920’s, when
the school was built, was not the same society that we know
today. The root of the school’s name comes from
acknowledging two influence men while overlooking the
tragedies of their actions. It’s important to set an example for
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students and the community about doing the right thing. Like
mentioned before, although we don’t hold these values, the
actions of our founding fathers still affect our society today
and we must not let their actions hinder our prosperity. As a
society we’ve come very far, but as we can see, the fight is not
over. It’s our duty to better our community and learn and
continue to evolve. This decision is going to take much time,
but we must take into account what we value now and where
we want to be years from now as a people.
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Comments: Suggest Nelson Mandela HS
Incoming
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to suggest Nelson Mandela as
a name for our committee currently looking at renaming
WashingtonLee High School. I will share your suggestion
with them for their consideration as they begin their work
this month.

Subject: Engage with APS
Name Paul Grace
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I think an outstanding option to consider is:
Nelson Mandela High School Below are some reasons: The
name will be eligible to use in early Dec based on the 5 year
&quot;posthumous&quot; rule. The name represents the
international character and diversity of the Arlington
community and the high school. Mandela is a symbol and
shining example of peace, activism, and philanthropy.
Arlington County would be seen as a leader and visionary in the
state and the country.

Thank you again for your interest in this important issue.
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Comments: suggested Benjamin Davis
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Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to give thought to a possible
new name for WashingtonLee high School. I am sharing
your suggestion of Benjamin Davis (Jr. and Sr.) to the
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Subject: Engage with APS
Name Matthew Gibert
Please
indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with: Naming
Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback or
suggestions: I recently celebrated my twentyfifth high school
reunion with over 100 of my 1993 classmates from
WashingtonLee High School. What struck me—in the middle
of our alma mater’s renaming controversy—was the diversity of
our class (and thankfully the reunion too!) and the ease with
which we related to one another both then and now. While
closest friends were more likely to share ethnic backgrounds,
there really was a true camaraderie among the members of our
class across racial lines. I consider the diversity of my
childhood education in Arlington County—at Drew Model
Elementary, Kenmore Intermediate, and WashingtonLee—to be
a great gift. I am confident that I learned and grew in ways
that I would not have had I attended more homogenous
schools. As I’ve discussed the renaming with friends and family
members, it’s become clear that the name of our great high
school, WashingtonLee, communicates a message of exclusion
to many people of color, including those who call her alma
mater. This troubles me because my actual experience at the
school—albeit from the perspective of a white male—was not
the exclusion of minorities but the inclusion of pluralities. I
would never want people to feel “less than” before they even
enter the building. Renaming schools that bear the names of
bygone historical figures and heroes is understandably
controversial with its concomitant temptation to demand 21st
century values and sensibilities from citizens of previous eras.
Times change and so do cultural norms, and heroes of the past
need not remain heroes of the present. I’m concerned about
the precedent that our county could be setting, but I do
understand and support the name change. I also support the
need for our county’s school names to reflect the diversity of
its constituents. With the name WashingtonLee set to be
changed, my question turned to our athletic nickname,
“Generals.” In all honesty, we selfidentified as Generals far
more than WashingtonLee, which was almost always shortened
to WL anyway (and pronounced even less clearly as
“Dubyanell”). My hope is that we will be able to keep Generals
as a nickname that will unify all the classes of the school, even
once the name changes. I’m recommending that you consider
the name Benjamin Davis High School as the new name.
Benjamin Davis, Sr., defied all odds in a very racially divided
era to become the first ever AfricanAmerican general of the
United States Army. His son, Benjamin Davis, Jr., followed in
his father’s footsteps to become the first AfricanAmerican
general of the United States Air Force, eventually advancing to
fourstar general. Both men were distinguished public servants.
Both men are local, born across the river in Washington, D.C.
Both men served in the Pentagon—one of the landmarks for
which our county is known. And both men are buried in
Arlington National Cemetery, on the grounds of the mansion
for which our county is named. I believe the name Benjamin
Davis High School—representing two generals, father and son—
is a great choice as the new name for WashingtonLee High
School. Thank you for your work to find a name befitting our
great school, and thank you for considering my suggestion.
Sincerely, Matthew C. Gibert Class of 1993

renaming committee currently at work on coming to a
recommendation.
Again, thank you for your suggestion.
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Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your thoughts and your interest in W
L’s renaming.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Sarah Spicer Email
Please indicate the current topic you'd
like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Change &quot;Lee&quot;
to stand for Lightfoot Lee (also a general) and keep the name
&amp; save a lot of money.

744

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/10/2018
9/10/2018  3:21pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Kelly Heinzman

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Ms. Heinzman

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your suggestion about Robert E. Lee's
father and your interest in WL’s renaming.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Kelly Heinzman
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: I would hate to see
the county spend the millions it will cost to rename. I would
like another option considered. I understand the Robert E Lee
has a father that was very active and not as offensive as his
son. Let's change the name to reflect him.

745

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/10/2018
9/10/2018  3:41pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. JR Materiell

Status:
Assigned:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018 Unsent
Meg Tuccillo
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Subject:
Response:
Salutation:

No postal address available

Re: Engage with APS
Engage Default Format 12 pt. v.3
FORMAL  Mr. Materiell

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Enter your content here.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Please indicate the current topic you'd like to
engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: It would be great if we
can keep the initials of the school WL and also keep the
mascot as the &quot;general&quot;. Perhaps the
&quot;L&quot; can stand for Lincoln.
746

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/10/2018
9/12/2018  1:14pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
Engage with APS
Recorded as needing no response. no response requ…
Status:
Assigned:
Response:
Salutation:
Activity:

Closed 9/12/2018
Meg Tuccillo
None
FRIEND  Friend
Msg: 0 Open, 24 Recent

Comments: Recorded as needing no response. no response requested
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

None

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Please indicate the current topic you'd like to
engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: The name should be
changed so that all students feel welcome and ready to learn in
a safe environment. To have students go to a school and have
the mascot named the Generals after a person that fought for
enslavement of a race is humiliating. Also the community must
be sensitive to all perspectives because change is hard.
Especially students in the classroom will be most impacted.
747

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/9/2018
9/10/2018  3:36pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Jennifer Burke

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
9/10/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Ms. Burke

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
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Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Jennifer Burke
Please indicate the current topic you'd
like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: I hope you can at least
keep the Washington part of the name. If not, I would prefer it
not be named after any person(s) as it can only invite potential
future controversy. Perhaps consider something geographical
or a place name like Arlington High School (a place that isn't
named after a person, of course).

WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your suggestion about avoiding names
of individuals and for your interest in WL’s renaming
process.
748

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/9/2018
9/10/2018  3:25pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Kate Miller

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Ms. Miller

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for suggesting consideration of a name
that celebrates diversity and your interest in WL’s renaming.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Kate Miller
Please indicate the current topic you'd like to engage with:
Naming Process  WL Please share your comments, feedback
or suggestions: I'd like to see a name that celebrates the
diversity of WL and reflects the inclusive atmosphere that we
try to create at this school. I'm not sure what that is though...

749

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/7/2018
9/10/2018  3:27pm
ENGAGE: SCHOOL NAME  School Naming and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Mr. JR Materiell

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Materiell

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share both today's and last
week's suggestions regarding the current renaming process
for WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Please indicate the current topic you'd like to
engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
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comments, feedback or suggestions: Find another General with
an &quot;L&quot; name and make colors Navy and White.
We'll still be the WL Generals and many items can be salvaged
with the color scheme. Save the county lots of money!

received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your thoughts and your interest in W
L’s renaming.
750

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/7/2018
9/10/2018  3:34pm
ENGAGE: SCHOOL NAME  School Naming and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Michelle Letts

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Ms. Letts

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your suggesting keeping the W and L
with new names to save costs and your interest in WL’s
renaming process.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Michelle Letts
Please indicate the current topic you'd
like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Come up with names that
start with a W and an L so we can keep the letters and not
spend too much money on changing equipment and other
things in the building. Example: Woodrow Wilson &amp; Abe
Lincoln

751

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/7/2018
9/10/2018  3:23pm
ENGAGE: SCHOOL NAME  School Naming and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
suggestions

Mr. Michael Beer

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Mr. Beer
Msg: 0 Open, 1 Recent

Comments: suggestions
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thanks, Michael, for taking the time to share your thoughts
and suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Michael Beer
Please indicate the current topic
you'd like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share
your comments, feedback or suggestions: I recommend also
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dropping the name Washington..because it is so widely used in
our society (and arlington) . There are important names and
people that could be memorialized who are less well known.

fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your thoughts and your interest in W
L’s renaming.
752

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/7/2018
9/10/2018  3:31pm
ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change and ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS
WL Teacher

Mr. Daniel Moses

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
9/10/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3
FORMAL  Mr. Moses

Comments: WL Teacher
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.
Again, thank you for your suggestion for a compromise
name and your interest in WL’s renaming.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Daniel Moses
Please indicate the current topic you'd
like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Just wanted to show you
all my support as a teacher at WL, a community member, and
a historian. I strongly support a name change. If you are
soliciting suggestions, I think &quot;Generals High
School&quot; might be a fair compromise and the simplest
option. Thanks! Dan Moses

753

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/7/2018
9/10/2018  3:29pm
ENGAGE:WL NAME SUG  WL Name Suggestions
Engage with APS

Ms. Beth Prange

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:

Closed EMail 9/10/2018
Not viewed
Meg Tuccillo
Re: Engage with APS
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
INFORMAL  Beth

Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: Engage with APS

Subject: Re: Engage with APS
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and
suggestions regarding the current renaming process for
WashingtonLee High School. Please know that your
message will be forwarded to the Naming Committee for
their information and consideration. We are receiving many
useful tips and ideas and all community input will be happily
received.
The WL Renaming Committee will conduct their work this
fall and will include opportunities for community input. The
committee will come back with their recommendations to the
School Board this December.

Subject: Engage with APS
Engage with APS Name Beth Prange Email
Please indicate the current topic you'd
like to engage with: Naming Process  WL Please share your
comments, feedback or suggestions: Keep WL Keep Generals
Lose Lee
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Again, thank you for your succinct thoughts and your
interest in WL’s renaming.
754

EMail
Date In:
Modified:
Issue:
Subject:
Comments:

9/3/2018
9/4/2018  2:55pm
ENGAGE: SCHOOL NAME  School Naming, ENGAGE: WL  Washington Lee, and ENGAGE: WL SUPPORT  Support WL Name Change
FW: WL name change
yes, change name  cc Supt in response

Mr. Estabrook

Status:
Viewed:
Assigned:
Subject:
Response:

No postal address available

Salutation:
Activity:

Closed EMail 9/4/2018
9/4/2018
Meg Tuccillo
Re: FW: WL name change
Customized Engage Default Format 12 pt.
v.3 (Include history)
FORMAL  Mr. Estabrook
Msg: 0 Open, 2 Recent

Comments: yes, change name  cc Supt in response
Incoming

Outgoing

Subject: FW: WL name change

Subject: Re: FW: WL name change
Thank you for taking the time to share your views on the
current name change process for WashingtonLee High
School. As you may know, the School Board will approve
the membership of the School Naming Committee this
Thursday night and the committee will come back to the
Board with recommendations on November 29th.
Your support for a name change will be shared with APS
staff working with the committee on this issue.

Subject: FW: WL name change

Please be aware that email correspondence is subject to the
Virginia Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and may be made
public if someone requests it – even if you have asked that
your message be kept confidential. Also, If you have received
this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email. The receipt by any unauthorized person does
not constitute a waiver of any applicable protections.
On 9/3/18, 7:22 AM, "C G Estabrook"
wrote:
My wife, nee Leigh Stewart, WL 1960, and I support changing
the name of WashingtonLee high school. We also support
accurate teaching about the eras of George Washington and
Robert E. Lee  and our own. Regards, C. G.Estabrook, W
L1960 WL student council president, 195960
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